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Jaycee

Week Jan. 14

to

Diet at

Hear Explanation

.

21

Several Appointments

Distinguished Service

Made, Some by ^Council
And Others by Mayor

Award

Of Delinquency

a

of the longest meetings in

Made

at

marked the beginning of
Jaycee Week in which Junior
Chamber of Commerce all over

regular meeting Wednesday

the United States Are obsening
the founding of the organization
35 years ago. The National Jaycee
group, which now numbers more
than 2,750 clubs and 200,000 individuals, was established in 1920 in
St. Louis, Mo.
In Holland, the main celebra*
lion of Jaycee Week Jan. 14 to
21 was the monthly membership meeting Tuesday night in
Cumerford’s Restaurantat which
time a distinguishedsendee award
was made to sorrie young man
of this communitywho has rendered outstandingsendee to the
community during the past year.
The Junior Chamber of Commerce was founded in 1920 by
Henry Geissenbierwho became
the first president.Geissenbier
was a voung businessman in St.
Louis. Mo., back in 1915 when he
get :h-? idea of a young men's organization to help out in civic af-

many

months.
Included in the business were
several appointments, the sale of
$53,000 worth of paving bonds, the
transfer of unappropriatedsurpluses, and many reports.
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Committees Are
Appointed (or
Holland C of

C

New Groningenshe was

the daughter of the late Mr. and
Chamber Members
Mrs. Cornelius Ver Planke. She
lived In this community all her
Grand Rapids Cites
Invited to See Board
life and was a member of South
Problems and Cures
Olive Christian Reformed Church.
In Action on Monday
Surviving arc the husband; one
Members of the Holland Minis- daughter. Mrs. Alvin (Betty) Henry Ter Haar. president of
terial Associalion were given an Vanden Brink of Allegan; six the Holland Chamber of Cominsight into the problem of juven- sons, John and Harold of New
merce, Friday announced the folile delinquency and a few sugges- Groningen;Marvin of South
tions on how they can work to stop Olive; Gordon of Pine Creek and lowing appointmentsto standing
it. from spreading.
Cornelius and Kenneth at home; committees:

Friday

night which lasted 2*4 hours, one

~

Policewoman From

Meeting Here Tuesday

business, routine and otherwise,
at

Is

Home

Mrs. Charles Vork, 64, route 2,
died Tuesday evening at the home
of her soil and daughter-in-law,
Mr. and Mrs. John Vork, 1861
101th Ave. She had been seriously
111 about two months.
Born

City Council covered a lot of
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The News Has Been A
ConstructiveBooster tor

CORP. PETER VAN SLOT, ion

0/

Mr. and Mrt. E. Van Slot ot II Eaif
25th St., rtctntiy completed the
11th Airborne Division's Airbornt
School at Fort Campbell. Iy„ according to the public information*
otllce. He is 0 msmbor 0/ the 7Slh
Tank Battalion whers he serves

Speaker on the topic at the
monthly association meeting Monday motnitw in Durfee Hall on
Hope campus was Miss Jean
Kamps, policewoman from Grand

Airport — Henry Ter Haar,
13 grandchildren; one sister, Mrs.
John Johnson of New Groningen chairman, Marvin C. LIndcman,
and a sister-in-law. Mrs. Cora Ver Arthur Peters, Henry Vender
Planke of Scottsvillc.
Plow, Charles Cooper, Bernard
Arcndshorst.

Rapids.

Building — Dr. I. J. Lubbers,
chairman,William Boer, William
J. Brouwer, Dr. M. de Velder,
girls. In Holland the girls lead the
Peter Elz.'nga, George Good, A.
boys
slightly
and
at
a
younger
age
as a lank commander. Van Slot
Bondy Gronberg, George Pelgrira,
was attending Calvin College at
than the average of 16. In Ottawa
(he lime oi induction Into the
County the proportionis nnearly
Dr. O. vander Velde.
Armr in 1953. He received basic
even while in ihc state the boys
and tank training with his present
’55
Festival City and state affairs — Russell
pointed to the board of review for
lead three to one.
Boeve, Clarence Grqvengoed,
unit and is a graduate ot the llth
one-year terms were two officer
Miss Kamps said personality
Airborne
Division's
Non-Commismembers, City Engineer Jacob
A big Water Follies Review will Clyde Geerlings. Russell Fredproblems often touch off delinsioned OHicett Academy at Fort
Zuidema and City Attorney James
quency traits in girls while hoys be u top attraction of the 1955 ricks, Carl Harrington, Dick ColCampbell.
E. Townsend. Council also set the
begin criminal careers more often Tulip Time program with five per- lins, K.M. Wheeler, J.C. Rhea,,
salary of $8 a day for members
with mischievous things. Drunken- formancesscheduled in Civic Cen- B.P. Donnelly.
SIMON D. DEN UYL, Detroit industrialistwho has a summer
serving on the board of review.
nesk is a prime factor,the speak- ter.
Community service
Henry
home at Macatawa Park, was greeted by Chamber of Commerce
Mayor appointments consistedof
This was decided Tuesday after- Weyenberg, chairman,John Emer said, and it often leads to exhifairs. He had beard a speaker
of
reappointing two members to the
officials on his arrival this morning at the local airport.Den Uyl
bitionism (showing off) and many noon at a meeting of the Tulip mlck, Art Sas. Verne Hohl, 1L
trving to enlist support for a badplanning commission for threetimes to immorality. Stealing Is a Time board of directors and
is addressing college,seminary and high school students as well
Frans, Bert Selles, G. Van Apple-,'
ly needed sewer improvement and
year terms. Mayor Harry Harringclosely related trouble,most often group of Rotary Club members in dorn, Cornic Van Voorst, Robert
as the Rotary club in Holland today on subjects aimed at better
he enlisted the aid of his dancing
ton presented the names of W. A.
shoplifting by girls and thievery Civic Center.
Slocum.
understandingbetween industrialand educational groups. Left
club to get started.He called the
Butler and Willard C. Wichers as
The review, called one of the Education
by boys.
Walter Scott,
new
organization
the
‘‘Young
to right are his son, Dick Den Uyl, Ernest Post, William H. Vande
members of the planning commisShe said there were, some girls world’s greatest, will open on Tuet chairman, Dr. Bert Bos, Dr.
ALLEGAN, Mich. (Special) Men’s Progressive Civic AssociaWater and Den
(Sentinelphoto)
sion. The appointmentswere apwho do not let a day go without day night, May 10, the eve of Lubbers, Gerald Appledom, Vertion." It was making a name for A Trowbridge Township family
proved by council. At a future
Tulip Time. Afternoon and evening non Ten Cate, Peter Kromann,
stealing something.
itself when World War I came and
of seven ficed life today with
performances also are scheduler Lucien Raven. Ernest Post.
meeting, Mayor Harrington will
At
the
roots
of
the
problem,
since nearly the entire memberMan Pleads Guilty
nothing but their car, their night- Recording to Miss Kamps. is home Wednesday and Thursday afterappoint a member to the library
Transportationand good roads
ship enlisted the club went into
board to succeed the late Mrs. 0. Architect
clothes and their televisionset, neglect, children being left home noons and evenings, May 11 and —Charles Cooper,' chairman; L.
mothballsfor the deration.
To
Entering Charge
S. Cross and to the Board of
the war ended the after a devasting blaze leveled alone without sufficientfood and 12. Afternoon performances will be W. Lamb, Clarence Bouman, L.
Supervisors to replace John Van
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
YMPCA found itselfshort of funds. the 16-room farm home in which mothers weft-king. Another closely held about 4 p.m., allowing people Raven.
Dyke. Jr.
cause is parental example who attend parades plenty of time
Executive— Henry Ter Haar,
(or Roy C. Thomas, 36 of 1227 Eu- It was through the help of an they live early Wednesday morn- related
to get to the Civic Center.
Council also voted to continue
in drunkennessand immorality.
chairman. Charles Cooper, Gerald
clid St., Grand Rapids, pleaded older St. Louis businessman, Clar- ing.
The review carries its own div- Kramer, M.G Lindeman, Dr. Lubthe Civic Center advisory commitguilty In Circuit Court Monday to ence A. Howard, that the orNeighbors and the Allegan She cited several illustrations
tee which was established Jan., 6.
a charge of nighttime breaking ganization survived. In gratitude County Red Cross chapter were such as lack of interest, attention ing tank and pool. Tulip Time bers, G Neal Stekctee, Henry
1954, for one year.
and entering. He was released on for Howard's assistance,the group busy collectingshoes and clothing and auc tion in the home which directors checked with city officials Weyenberg, Andrew Sail.
and architects and it was deterSubmittinglow bid in the sale
R.C
An architect has been hired for his own recognizanceto return changed its name to the Junior to .get the family of Mr. and Mrs. all leads to a spirit of neglect and mined that Civic Center is suitable Harbors and lakes
of $53,000 worth of city paving
Jan. 27 at 11 a.m.
independence.
Bosch,
chairman,
Henry
Geerds,
Chamber
of
Commerce.
The
UnitBon
Davis
back
on
its
feet
again.
the proposed outdoor swimming
bonds was First National Bank of
The alleged offense occurred ed States Junior Chamber of ComMany boys and girls don't know for accommodating a large diving Charles Miller, Henry Maentz,*
Mrs. Davis said she had been
pool at Civic Center, City Council
tank and pool.
Holland on a flat interestrate of
Jan.
9
when
Thomas
entered merce was formed Jan. 21, 1920.
Peter Van Domelen, George
was informed Wednesday night.
partially aroused by a crackling right from wrong and in many
Dates for the 1955 Tulip Time Smith, Cornelius Brewer, Donald
I4* per cent. Others submitting
Steffens Food Market in Holland.
cases
parents
are
unaware
that
John Van Eerden, chairman of
sound during the night, hut it
Festival are Wednesday, May 11, Jeslek.
bids were McDonald Moore and
He admitted enteringthrough a
the swimming pool committee, anwasn’t until 2 a m. that smoke their children are in difficulty through Saturday, May 14.
Co. and Walter J. Wade, Inc.
window. He was apprehendedon
Industrial — George Heeringa,
when
they
sink
into
the
abyss
of
nounced that the committee has
alarmed the entire family. The
Proceeds from the review will be chairman, Henry Wevenberg,
Council also awarded a bid for selected Hubert Van Dongen as a routine check by a police officer Pick
parents quickly rounded up their sexual degeneration.
printing the bonds to Columbian
Miss Kamps challenged the turned over to the Rotary Club's Don Vink, Vern Norquist,C.C.
architect.Van Dongen maintains who stopped his car between Holfive children,ranging in age from
Bank Note Co. for $80, the lowest offices in Benton Harbor and a land and Grand Rapids. He told
Becker, William
assembled
ministers to recognize crippled children's committee for Andreasen,
1 to 10 years, and got them out
of three bids.
the court he had bfen depressed
Beebe. Henry Coll, C.M. Mctheir
responsibilities'
in dealing use in local projects.
oranch office in Holland.
of their adjoining first floor bedIn Stolen
The same financial arrangeCouncil approved the transferof
Van Eerden also announced that and had no explanationwhy he
rooms and huddled together in with the problem.She said there ment has been made with Rotary Cormick, Hollis M. Raker, Harold
unallocated surplus into the fol- the Board of Education has grant- broke into the store.
Ramsey, O.W. Lowry, Bondy
should
be
closer
tics
between
the
the family car.
as with the Windmill Chorus, which Gronberg,Bob Fitzgerald.
lowing funds : $100,000into a ed the committee’s rcuuest to use
Thomas had appearedprevious- Holland police Friday were holdBy that time the northeast wing police department and the minis- will perform Friday night during
Legislative and national
public Improvement fund, $77,500-,the services of Arthur „ Read, ly in Wayne County Circuit Court ing a 16-year-old youth who left
of thfr house, whore the kitchen ters so that a minister can get a
Tulip Time at Civic -Carter.
James Townsend, chairman, Jerry
Into a sewer improvement fund, building supenisor for the Board and went off parole -four years a trail of stolen automobilesbewas located,was filled with flames clearer insightinto the delinquent Rotary will handle all contracts
Tlllema, Arthur Prigge, Herbert
$8,000 into the Civic Center con- of Education, as construction ago.
hind him after leaving his Pontiac
and fire was breaking out in a boy or girl.
relative to the Review, pay all ex- H. Holt, Fred D. HoeslL
home earlier last week.
struction account and the capital supenisor and consultant to the
The
speaker
stated
bluntly
that
dozen other parts ot the big house.
penses and taxes involved.
Officers said the boy left home
outlay account, and $7,000 into a committee. Previously, Read asThe Allegan fire department she couldn’t give all the answers Attending Tuesday’s meeting Membership — C. Neal Stekein a stolen car belongingto his
tee, chairman; others to be apblack dirt account for the Park sisted the committee in preliminbut
could
suggest
that
pastors
was called at 2:45 and spent
were J. J. Riemersma, Dick Smal- pointed later.
father. To help finance his trip
Department.
ary planning and research and
about two hours on the scene, but encourage families to open- their
Files
Public relations— Oscar Vanhe took a diamond ring, a wrist the fire was too far along to con- homes to delinquents, especially lenburg, C. Neal Steketec, W. A.
Council accepted for first read- complication of specifications. The
Butler, Raymond Holwerda, Rob- den Dooren, chairman, Sandy
watch and $24 in cash, also from trol and the house was complete- delinquent girls.
ing an ordinanceto rezone a 164 city clerk was instructed to send
his lather.
by 132-foot plot on the south side a letter of appreciation to the
She also encourages activities ert Kouw. GertrudeSteketec, Wil- Meek, George Stevens, George
ly leveled.
Near Battle Creek he was
of 31st St. about midway between Boara of Education.
for
young people, but immediately liam H. Vande Water and Earl F. Good. Jerry Holder, W.A. Butler.
The three oldest children.
Price. Attempts were made to conforced to abandon the car when
Retail merchants
LJaclf
Michigan Ave. and Maple Ave.
The committee also offered the
Betty. 10; Russell, 9, and David, followed with the statement that
from class B residentialto class following schedule as a tentative Petitionswere filed with City it slid into a ditch. A short time 7. planned to enroll at Harper this is not a panacea, nor the tact three other directors by tele- Plewes, chairman, Bertal Slagh,
C commercial, and set a public oasis of progress planning: re- Clerk ClarenceGrevengoed today later he was on his way again in School as soon as shoes and cloth- entire answer. She suggests a phone, John W. Hollenbach, John Al Knipe. Ralph Cumerford, John
H. Van Dyke and LaVerne Rud- Du Mez, Louis Hartzell, Kenneth
another stolen vehicle.
hearing Feb. 16 at 7:30 p.m. Re- search and preliminary plans.
ing can be found. Their new program that is constructive and
naming Hans Suzenaar. of 372 West
olph. The latter two were at- Wheeler.
That car ran out of gas in Holquest for rezoning comes from the March: selectionof and award ot
school is located near the home helpful in the churches to keep
tending other city meetings, but
Rural relations
Bernard
Kroger Co. which proposes to contracts for filter units and 23rd St., as candidate for fourth land. The youth then walked into of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Vote, re- these young people occupied.
garage belonging to Ken latives, with whom the family will
were consented to the arrange- Arcndshorst,chairman.John De
build a new store on the property nitchaniel accessories, March: i ward councilman.
Subject for the February meetEtterbeek at 165 West 17th St..
allowing plenty of area for off- completionof working drawings
make their home temporarily. ing is a city-wideevangelistic ment. A.J. Peters was out of Kraker, Elmer Hoeksma, William
This means Suzenaar33-year-old
Etterbeek's
'53
model
town.
N. Bowerman, Clarence Bouman,
and
took
street parking. The planning com- and specifications,April; adver- native Dutchman who came to HolPrior to the fire the children had*! campaign,
The Rotary Club members work- John Vander Ploeg, Ted Everse,
mission approve ' the rezoning but tisement for bids. April; award of land in 1948. will oppose incum- car.
been attendingclasses at Foster
ing on the project are Andrew H.J. Barkel, Fred E. Brummer,
A stolen car report on Etter- School.
not the 100 feet on the Maple Ave. general contract,May; substantial bent John Beltman who has served
beek's vehicle was broadcast over
Vollink, chairman; Bruce Mikula, Ed Tuma, Leo Loew.
side which will be used for park- completionof construction, July. on City Council for a total of eight
The Davises had been living in Minor Mishaps Reported
State Police channels through the
secretary; L. W. Lamb, Jr., Larry
Safety — Andy Sail, chairman,
ing. Councilman Robert Visscher
Tentative plans -call for an out- years If no other candidates file
the house about two months, havHolland police radio.
Wade. Harold Ramsey and Robert Cornelius Vander Meulen, Robert
pointed out that well landscaped door pool of approximately5, (XX) for the fourth ward post, the names
ing moved there from Otsego. By Grand Haven Police
Late Wednesday the youth was
De Nooyer, Donn Lindeman,
Wolbrink.
parking lots are recommended as square feet to be built just south will not appear on the primary balThe house was owned by William
GRAND
HAVEN
Special)
arested in South Haven in EtterChief Jacob Van Hoff, Lavcrne
buffers between commercial and of Civic Center at a location lot on Feb 21 and will be carried
Emmons.
City police report three minor
beek's car by state police. The car
Rudolph. W. A. Butler. Sandy
residentialzones.
originallydesignated for a nata- over for the April election at which
Insurance investigatorscould accidents Thursday.Af 12:18 p.m.
had run out of gas and the batMeek, Robert Carley, Walter W.
torium.
Read
had
estimated
the
find
no
cause
for
the
blaze
and
Council approved a resolutionto
time city voters have an oppor- tery had gone dead.
at the corner ot Park and Ferry
Scott, Rein Visscher, Dr. Bert
made no estimate of the total St*., cars driven by Mrs. Grace
be sent to U.S. senators and rep- cost of such a pool at S53,000. tunity to vote on candidates in all
Bos, Preston Manting, Robert
The boy had stolen a battery in
loss. The home was partiallyinresentativesurging approval of an compared with S223.000 for an wards, not just the ward in which
South Haven and was preparing sured. but the Davises had no in- Houseman. Muskegon, and Sidney
Wolbrink.
appropriation to be introduced in indoor pool. After a thorough in- they reside.
Shaver. 32. Grand Haven, were
Tourist and resort— Russell
to leave the city when he was arWashingtonsoon for deepening vestigation. the committeecon- Suzenaar is a partner in the Mae- rested. Two Holland police officers surance on their household goods. involved.Mrs. Houseman was Accident
Klaasen. chairman, Lulu Harringand improving connecting chan- cluded that the needs of Holland rose Glass Co. in Holland. He is
ticketed for failure to yield the
ton. Robert Horner, Don Jesiek,
accompanied by a deputy sheriff
would best be served by an out- married and has two children.His
nels of the Great Lakes.
Second Ward Councilman La- Phil Strengholt, Henry Holke,
right cl way and making an
returned (he youth to Holland.
Permissionwas granted to the door pool at Civic Center and an wife is the former Arlene RosenVerne Rudolph deplored the in- Alton J. Van Fasaen, Gertrude
improper right turn.
Police said the boy would be
Exchange Club to stage a com- indoor pool in the future high dahl.
At 1:19 p.m. at Griffin and creased number of major accidents Seery, Carter Brown, Robert
arraigned in Municipal Court here
Points
Set
munity-wide auction in Civic Cen- school building,comparableto the
Jackson Sts., cars driven by Henry in Holland city in 1954 when he Kouw.
He was born and educated in the on charges of unlawfully driving
ter Saturday, Jan. 29, for the pur- natatorium in the new Grand Netherlands and served as a pilot
Huttengn. 47. Grand Haven, and voluntarilysubmitted a safety
away a car as soon as a waiver
pose of raising funds to discharge Haven high school.
Joseph Tokarczyk. 20, route 1. report to City Council Wednesday
with the Royal Dutch Naval Air from Probate Court is received.
Plans call for a reinforced conBoy in Good Condition
the $1,000 obligationfor the sound
Grand Haven, jvere involved. night.
force during World War II. He beThe boy has previously served At Intersections
system at Civic Center. The per- crete pool ranging from 31 to came an American citizen in 1951. two terms in the Boy’s Vocational
He submitted monthly figures
Tokarczyk was charged with
After Eye Removal
mission was granted on recom- nine feet deep with a capacity of and has been active in PTA, Red School in loosing.
Ottawa County deputies assisted failure to stop in the assured on accidents, and told Council
200, OCX) gallons,a filter unit, conthat responsibility
for such a bad
mendation of the Civic Center
Ten-year old John Steggcrda,
Cross and Auxiliarypolice work.
by members of the Holland Police clear distance ahead.
advisory committee which speci- crete apron and landscaping. The
At 7:35 p.m. at Washington and record rests with Council and no son of Mr. and Mrs. George
Although the Suzenaar family reAuxiliary Wednesdaystarted a
fied that the rental charge will be $55,000 estimate does not include gards Leeuwarden,Friesland -as Polio Campaign Ii Well
Hopkins Sts., cars driven by place else. He said major accidents (Pink) Steggcrda. 656 Apple Ave.,
cheek of stop sign violatorsin an Maynard De Carmo, 18, Grand had jumped from 115 in 1953 to
considered a part of the promised fencing or a wading pool, but the their home. Hans’ parents have
is in ‘‘good"condition at his home
Under
Way
in
Zeeland
donation. The Exchange Club in- latter could be added using the been in Jakarta, Java, Indonesia,
effort to cut down accidents at Haven, and Edward granger, 52, 190 ir. 195 J. an increase of 30 per following removal ot an, eye at
ZEELAND
The polio drive
same
filter system at a cost of
route 1, West Olive, were in- cent. He reviewed the pattern ot Holland Hospital Wednesday at
dicated that amounts received
for about 35 years where his father is well under way in Zeeland with Eighth and 16th Sts. where the
volved. De Garmo was charged traffic tickets and indicated local 4 p.m.
over $1,000 could possibly go to $2,300,
holds
a governmentposition as ad- various gruops and individuals roaos intersectwith US-31.
The committee is having plans
with failure to yield right ot way. ixilicc should get tougher with ofthe new swimming pool fund.
The eye was injured at noon
drawn with the thought that the viser in the department of econ- cooperating in the total program. In a few hours Wednesday afterft odors. He
sharply criticized Wednesday when one of the jackCouncil okayed the purchase of
omic
affairs, dealing mainly with The Rotary Club is manning the noon and evening 15 motorists
pool could be enclosed at a future
Municipal Court for susjiending knives which a group of boys were
a full page display ad in the Tulip
exporting palm oils.
polio plank downtown. Ken Fol- received written citations and at Two Civil Suits Filed
lies. Later City Attorney James throwing at a telephone pole,
Time edition of The Holland Sen- date, if such is the desire of the
Deadline for filing petitions is kertsma is contacting mechants least a dozen more were let off
people and city officials.
E. Townsend explainedthe new bounced back and struck young
tinel next May 11.
In
Circuit
Court
noon
Feb.
5.
Suzenaar’s
decision
to
and
industrialists
and
Mrs.
Verwith verbal'warnings.
TTte committee has obtained
system of traffic court which of- Steggcrda. He was taken to a local
Permissionwas granted to Fred
Violators were spotted by depupermission from state health run offers the first race to date. non Poest is chairman of the
Ten Cate, 25 East 18th St., for
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - ten suspends fines after offenders eye specialistand later to the
authorities to use dressing looms Others who have announcedtheir Mothers March. Willis Welling is ties in a car neat the intersections
renewal of his license to sell
Two
civil suits were filed in Ottawa attend the traffic safety school.
hospital.He returnedhome this
intentions
are
Robert
Visscher,
contacting rural schools and Ken- who called other officersin a
and showers in Civic Center for
Rudolph said police cruisers morning.
brooms fron house to house. His
Circuit
Court today. John Van Dam
at least the first year. Addition candidate for mayor; ^ La verne neth Louwsma is taking harge of cruiser several hundred feet from
of Kent County is seeking $1,000 could spend rrtuch more time on
present licensewas granted March
of dressing rooms and showers on Rudolph. Willis De Cook. John the rural house-to-house canvass. the crossings.
3, 1954, for one year without
damages to his motor vehicle from the road, and in effect said policeSupt. of Schools Julius Schipthe pool will cost an additional Beltman and Robert Kouw foe
Field phones borrowed from the
New Assistant Added
charge due to blindness.The new
George Van Singer of Coopersville men were doing a poor job.
$25,000 to $30,000.The committee councilmen. Petitionsalso are pers is taking charge of the drive National Guard were used as
Rudolph's
comments
were
aclicense was granted to April 30,
recommends that the project being circulatedfor Fred T. Miles in the public schools and J. E. means of communication between resultingfrom an accident on US- cepted as information. No action For Juvenile Work
1955, at which time all licenses
16 near JoopersvilleJune 23, 1952.
Mulder, principal of the Christian the cars.
cover two or three years rather as associate municipal judge.
was taken.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
In the other suit, Andrew Laidal
terminate. __
school,
is
directing
the
solicitan
Utah be completedimmediatelyto
Deputies said the check will conMrs. Myrna Hackney commenced
of
Crockery
Township
is
seeking
in the Christian schools.
allow a good study on usage of
tinue again tonight and Friday.
her duties Monday in the juAny person wishing to make a They pointed out the tickets issued $400 judgment from John Poet of Kiwanis Club Hears
the pool the first year and then Pie Baking Contest
Girl Receives Minor
venile division of Ottawa County
Crockery.
Plaintiff
claims
the
latdonation who was not personally are only warning notices and arc
provide farther facilities accordProbate Court and will assist
ter family refused to leave the Railroad Attorney
Injuries in Accident
Swells Polio Fund
contacted may do so at Zeeland not orders to appear in court.
ing to exact requirements.
Milton G. Schancuup, general at- County Agent Avery D. Baker.
Laidal
home
which
he
was
renting,
State Bank.
Methods of financing a pool is
The main reason for the check
A four-year-oldgirl received under
FENNVILLE (Special) - The
and plaintiff was forced to rent an torney for Michigan Railroad As- Appropriationfor the position
consideration by Council.
is to determinehow many people
sociation at Lansing, was guest was made by the Board of Supminor injuriesshortly after noon
Fennville polio fund was increased
apartment at $75 a month for
Serving on the committee besides
violatethe stop sign warningsand
speaker at a meeting of Holland ervisors at the October session.
Friday when a car driven by her
by
$30
Thursday
after a Cherry Held on Check Charge
months
before
Poet
vacated
the
Chairman Van Eerden are John
to educate the motorists on the
Kiwanis Club Monday evening Mrs. Hackney with her husband.
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
father collided with another car
Pie
baking
contest
at
Fennville
premises in November,1954.
Beltman, Arnold Hertel, Arthur
John Van der Laan 23, of 2358 danger of crossing US-31 without Laidal also charges Poet left an at the Warm Friend Tavern.
Lt. (jg) Richard Hacknep, execuat 17th St. and College Ave.
Read and City Manager Herb High School.
coming to a complete stop.
Schancuup,former assistant tive officer on the Coast Guard
Nancy Murphy, 4, of 16 East Holt
There were 30 girls competing for Barry St, Hudsonville, was taken
unpaid electric bill of $19.98. dam17th St., was treated by a local
honors. Margaret Doody won first; into custody by the sheriff’s deaged an electric stove to the ex- attorney general of Michigan is a Cutter Woodbine, came to
past president of Owosso Rotary has been employed in a men’s
physican for bruises about the
Sandra Laresen, second and Helen partment Thursday night for
tent or $12.75 and converted some
Club and former city attorney of store.
Milwaukee,Wis.. officials.Accord- Car, Track Collide
head.
father, Douglas Driver Issued Ticket
Plunkett, third.
chickens and rabbits to his own use.
Owosso. He discussed labor relaShe is a graduate of the UniverMurphy, 33, was eastbound on Gertrude Van Der Bio, 31, route Pies were sold for $1 each and ing to the warrant received from
No one was injured late Thurstions between employer and em- sity of Washington in Seattle and
17th St., when he struck a car 1, was issued a ticket for failure the proceeds donated to the polio the Milwaukee police department, day afternoon when a car driven
ployes. He pointed out the tremen- majored in sociology.She also has
driven by Alden Stoner, 33. of to have her car under controlfol- fund.
Vander Laan, on Sept 28. alleged- by Maxine Potts, 35, of 245 East Boost Polio Campaign
Zeeland’s March of Dimes polio dous amount of taxes paid by rail- a bachelor of arts degree. The
34 East 16th St. northbound on lowing a collisionwith a car
Judges were Mrs. Keith Lands- ly gave a check for 5187.46 drawn 14th St., and a truck operated
College Ave.
driven by Nelson Dyke, 34 of 398 burg, Harry Cady and Richard on the Community State Bank by George Botsis. 26, of 367 campaign will get a big boost roads each year and^ said nearly Hackneys were married July 23.
Poljce estimated damage to West 16th St., at 21st St. and Marenus.
of Hudsonville, payable to the L. Arthur Ave. sideswipedat 14th Saturday from the Hub Restaur- half a million dollars is paid in 1954 in Seattle, ft
Murphy’s *55 model car at $300 Cleveland Ave. shortly after 9:45
Seven contestantswill be compet- J. Smith Motor Car Co. at St. and Central Ave. Damage to ant Owner Paul Van Raalte has wages annually in Ottawa County they went to Honolulu
and to Stoner’s ’50 model at $500. a.m. Monday. Damage to the two ing in the county cherry pic bak- Milwaukee, without having an the ‘51 model car was estimated decided all money paid for coffee alone.
officer was stationed.A
Jack Grasmcyer, newly-elected their arrivalhe was
Murphy was issued a ticket for vehicles was estimated at $300, ing contest to be held in Fennville account in the bank. It is believed at $150, police said. The truck anytime Saturday will go to the
polio campaign^
president, conductedthe greeting. Woodbine -at Grand
failure to yield the right of way. police said.
he wiU waive extradition.
Jan. 3L
was not damaged.

Council reappointedone member to the board of appeals and
three members to the board of
review. Alvin Dyk was reappointed
to the board of appeals for a
three-year term and Lucien Raven
was named to the board of review
for a three-year term. Also ap-
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among boys in Grand Rapids is
four times greater than among
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OF
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of

20, 1953

At

Court Schedules

THE

Criininal

Supervisors

Home

in Florida Following Rites

Cases

GRAND HAVEN

(Special)

—

Several criminal Jury caies have

been scheduledin Otawa Circuit

OTTAWA COUNTY, MICHIGAN

Court.

On Jan. 24 the case of Rich Lindquist, 26, Ludlngton, on a charge
of issuing a check without sufficient
funds, will hr tried. The check for
5113.30 was drawn to the Oder of
Black River Lumber Co. dated

SPECIAL SESSION
A Recommendation was made
Supervisor! met
that
the next 5th Districtmeeting
in Special Session on Wednesday,
December 15, 1954 at 1:30 p.m. and of the Board of Supervisors be
was called to order by the Chair- held on January 13, 1955 at the
City Hall in Zeeland, Michigan.
man Mr. Van Dyke.
Mr. Frankena pronounced the Mr. Stegenga moved that the 5th
District meeting be held in Zeeland
invocation.
which
motion prevailed.
Present at roll call; Messrs.
The Boird of

May 17, 1954.
On Jan. 25, the

case of

DonaM

Hovenga, 27. of 241 West 21st St.,
Holland,on a charge of drunk
driving, second offense, will be
tried. His last offense occurred
recommendationregarding
Nov. 13, 1954, and he pleaded not
Kennedy, Hassold, Hecksel, Lowguilty Nov. 22.
ing, Reenders, Ver Meer, Stegenga, transfer of funds from the County
On Feb. 23, the nellgenthomicide
Nieuwsma, Murray, Fendt, Szopin- General Fund to the Revolving
case of Gerald B. Lundeen, 17,
ski. Slaughter. Gavin, Mohr, Ver Drain Fund was read by the Clerk.
Muskegon,is scheduled. The charge
Duin, Swart. Boon, Fant, R. Cook, To: Tho Honorable Board of SupervUora
is the result of an accident on
Harrington,Koop, Wade, Van Dyke, Ottawa County. Michigan
Oentlemem
M-50 near Allendale last Aug. 22
Townsend, Stephenson,N. Cook, Vour Committee on Drain* wiahea to
claiming the lives of Albert J.
report
on
the
matter
of
tranaferrin*
and Frankena.
J2J58M from the County GeneralFund
Jonkers, 24, Grand Rapids, and
Absent: Messrs. Vollink, Helder, to the RevolvingDrain Fund at the
Susan M. Little, 21, Vicksburg.
and Botteraa.
suggestion of the State Audlton. Thli
Lundeen is specifically charged
amount
of
H.5H.58
1*
to
clear
balance*
Mr. Van Dyke, Chairman ex
that were In The red for a long period
with the death of Yonkers.
plained the purpose of the Special
of yean.
Gerald L. Huston, 38, Whitehall,
Session was to appoint a Medical Two Queationa art Involved a* follow*:
will apear Fe. 24 for trial qn
Queatlon No.
Examiner.
charge of appropriating building
___ reported
_____ Can the Revolving Drain Fund
The Health Committee
contracting funds to his own use.
eoaarHInoa Mndiral pleniahedfrom the County General Fund?
Chairmen Discuss Mothers March Detoils
the findings regardinga aseaicai
tniwfr l( .•Yt8- (Proaecutor’aopin
(Pcnna-Sasphoto) Because of no funds, the court apion>.
pointed Howard W. Fant, Grand
Mr. Ver Duin moved the Board gueation No. 2
Haven attorney to defend -Huston
rpppss to rive the Rules and Legis- Whether or not. upon collectionby
on the iatter’s request for council.
on
nnnnrtunitv «"*.ment °< fundi expended, theee funds
lation Committee an opportunity jo rollecled cin ^ returnedto the
Huston is alleged to have failed
to study further the Resolution County General Fund, to reolac* the
to pay approximately 32,000 to the
reearding appointment of Medical monle* originallytranaferred.
The anawef
;t0 QutiUon No. 2 la -No" (Proaecutor*
Sott-Lugers Co of Holland and
Lt. oncj Ws. Herbert D. Krediet
opinion).
3400 to Lloyo Imhoff of Montague
A Resolution regarding appoint- We as member* of thla committee, with
(Prince photo)
for materials and services in conment of Medical Examiner was ‘he information received from the Proae
Following a wedding trip, Lt. of Grand Rapids, best man, and
Final plans have been completnection with the West Olive school.
tutor and as presented by the Chairman
Herman Guichelaar, brother of the
read by the Clerk.
'of the Drain Committee, at the October ed for the 1935 Mothers M$rch
Four health subjects were dis- Complaint was signed by Frank and Mrs. Herbert D. Kre&et are
bride, and Dennis Auwema, ushers.
RESOLUTION »? THE HEALTH COM- Session of this Board, suggest that this on polio. The march will take!
cussed at a meeting of the Ottawa Garbrecht,former Ottawa county establishedin their home in Florida
MITT EE OF THE OTTAWA COUNTT matter be taken care of as requested by
The bride'sgown of nylon tulle
Jan 29, from
place
Saturday,
County
Health
Council
Wednessupervisor
and
member
of
the
the State Auditors.
HOARD OF SUPBRVISORS
ar the Eglin Air Force Base over satin was fashioned with a
6:30
to
7:30
p
m.
Respectfully
Submitted.
WHEREAS,the provialonsof Act No. Ill
(From Friday’s Sentinel) day night in Hop's Inn in Coopers- school board.
full skirt terminating in a
where the groom is stationed.
Case S’oplnskl
Details were completed at a
of the Public Act* of 1ISJ. providingfor
Tho Sewing Guild met Thurs- ville. About 40 were present inFrank Gavin
the abolition of the office of Coroner and
The couple was married Dec. 29 chapcl-lenghttrain. The bridal veil
Me
committee meeting Monday
cven-|day(jar.. 6 at 1:30 p.m. in the cluding 10 county supervisors.
Henry Vermeer
the creation of the office of County
in a double ring ceremony at North of illusion fell from a half
ing at the home of Mrs. Lrnest H. c|ulrc.1 basement with Mrs. EuNicholas Frankena
MedicalExaminer wa* adopted by this
Mrs. Charles K. Van Duron of
Street
Christian Reformed Oiurch hat of satin tulle. She carried a
Phillips, publicity chairman lor gene Brower serving as hostess, Holland, who will take over her
Chris Fendt
County by the vote of the People of said
Drain Committee
in Zeeland. The bride is the former white Bible with white orchids.
County aa determined by the canvaie of
the
^jrs (;ari Schcrmer. president, new post as psychiatricsocial
the vote* cast at the November S. 1954
Miss Eleanor Hoogland was orHelen Guichelaar, (laughter of the
Mr. Szopinski moved the adopOn Thursday. Jan. 20, captains was ,n Charge 0t the meeting, worker for Ottawa County Feb.
Election:and
Rev. and Mrs. John Guchelaar ganist and Herbert Start, soloist.
‘ WHEREAS, aald Act provide* that the tion of the report which motion lieutenants and block mothers Q^l(.rs present were the Mes- 1, explained her new program
Is
All and the groom's parents are Mr. and Mrs. Ben Vander Meer
County Medical Examinersshall be phy- prevailed.
will meet at 8 p.m. at Washing- , ,jam€S jacob T. Do Witt, John De which will operate under the
sician* licensed to practice within the
Mr. and Mrs. Nick Krediet of Cor- of Oak Lovvn, 111., uncle and aunt
ton
School
for
instructions
a^d|JonRp
Gerrit
Boss
Henry
A letter from Roy A. Hierholzer,
Muskegon Area Child Guidance
State of Michigan who thall be residents
sica, S. D. The bride's father and of the bride, were master and misFederal
School
can
build
Its
distribut
»
of
needed
materials,
Wabckei
Harry
Dunning,
Irving
Chairman
of
the
Ottawa
County
of the County fo/ which they art appointClinic. Tentative plans call/ for
uncle, the Rev D. J. Hoitengo, tress of ceremonies. Others assistnew
addition
after
all.
ed, or an adjoiningCounty: and
Democratic Committee was read including identification badges Hungcrink, Henry Boss, John her spending two days a week in
ing at the receptionwere the Misses
WHEREAS, the compensation of the
and stickers. Wilbur Cobb. Ottawa Hove Henry Van Dam Will VanSchool leaders felt that the is- officiatedat the rites.
by
the
Clerk
regarding
furnishing
Holland (possibly more), two in
County Medical Examiner and Deputy
Wedding
attendants were Miss Rose and Esther Hoitenga, Marge
will
be
sue
lost
by
a
single
vote
because
county
polio
chairman,
be
der
Kolk
Joc
BrinkSi
Martin
County Medical Examiner*thall be such space for the new manager to
Grand Haven and one in Muskea* shall be appropriatedby the County operate the License Bureau in the speaker and two short films per- D. Wyngarden, Joe Kloet, John gon. In her new work, she will of spoiled ballots last Dec. 21, Marjorie Guichelaar, sister of the Huizenga and Donna Ellens, Mrs.
Hoard of Supervisoni
but a legal opinion from Miller, bride, maid of homor; Miss Norma Douglas Gardner and Miss Eleanor
taining to the March will be T. D? Witt, Henry Kruidhof, and
interview children with emotional
THEREFORE. BE IT RESOLVED,that Court House.
^
shown.
Gerry Schcrmer. Refreshments problems. The service is the same Canfield, Paddock and Stone, De- Jean Krediet of Grand Rapids, sis- The bride formerly was a staff
the Ottawa County Health Officer*1* apDec. 9. 1954
The Mothers March again Is were served. The next meeting
troit attorneys who write nearly ter of the groom, bridesmaid. Ruth
pointed aa Ottawa County Medleal Ex- Mr. John VanDyke Jr., Chairman
type offered by the Muskegon
aminer for a term of three (S) year*.
Ottawa County Board of Supervisor* being sponsored by the Junior
all bond validatingopinions before Guichelaar. sister of the bride, jun- nurse at Blodgett Hospital in
will be held on Jan. 20.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED,that all 830 Columbia
Chamber of Commerce Auxiliary Don De Braal of Holland was a clinic but Mil eliminatetrans- being approved by the Michigan ior bridesmaid; Seymour Harkema! Grand Rapids.
portation -problems.Mrs. Van
phytldana qualified tinderAct 111 of the Holland. Michigan
and the Kiwanis Queens. Mrs. recent supper guest of Mr.
Municipal Finance Commission,
Public Acta *f 1953. now or hereafterDear Mr. VanDyke:
Duren will serve school children
residing in Ottawa County, except th*
For many years It hai been the policy Myron Van Oort and Mrs. Irvin and Mrs. Jacob T. Dc Witt ami
have indicated that the issue
Associates, Kalamazoo architects,
up
to
18
years
old.
Health Officerof tha County of Ottawa, of the Board of Supervisorsto provide De Weerd are co-chairmenof the
passed after all.
to make immediate payment of
family of Zeeland.
The program is financed partly
are hereby appointed a* Deputy Medical facUitkea In the Court House for the Fee
event and Mrs. Ed Nyland of
The firm in its opinion said al)
the $1,365.18overpayment in fees
Examiners, provided that all such phy- Office(Automobile License Bureau) of th#
Mrs. Henry Ter Haar of Zee- by the Board of Supervisors and
sician* a* appointed shall, before per- Secretary of State. I aasume as a public the JCC Auxiliary and Mrs.
for plans for "f\at-topping" the
land
recent afternoon the Community Chests of Holland, spoiled ballots must be counted
formingany duties as deputy medical servicefor the convenienceof the citizens Clare Walker of the Kiwanis
on the bond question, but tha:
court house. The hoard temperguest of Mrs. Martin P. Wyngar- Zeeland and Grand Haven.
•xamlnen, file an oath of office with the of Ottawa County.
Queens are co-captains.
spoiled ballots must be thrown
ed their demand with a note of
County Clerk *f the County of Ottawa and
There will be a new manager of th#
den.
Miss Florence Vande Woude, out and not counted on the tax
Site
Pictured at the meeting are.
"apreciation for the firm's serall such deputy medical examiner* shall AutomobUe License Bureau In the Mar
a*m at th* pleasure of thla Board of future. Will the Board of Supervisorscon- seated, left -to right, Mrs. Phillips. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boss were county nurse, discussed the tuber- limitation increase question.It
vices.
Tuesday
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
culosis
test
x-ray
and
announced
Supervisor*.
tinue their policy of providing facilities Mrs. Van Oort and Mrs. Walker;
was on that last proposition that,, ALLEGAN (Special)- AlleBE IT FURTHER RESOLVED That lit the Court House for the operation standing, Miss Althea Raffenaud. Syrcne Boss of Galewood.
a new tentative schedulewhich the single vote was in question. gan county supervisor voted 20th* tald County MedlealExaminer and of this office?
The Rev. Theodore Byland fill- will bring two mobile units to
It is probable that the district 13 against purchasing a site with- Zeeland Candidates
Deputy Medical Examiner* shall receive Trusting that the Board wlU give this county chairman of Women's
a fee of not to exceed Twenty (SSO.OO) matter their earnestconsiderationand activities:Mrs. Nyland and Mrs. ed a classicalappointment at the Ottawa County July 5 to Aug. 5. .vill borrow $125,000 rather than in the city of Allegan for a proStill Have Two Weeks
Dollxra per call. whetherone or more advise me aa soon as they have made
North Blendon Reformed church The 1955 program will be a the $140,000 authorized.In all
De Weerd.
posed Allegan county medical
peroona are deceased and examinedpur- their decision,I am
on Sunday, Jan. 9, the Rev. John community program, not an inZEELAND (Special)- Deadline
probability,the levy will not ex- facility, in spite of a favorable
suant to tald can. and in additionthereto
Sincerely Your*
Van
Peursem
of Zeeland conduct-dustrial program. One unit will
for
filing nominatingpetitionsas
shall receive their actual and necessary
Roy A. Hierholzer.Chairman
ceed eight mills, although nine recommendation from a joint
ed the morning service and Joe have its own generator and will
traveling expensesat the rate of ten
required by the Zeeland city charOttawa County Democratic Committee Mr#. Miles Hostess
mills was authorized.
meeting
of
the
board's
welfare
centa per mile, such expense* to bo within
Muyskens.middlcr at Western get into areas not visited before.
ter is Jan. 29, 1955 at 12, noon.
Mr Nieuwsma moved that the To Builders Class
and finance committees.
the appropriationmad* therefor by the
Theological Seminary of Holland One aim of the 1955 program is to
County Board of Supervisor*.Any bills License Bureau be eliminated from
The site, located on new M-40 Offices to he voted on in the
submitted for services rendered ahall be
Members of the Builders Class of was guest preacherfor the even- x-ray migrant workers, and the Two Slightly Injured
near the Allegan Health Center spring election include that of
approved by the County Medical Examiner the Court House which motion preing service in the local church.
county hopes to x-ray 50,000 perFirst Methodist Church held a rehad been offered to the county mayor and supervisor for a twoand referred to th* Finance Committee valed.
In
Local
Auto
Crash
The Holland-Zeeland Chapter of sons.
year term each, and two councilgular monthly meeting last Friday
for approval.
Mr. Swart reported on the ReTwo persons were slightly in- by Mr. and Mrs. Ira Montague men for three-year terms.
the World Home Bible League
Units will spend a week In ZeeHEALTH COMMITTEE OF THE BOARD
evening at the home of Mrs. Louis
for
$1,000. Welfare committee
appraisal
of
Ottawa
County
and
jured
in
an
accident
at
the
comer
Of SUPERVISORSOF OTTAWA COUNmet in the West Olive church on land. two weeks in Holland, and
Only candidate for the office of
Miles, 38 East 18th St. Mrs. John
TY. MICHIGAN.
of Washington Ave. and 29th St. members had termed it the "best
asked that each Supervisor give the
Sunday at 2 p.m.
also will set up at Central Park,
mayor
thus far is incumbentR. R.
Slagh
led
devotions
on
"Being
a
Henry C. Slaughter.Chairman
possible location" for the badly
number of Commercial and IndusThe Junior C.E, met on Sunday Waukazoo, Bcechwood and North Friday at 8:30 p.m.
Richard L Cook
Christian" and hymns were sung by
needed expansion of county hospi- De Bruyn. Incumbent Peter Staal,
Injured
were
Lillian
De
Boer,
trial places in their Townships.
at 2 p.m. in the church basement. Holand. X-rays are recommended
LawrenceWad*
Jr , Is again running to- position
the group.
Mrs. Harvey De Boer and Mrs. every year for persons over 16 40, of Hammond, Ind., and Jerrie tal facilities.
Mr. Slsughter moved the adop- He asked that an officer from the
Plans were made for a party
All four Otsego city supervisors on cuuncl. Two new candidates
Wilson,
20.
of
573
West
22nd
St.
AppraisalCompany be given an Jan. 17 at the home of Mrs. John Willard Meyer of Forest Grove years of age.
tion of the resolution which movoted against the site in what one circulatingpetitionsfor council
Dr. Ralph Ten Have, county Both received minor injuries.
tion prevsiled ?s shown by the opportunity to address the board Van Raalte to earn money for the with Miss Dc Witt as pianist
of its proponentstermed "the de- positions are Harold J. Holloman
Cars
involved
were
driven
by
leper fund. Mrs. Van Raalte, presi- furnished the special music at the health director, explained the
and Melvin Boonstra.
following vote: Messrs. Kennedy, at the January session.
ciding moment."
Kenneth
Wilson,
23,
of
573
West
Mr. Vermeer reported the Ap- dent, conducted the business meet- Sunday evening service in the dental program. He said the 22nd St., who was driving south
Hassold, Hecksel,Lowing, ReenBoard members also learned Two persons have appeared to
Vriesland Reformed church.
Couzcns fund has withdrawn its
ders, Ver Meer, Stegenga, Nieuws- praisal Company he has been ing.
on Washington Ave., and Delores Thursday that the Allegan city circulate petitionsfor the position
ma, Murray, Fendt, Szopinski, working with would also like to The group decided to discontinue The local consistorymet on support after completing a 25- De Boer, 59 East Seventh St., go- board of educationhad decided of supervisor.They are John SteMonday evening.
year program and it will now be
Slaughter, Gavin, Mohr, Ver Duin, appear before the Board at the the banquet for older members of
not to re-open the Allegan county phenson and Dr. C. C. BloemenPrayer meeting and Bible study necessary to charge a registra- ing west on 29th St.
the
church.
Other
projects
will
be
Swart, Boon, Fsnt, R. Cook, Har- January Session.
Damage to Wilson's 1950 model normal ~chooi next fall. The daal. Stephensonhas be^n on the
substituted.A letter was read from i vvas IMd Tuesday evening.
tion fee to each child receiving
rington, Koop, Wide, Van Dyke,
board, in a letter to supervisors, council for 11 years. The superMr. Cook moved that the PayYoung People’s catechismclass treatment.At present two den- car was estimated at $100 and to
Mrs. William Lindsay of Phoenix.
Townsend, Stephenson, N. Cook,
said the space occupied by the visors seat will be vacated at the
the
De
Boer
car
at
$200.
Wilson
roll be presentedwhich motion Ariz., a former member of the and Senior C.E. met Wednesday tists are working part time with
Frankena.
was issued a ticket for failure to normal school in the Dawson end of the term by former mayor
children up to 16 in the county
prevailed.
class. Several members told of pre- evening.
Kep hut car under control. Hol- school building was badly needed N. A. Frankena.
Appointed as ushers for the on a remedial care program.
senting Christmas gifts to needy
and that the value of the normal Last day of registration for
land police investigated.
FAT BOLL OF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
evening service in the local
William L. Kennedy, chairman
children.
State of Mlebifan. County of Ottawa
in training rural school teachers Zeeland residents will be Jan. 22.
Refreshmentswere served by the church are Henry Bess and Nel- of the safety committee of the
Wa. the underalxned.Chairman and Clerk of the Board of Supervlaor*of the said
had decreased considerably in re- Primary electionis Feb. 21.
Patches
of
dirt
which
are
hard
a do hereby certify that the followingis the Pay Roll of said board hostess.
County of Ottawa
son Kocman.
Board of Supervisors, announced to remove from floors with a dry cent years.
of Supervisorsas presented,and allowed by the Committee on Claim*, for attendance
Dr.
Kenneth
Vandcr
Kolk
of
The next meeting will be held
plans for a county safety survey
and mlleasa durtnf their
Before adjourning Thursday, Slightly rusted sewing needles
ember Session A D. 1954
mop will come off by rubbing with
Petoskey, a former Vriesland which will lead to an enlarged
Namo of Supervisor
Miles
Mile ate Dsji Per Diem
Totsl Feb. 3 at the homo of Mrs. Lee
fine steel wool moistened with tur- the board adopted a resolution can be made workable again by
Wm. L. Kennedy ......
resident,
J 3
left Saturday for , safpty program.
J 8 00
1 11 3V. Fletcher,161 River Hills Dr.
requestingLouis C. Kingscott pressing them into a cake of soap.
pentine.
John Hasaold .......
3 71
11 78
8 00
Montgomery. Ala., where lie will
Ervin Heckael ..........
1 40
8 00
9 40
serve in the Air Force. Mrs.
Roy H. Lowln* _________
4 23
800
12 20
Vandcr Kolk and childrenwill Missionary Society
84
8 00
8 84
Henry Ver Meer ..............
5 32
8 00
stay with her parents, Mr. and Has Regular Meeting
13 32
Albert H. Stegenja............
.. 21
2 04
8 00
10.94
Admitted to Holland Hospital Mrs. Joe Vande Velde and family
Dick Nieuwsma ...............
.. 28
3 02
8 00
11 92
Thursday were Ray E. Horn. 182 of Zeeland.
Robert L. Murray .. ..... .....
A regular meeting of the Ladies
.. 17
2 M
8 00
10 38
Chris Fendt .......... .........
East 16th St.; Mrs. Dan Van Sunday guests at the Simon Mission cvy Society of Fourth Re.. 17
2 38
8 00
10.38
Case Szopinski ..................
.. 14
1 00
8 «0
996 Dyke. 68 West 17th St.; Elizabeth Broersma home were Mr. and
formed Church was held Thursday
Henry Slaufhter .... .... ..... *
.. 22
3 08
8 00
11 r« Gogerty,286 East 13th St.; RichMrs. John Jousma, and Patty, Mr. afternoon In the church parlors.
Frank Gavin ...................... .. M
3 64
8 00
11 64
ard Brenner, route 1; Arthur Van and Mrs. Floyd Jousma of HolMaynard Mohr .................... .....
3 64
8 00
Mrs. J. Kronemeyer wps in
11 64
Claude Ver Duin ...............
..
.14
8 00
8 14 Raalte, 76 West 19th St.; Robert land, Mrs. Bob Brown, Randy, charge of devotions, assisted by
Georg# Swart ...............**]
14
8 00
8 14
and Robby of West Olive.
Martin Boon ...............
Mrs. W. Van Dyke and Mrs. G.
..
.14
8 00
8 14
Richard L. Cook .......
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Spaman Van Lento. The program featured
.. 1
.14
8.00
8 14
Howard W. Fant ...............
Discharged
Thursday
were
Mrs.
..
14
were Sunday dinner guests of a skit. "Christians Need Each
8 00
8 14
Harry {farrlngton...............
.. 23
3 32
8 00
11 32
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Schout and Other." presented by members,
3 32
8 00
11 32 33rd St.; Mrs. Ivan Compagner
Lawrence Wade
family.
... 23
3 32
and two solos sung by Mrs. G.
8 00
11 32
John Van Dyke. Jr. ...”
and baby. 759 State St.; Mrs. WilMr. and Mrs. George Van Elgersma accompanied by Mrs.
.. 23
3 32
8 00
11 32
Jamea Townaend ......
3 32
8 00
11.32
Zoercn of Zeeland were Sunday
Nick Cook
... 2*
3 02
8 00
11.92
Ribbcns. 236 guests of Mr. and Mrs. J.G.J. D. Vander Meer.
3 02
Hostess was Mrs. L. Smith,
8 00
11 92
Van Zocren.
3 92
800
11.92
assisted by Mrs. VV. Van Dyke.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Immink
* 71 00
8216.00
1287.90
of Hamilton.Mr. and Mrs. John
dsy of December. a n 1954
VIVIAN NUISMER
Brower and two daughters of William Grunwald Dies
JOHN VAN DYKE. JR
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Seminary Student Tells
DEN HERDER, County Treasurer. Of Work Daring Summer
Sup*rvl*0r,i

Mr. Fant moved the adoption
of the payroll which motion pre- ena.
vailed as shown by the following The journal of the days Session
vote: Yeas Messrs. Kennedy, Has- was read and approved.
sold, Hecksel, Lowing, Reenders,
Mr. Mohr moved the Board adVer Meer, Stegenga,Nieuwsma, journ subject to the call of the
Murray, Fendt, Szopinski,Slaugh- Chairman.
ter, Gtvln, Mohr, Ver Duin, Swart,
JOHN VAN DYKE JR.
Boon, Fant, R. Cook, Harrington,
Chairman
Koop, Wade, Van Dyke, Townsend, VIVIAN NUISMER
Stephenson, N. Cook, and Frank- Deputy County Clerk
I

Mrs. Schaap Entertains
For Mrs. Vanden

Brand

Mri. Charles A. Schaap, Paw
Paw Dr., entertained at a party
at her home Wednesday evening
in honor of Mrs. Arthur Vanden
Brand. Mr. and Mrs. Vanden
Brand recently adopted a yearold-son,Thomas J.
During the social evening, a
gift was presented to the honored guest and refreshmentswere
served by the hostess. Table de
corations featured yellow and

An

installationservice for new
officers and
talk by Louis
Kraay, student at Western Theological Seminary, featured the
meeting of the Women’s Mission-

a

ary Society at Bethel Reformed
Church Wednesday evening.
Mr. Kraay showed pictures and
told about his work last summer
at Dulce, N.M. Miss Betty Brower
and Miss Linda Riemersma sang
two numbers accompanied by Mrs.

Drenthe

were

recent after-

noon guests at the Vender Kolk
brothers home.

Mrs. Simon Broersma was a liam Grunwald, 68. route 2, died
Monday guest of Mr. and Thursday noon at Douglas hospital

recent

Mrs. George Broersma of Grand where he was admitted on Wednesday. He is survived by the wife
Rapids.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boss were Ida, and two sistersin Germany.
last Thursday evening guests of The family had resided here for 20

Mr. and Mrs. Jacob T. De Witt
and family.
Mrs. Henry Ter Haar of Zeeland and Mrs. Martin P. Wyngarden of Vriesland were recent
callers on Mrs. John H. Van
Welt at the Holland Hospital.
J. Schipper.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Costing of
white mums and white tapers.
Guests Included Mrs. Eleanor A social hour followed.Hostesses Grand Rapids were Saturday
Brinks. Mrs. Chester Van Tame- were the Misses Lois and Ruth guests of Mrs. K. Jousma, Mr. and
len, Mrs. B. H. Slagh and the Kronemeyer and Alice and Emma Mrs. S. Broersma.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Vandcr
Misses Corrine Pool, Mae Ver Kuyers.
Plo£g and family of Grandville
Schure. Lillian Dobben, Carowere Sunday guests of Mr. and
line Hilardes, Toni Van Bragt Miss Weaver Engaged
Mrs. Donald T. Wyngarden and
and Gayle Bouwman.

n

To Lavem Nienhuis
Marriage Licenses

•ngagemi
The engagement
of Miss L.
Joyce We^ei to Lavern Nienhuis
Ottawa County
William Dean Boonstra, 26, Zee- has beeiK announced by her parland, and Doreen Grace Menken, ents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Weaver,
22. Holland; John J. Leul, 23, 130 East 18th St. Mr. Nienhuisis
Martin, S. D., and Marguerite the son of Mr. and Mis. Henry
Keen*, 23, route L Cooperaville.Nienhuisof 11 E^st 15th St.

At Douglas Hospital
FENNVILLE (Special) -.Wil-

years.

>

t

-

Between 420 and 450 tons of steel
products, on the average, are required for every million dollars
spent on highway construction in
the United States.

Clara Frerika of Zeeland, N
and Mqs. Henry Freriks * &
family of North Holland, Mr. and
Mrs. Nelson Vartder Kolk and
family of Grandville, Mr. and
Mrs. Alvin Vander Kolk of Hoi
land, Mrs. Kenneth Vander Kolk
family.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Vander Kolk and children of Petoskey, Frank
entertained with a farewell party Vander Kolk of Vriesland.
last week Thursday evening Mrs. John H. Van Welt has
honoring Dr. Kenneth Vander been taken from Holland HospiKolk of Petoskey who left Sat- tal to the Parkview Home In
urday, for Montgomery, Ala., Zeeland. Mr. and Mrs. Martin P.
where he will serve in the Air Wyngarden were Tuesday callers
Force. The guests were Mrs. there.

LITH-I-BAR Co.

officials said

visited their plant on

West 15th

500

persons

Thursday
night. Occasion was an open house during which
company personnel showed their manufacturing
processes and completed products. The block
making machines manufactured by Lith-I-Bar
are shipped all over the nation, to South
America and Canada. Harold Ramsey (right)
shows off an L5 Lith-I-Block machine that
produces three eight-by-eight-by-16 blocks per
cyjjle. By streamlining the machine they have
St.

increased cycling as much as 50 percent.
Machines will be packed and shipped today to
the National*Concrete-Masonry Association
Exposition in Cleveland which opens Jan. 24.
The exposition is expected to attract 10,000
persons. From left to right are Paul Burke and
Harry Nielson of Link-Belt Co., suppliers from
Grand Rapids, Donald Vink of Parke-Davis Co.,
Charles Cooper of Holland Motor Express and
Ramsey.
(PennS-Sas photo)
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Zeeland Council

Famed Vienna

Hears a Report

Concert
One of

Zeeland

City Council Monday examined
the auditor's six-monthreport of
disbursements with interest as it
is the first year the city is operat-

ing under budget procedure jet

new city charter.
Budget for the fiscal year is
$136,225.00 and expendituresfor
the first six months total $68.forth in the

however, by check of $500 from
Zeeland Girl Scouts which covers
their share of improvements to
Lawrence St. Park. Actual city
expenditures through Dec. 31
equaled $211.78 more than half
the total appropriation.
While the total budget picture
was satisfactory to councilmen,
some adjustments were suggested.
Transfer of $8,000 or $10,000
from the street departmentfunds
to, the general and park department funds to the general and
park department funds may be
made. Authority for such a change
is in section 10.7 of the city
charter.
It was decided that in another
year it may be desirable to be
specific and divide funds appro-

for departmentsinto

cus." C. Franck; "Mensch, Steh

The Schubert presentation will

SIGNS TIGER CONTRACT — Georg* ZurcrinE Detroit Tigtr pitcher,
signed his 1955 baseball contract Tuesday.Zuretlnk r*c*ir*dthe contract
Tuesday morning, agreed to terms, and posed lor The Sentinel cameraman
Tuesday alternoon. Witnessingthe signing is Randy Vande Water. Sentinel sports editor.Zurerink. obtained by Detroit in April last year, will report to the Tigers spring training camp in Lakeland. Fla.. March J.‘
(Sentinel photo)

be

The public is invited.
The series is sponsoredby

Zuverink plans to develop

a

"fork ball” this season to be used
primarily against left handed batters. He used it a few times last
season. The southpaw swingers
that gave him the most trouble
last season were Vic Wertz, Cal
Abrams, Ferris Fainf now with
Detroit), Elmer Valo and Yogi
Berra.
Reminiscing about ‘54. Zuverink reported his first pitching assignment for the Tigers, his biggest thrill.Coming on in the 12th

March

1. Zuverink's wife.

Hospital Notes

3.

DischargedSaturday were Delores Woltman. 195 East Ninth
St.; Mrs. Roelofje De Bidder,
Rest haven; Richard A. Brenner,
route 1; Mrs. Maud Luck, 105
East 37th St.; Steven Forsten,
251 Fast 13th St.; Mrs. Charles
Roberts, 49 East 16th St.; Mrs.
Carlton Brouwer and baby, route
2; Mis. Robert Nelson and baby,
Trailerville, Grandville;, Mrs.
Georoge Reynolds, 757 Aster Ave.;

selections on his comet accompanied by bis mother on the accordion. Refreshments were served
by the hostess.
The P.T.A. of the Ganges Union
School met last Friday at the
school with a potluck supper at

6:30. Robert Stillson was in
charge of the program presenting
two sound movies from the Michigan Conservation department and
also musical selectionsby several
pupils of the school who have
been taking instrumentallessons
the pas' several months.
The W.S.C.S. of the Ganges
Methodist Church met Tuesday in
the home of Mrs. Mark Atwater
with Mrs. William Broadway as
assistant hostess. A potluck dinner was enjoyed.Mrs. Richard
Crewe was in charge of the program. Mrs. Otto Chase lead the

Mrs. Elizabeth Bcsch. 321 Central
Ave.; Mrs. Matthew Westrale,
route 3. Zeeland; Henrv Marlink,
\y. West 21st St.; Jill Becker,
route 3.
Admitted Sunday were Mix.
Carl A. Schulz, 458 Rifle Range
Rd.; Mrs. Gerrit Zonnebelt, 536
Central Ave.
Discharged Sunday were Brenda
Gann. 271 East lith St.; Mrs. devotions.
Joe Vande Wegc, 901 Central Ave;
Mrs. Anna Richards and son
Mrs. Buddy Fraam. 345 Columbia Rex left last week for California

Ave.; Mrs. Edwin Peion and where they plan to remain

He

-

A

around him. Earning power is
threatened. Difficulty is added to
difficulty, making a very real
problem for the individualand the

Once again, Public Speaking is
satisfactory adjustment to being
offered in the Holland Community at Maplewood Reformed Church.
Mrs. A. Rynbrandt led devotions. hard of hearing say that they reHer subject was 'The Transform- ceived their greatest assistance
ing Power of God” from Acts 9. from a lip reading class. They
A duet "Nothing But Leaves" say that very often the personal
was sung by Mrs. Melvin Kragt and psychological bi-products of
and Mrs. Richard Staat. accom- such instructionis of more value
panied by Mrs. Fred Arnoldink. than lipreading skills, important
Theme of the meeting was as they are.
For these reasons Lumsden and
“Path of Education.”Mrs. Paul
E. Hinkamp gave a book review his staff urge local hard of hear“Fruit of the Vine” and intro- ing people to take advantage of
duced the book 'The Uncovered this opportunity provided by the
Well,” both by Grace H. Turn- United Health and Welfare Fund
bull. "If there is an uncovered of Michigan, Inc. and the Holland
well in our own back yard, who Community Chest.

Ganges

Becker, route

Butler said that hearing loss
often results in personal problems.
Enjoyment of life lessens; irritability toward others increases. As
the individualfalls to understand
others, or misunderstands,
he becomes fearful and suspicious in
his social relationships.Often he
becomes withdrawnand unsociable. As psychological disorders
increase, life becomes an ordeal
for both the individual and those

CHI-CHI THE SQUIRRELnay be grounded,but he's lucky at that. Mr. assd
Mrs. Louli La Grange of Allegan, fouad this wild squirrel along til* read
shortly alter a car had struck him. They pJck*d him up and fouad fi*
sullered only from a broken leg so thoy took hiai hoai* and a neighbor,
Mrs. Lorna Dunlord. a practical nurse, lagbloneda splint lor him. La
Grange Is shown with Chl-Cbl who hasn't get around to showing bis
gratitude lust yet— hence the beary leather glpees.

The January meeting of the community.
Lumsden quoted Butler as sayWoman’s Christian Temperance
Union was held Friday afternoon ing that people who have made a

Lorraine and nine - montli - old
daughter.Dawn, completelyre- Evening School. This course is
covered from a hip injury, will designed to give an opportunity
to those who have had little or
accompany him.
no training in public speakingto
learn the arts of speech. La
Verne Stillwellwill be instructor.
The class will include preparation and presentation of speech.
Admitted to Holland Hospital Opportunity will be given to
Friday were Mrs. Jennie Zuverink, practice short speeches and an at266 Lincoln Ave.; Mrs. Buddy tempt will be made to overcome
Fraam, .345 Columbia Ave.; Aure- fear of a public platform.
lia Gonzales. 195 East 17th St.;
Leadership Training,another
Judith Essenburgh, 146 West 28th course in the speech field is
St.; Delores Woltman, 195 East directed toward aiding people who
Ninth St.
have the responsibility
of working
Discharged Friday were Mrs. with clubs, church groups and the
Joe Jellema, 27'J South Wall St., like.
Zeeland; Arthur B. Van Raalte,
76 West 19th St.; Mrs. John Nyboer and baby, 715 Ruth Ave.;
Mrs. John Bagladi and baby, 582
Elmdale Court; John Steggerda,
656 Apple Ave.; Wesley SterenThe Ganges Home Club was enberg, route 6; Mrs. Louise Van Do
tertained Friday afternoon in the
Water, 359 Arthur Ave.; Mrs.
Anna Pul, 16 Lincoln. Zeeland; home of Mrs. Eugene Brunson.
Mrs. William Van Hartesveldt
Dick Vander Haar. 671 West
Ninth St.; Dan C. Cook, Sauga- was in charge of the program on
tuck; Lemuel R. Brady, Sauga- educationShe was assistedby Mrs
tuck; Mrs. John Westveld,route Walter Wightman and Mrs. Rich2, Fennville.
ard Crewe. A duet was sung by
Admitted Saturday were Brenda Mrs. Broadway and Mrs. Thorsen,
Gann. 271 East llth St.; Jill Lowell Winne played several

A

1

Book Reviewed

Course Offered

K

i

•

for

baby, 1S59 Lakewood Blvd.; Mrs. sev eral weeks.
Gerald Schippersand baby, 813
Council for Civic Beauty in assoMr. and Mrs. Chester WightColumbia Ave.; Mrs. Albert man have announced the engageciation with the Adult Evening
Helmus and baby, 416 West 32nd ment of their daughter,Miss
School. Council members are Miss
St.; Mrs. Ben Rowan, 364 West Frances Wightman, to Milton
Rogers. Mrs. William G. Winter,
Herbert H. Holt, Bernice Bishop, inning against Washington, 17th St.; Mrs. Maurice Goodykc, Strand of Allegan. Mbs WightWilliam H. Vande Water, John Zuverinkprotected a Detroit lead. route 3; Mrs. Aurelia Gonzales, man is at Bronson Hospital in
Benson, John D. Plewes, Sandy "That was the first major league 195 E*ist 17th St.; Louis Culver, Kalamazoo where she is in trainMeek, Cornelia Van Voorst, Walter game I’d ever pitched in where 166 Fart Seventh St.; Mrs. Alfred ing ns p nurse. Mr. Strand is atW. Scott, Mrs. John K. Vander it actually meant something. Pre- Rithamel,12809 James St.; Rav tending Michigan State College at
vious appearanceswith Cleveland Nivison, 317 East 12th St.; Mrs. East Lansing where he will gradBroek, Bernard P. Donnelly, Jr.,
and Cincinnati, the team was Thomas Barker. 20 Jackson St.
uate soon.
Mrs. James K. Ward, Henry Ten
either way behind or ahead."
Hospital births include a son,
Mr. and Mrs. Waldo Phelps
Hoor, Dr. Bert P. Bos, Dick SmalZuverink said.
James Dale, born Thursday to Mr. wore Chicago visitorsMonday.
lenourg, Mrs. Robert Kouw, Earl
Another personal high spot was and Mrs. Edwin Peion, 1859 LakeMrs. Herman Stremler and Mrs.
F. Price, Kenneth Zuverink, Dr.
the record he made against Ted
Jay L. Tinholt,Harvey Barkel, Williams.The local hurler got wood Blvd.: a son, Robert E., bom Edwin Ensfield are teachers for
Friday to Mr. and Mrs. George the extra sessionsbeing held each
William J. Mokma, Jr., James
the Boston Red Sox slugger out
Lugers, C. C. Wood. Russell every time (seven in all) he faced Menken, mute 4: a son David Lee, Saturday during January at the
born Friday to Mr. and Mrs. Stan- Ganges MethodistChurch. These
Boeve, W. M. Aldrich, Julius him.
ley De Vries, 320 West 17th St.
classes are for the members of the
Karsten, 1 Raymond Wenke, Mrs.
The gum-chewinghurler, who
A son, Lance L., born Saturday Primary II and Junior classes and
Harold Van Tongeren, George unlike most pitchers doesn’t like
to Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Coney, are from 3 to 4 p.m. each SaturTinholt and Charles Shidler.
to chew tobacco or smoke, listed 283 West 24th St.; a daughter, day afternoon.
WDofJ
his three-hitteragainst Cleveland Toni Lee, born Saturday to Mr.
The Lake Shore Farm Bureau
as his best game last season.
and Mrs. James Bosman, 1709 Discussion Group met a week ago
"I feel fine and I plan to strat Main St.. Holland; a son. Jeff
75 Percent of Winter
Friday in the home of Mr. and
working out this week." Zuverink Erwin, born Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Crewe. Mr. Pylman,
Taxes Collected Here
said. He plans to use the Holland
Mrs. Raymond Karsten, 720 East a Farm Bureau fieldman, spoke
Armory afternoons and the Hol- Lincoln, Zeeland; a son, Larry on Social Security for farmers.
City Treasurer AHen J. Stoner
land Furnace gymnasium evenMrs. John Westveld underwent
has collected 75.9 percent of the ings. During the winter months, Jon. bom Saturday to Mr. and
winter taxes for Holland city Zuverink has been refereeing City Mrs. Harold Brink, route 2, Ham- major surgery Jan. 7 at the Holilton.
land Hospital.
through Jan. 15, it watf'announced
League basketball games, working
son, Stephen Joseph, bom
Mrs. Earl Sorensen has been
today.
on his new home in Waukazoo,
The total levy was $215,331.02.speaking before different groups Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Harold confined to her home the past
Opperman. 309 East llth St.; a several weeks due to illness.
Collected through Jan. 15 was and studying.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Nye, sons
daughter. Jill Dee Ann. bom Sun$163,485.22,leaving, a balance of
addressed the Zeeland day to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Reels Donald and Gerald, and Miss
$51,845.80 yet to be collected.
Kiwanis club Tuesday night and
Jan. 20 Is the last day for pay- is scheduledto speak to a group 76 West 14th St.; a daughter, Marilyn Hutchins were Sunday
ing taxes. After Jan. 20 a three in Scottville, where he has picked Laurie Ann, bom Sunday to Mr. dinner guests in the home of Mr.
percent penalty will be a4ded up quite a following, in the near and Mrs. Lloyd Van Slooten, route and Mrs. Fred Clark and family
of Allegan.
3, Holland.
until March 1 when the tax rolls future.He also spoke to the Grand
Peter Carlson is quite ill at the
will be taken to Grand Haven.
Haven Little leaguers last week.
Allegan Health center where he
Dog ycenses also are on sale
Thinkingof the future, the for- Fisherman Fined
has been for the past 10 days.
until March 1 at the city treas- mer Holland Flying Dutchmen
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
Mr. and Mrs. ClarenceDecker
urer’s office. Persons living out- pitcher successfullypassed his
Herbert De Witt, 21, Ferrysburg, and daughter. Connie left last
side the city should obtain dog examinations for selling insurance.
paid $20 fine and $7.80 costs in
licenses from their township Zuverink plans to follow the in- Justice F. J. Workman's court week for California where they
plan to stay for five or six weeks.
treasurers.John H. Maat is treas- surance line when his playing
Monday night on a charge of unMr. and Mrs. Eugene Sisson
urer of Holland Township and days are over. ^
lawfully spearing 'protected game were guests from Wednesday unSimon Sybesma is treasurerof
Pleased with the support the fish. He was arrested by ConPark Township. Fees will be Holland fans gave him last year, serv-ation OfficerHarold Bowditch til Sunday^ in the home of their
daughter and husband. Mr. and
doubled after March 1. After that Zuverink reported how gratifying
late Saturday evening, alleging Mrs. Linus Starring of Kalamadate licenses must be obtained it is "to have the fans for you." he took some large mouth bass zoo.
in Grand Haven.
At every home game last year I from PottawotomieBayou in
had someone talk to me from the Grand Haven Township.
In 1948 Oslo, Norway’s capital,
Every sixth hotel guest in Ber- Holland area."
underwent one of the largest city
lin is registered from some counZuverink will report to the
full fledged hurricane will expansions on record. On New
try other than Germany, with the Tigers spring training headquargenerate more energy than one Year's Day it bulged out to 26
United States leading all other ters at Lakeland,Fla., the final thousand atom bombs exiloded
times its former size by annexing
countries.
week of February. Practicewill simultaneously.
175 square miles.
the

also of route 1, Zeeland.

At WCTU Meet

Detroit Tiger Contract
start

Miss Margaret Snyder

Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Snyder
of rpute 1. Zeeland, announce the
engagement of their daughter,
Margaret to Terry Kruithoff,son
of Mr. and Mrs Adrian Kruithoff,

ail

George Zuverink Signs

against the better clubs.” Zuverink had an earned run average of
At Second of Series
2.56 against first division clubs
and six of his nine wins were
How to start a new lawn or im- against first division teams.
prove the old one was the subject
looking ahead to the 1955 seaof discussion at the second meet- son, Zuverink predicted the Tigers
ing of a series of four on civic would beat out the Chicago White
beautification Monday night in Sox for third place. "We're going
Washington School.
to be an improved club.” ZuverPark Supt. Dick Smallennburg ink hopes to be a starter again
reviewedall the steps in planting this season. He figured the other
and caring for lawns and revealed Tiger starters will
Steve
many secrets on grass planting in Gromek. Ned Carver. Billy Hoeft,
Holland’s beautiful parks. These A1 Abcr and probably Bob Miller,
secrets concernedseed, fertilizer, young 20-year-old lefty.
mulct and the like.
"I've met Bucy Harris (new
The park superintendent invited Tiger manager) only once, but I
the group and the public at large was impressed. I understandhe's
to visit the city greenhousesat a terrificfellow and I’m really
20th and State Sts. to see how the looking forward to this season.”
city grows plants for parks, and the 195 pound pitcher said.
to view his special hobby of trop- Zuverink reported Harris a quiet,
ical plants. He also explained soft-spoken man. who leaves the
plantings about Civic Center and comments on players up to the
in some parks. He was introduced coaches. SchoolboyRowe is the
by Miss Lida Rogers, chairman of Tigers pitching coach.

Next week's discussion will be
on the subject of shrubs and trees
and will be conductedby Charles
Mann, Saugatuck landscape specialist. The meeting will start at
7:30 p.m. in WashingtonSchool.

Final gro** of selections will
include "Der B r a u t i g a m,”
Brahms; "Humoresque,” Dvorak;
three folk songs, "Heindenroslein.” "Das Muhlrad” and "Jager
Aus Kurpfals, and "An Der
Schonen Blauen Donau.” Strauss.
Advance ticke* sales indicate a
capacity crowd for the concert.
I

Lawn Care Discussed

Civic

Instruction.

follow intermission.

cause "I pitched better ball

the Holland Council for

in room 104 of Holland High
School. Anita Samonte will be the
teacher.
All deaf and hard of hearing
people are invited to attend.
Stahl Butler, executivedirector,
Michigan Association for Better
Hearing, estimatedthat there are
probably 1,470 people in Ottawa
County who could profit from this

Still.” W. Bloch.

that bond issue. Council also day morning. He had previously
authorizedretirementof $14,000 talked to Harold (Muddy) Ruel,
of the West End storm sewer Tiger general manager, last week.
bonds, leaving $21,000 remaining For the benefit of the photoof the original $40,000 issue.
grapher, Zuverink actually signed
Council members decided that the contract in The Sentinel newson March 10, council members, room.
Civil Defense heads and clergyThe 28-year-old hurler, who
men of Zeeland will meet to de- compiled & 9-13 record with Decide on a specificcivil defense troit last 'season, reported he felt
program in case of emergency. the salary increase was given be-

Beauty.

Hearing.
First meeting of the class will
be Monday. Jan. 24 at 7:30 p.m.

Hora," u. da Vittoria; "Ave
Verum,” Mozart; "Panis Angeli-

specificappropriations for certain
George Zuverink, Holland's
each department.
Anticipated receipts, aside from contribution to the major baseball
general city taxes of $50,000 were leagues, returned his signed con$59,225. Actual receipts for the tract to the Detroit Tigers tofirst six months were $43,167.79 day. The big righthanderdidn't
and council feels they will reveal terms of the contract but
amount to at least $65,000 or indicated a "good increase over
$6,000 more than was anticipated.last year.” 'This was the first
It was reported that $50,000 of time I didn’t have to hold out,
the total $105,000 West End Zuverink quipped, and the Tigers
sewer bond has already been re- have been "fair with me."
paid and council authorizedreZuverink dropped into The
tirement of an additional$15,000, Sentinel office Tuesday afternoon
leaving a balance of $40,000 on after receiving the contract Tues-

*

Opening date of a lipreading class
for adults was announced Monday by George Lumsden. director
of Adult Educationin the Holland
Public Schools. The class will be
sponsored jointly by the Adult
Education Department and the
Michigan Association for Better

Opening selections will include
"Pueri Concinits,”J. Callus: "Una

activities in

l

Education Office

cert.

823.76 or $711.78 more than half
the total appropriation.
The expenditure was reduced

S

Engaged

The Vienna Choir Boys, the
wwld’s oldest and most beloved
choir, is lamous for its costume
operettas as well as concerts of
sacred music and folk songs. They
will appear here Friday at 8:15
p.m. in Hope Memorial Chapel as
one of the college winter series.
Their musical director, Gerhard
Track, has announced their com’plele program for the local con-

For Six-Month Period

priated

Planned by Adult

the

Practical Jokes.

Oi Appropriations

>

of

they appear here Friday evening
will be a Franz Schubert light
opera in one act, "Schubert's

Spending Just Ahead

r

the highlights

Lipreading Gass

Vienna ChoirgBoys’ program when

On Expenditures

ZEELAND (Special) -

to

Boys
Include Opera
Choir

is to

blame" the speaker

"Our
have

nation will fall like others
if we continue in the path

said.

Ottawa County

of wickedness because of liquor.
I^et us serve 'God with sound

4-H

minds.”

Mrs. Edith Walvoord.

News

Willis S. Ross
4-11 Club Agent

presi-

Zeeland

Holland Reserves

The following members of the
sophomore class of Zeeland High
School have been chosen to compete in the annual local forensic Nip

Huxhold,

Nnida Staal. Laurie
Norma Knoll, Sharon

Grand .Haven seconds here Friday
night. The basket climaxed a last
Johnson. Humorous: Terry Van minute drive necessitated after
Haitsma, Keith Smits, Mary the Little Bucs broke a Dutch stall
Schipper, Karen Deur. Ron and tied the game at 57-aU in the
Bckins, Judy Inkers, Marilyn last minute.
Vereeke, Carol Hop.
Nip-and-tuck all the way, HolSteggarda,

Tlie elimination contest will be land held a 20-17 first period lead
and a 34-33 halftime advantage.
The Little Bucs edged in front at
the end of the third period. 49-48.
Coach Bob Connell of Holland

be held in Zeeland in Februray.
The winners of this contest will
go to the district contestin March.
The winners of the district contest will attend the regional con-

dent, closed the meeting with infew enrollmentblanks are
formation about LTL, Loyal Temstill coming into our office from
perance Legion.
clubs who are active in 4-H work.
Hostesses were Mrs. John Noor
The count of members enrolled
and Mrs. Benjamin Lemmen.
for winter projectsshows 364 boys test to be hold in April.
and 696 girls doing 4-Hwork. In
A specialmeeting of home demour school conservationproject onstration group leaders of OtCab Pack 3042 Holds
we have 428 members.
tawa county will be held at ZeeMembers are enrolled in 98 land city hall on Tuesday at 1:30
Graduation Ceremony
dubs throughout the country and p.m. 'The General Outlook for
Frank Miller of the Chesapeake 4-H has a club in every one of the 1955" will be the topic.
and Ohio Railroad talked to boys 17 townships. The largest club is
Semester examinationswill be
of Cub Pack 3042, Lake view Holland Christian with about 190 held in Zeeland High School Jan.
School, Tuesday night. His subject, members.
18. 19 and 20. Friday. Jan. 21.
railroading,was of special inter4-H is a family affair and pro- will be a vacation day for the
est to ihe group.
vides a closer knit family.
students.
Six boys were awarded Bobcat
Prof. Vander Haan. sociology
pins, Mark Menning,Chet Lokker,
Michigan State College an- professorat Hope College was
Max Wiersma, Gary Scholten,Dav- nounces Farmers Week at the col- speaker at a meeting of the Yid Rutgers and Jerry Van Lente. lege on Feb. 7 through 11. 4-H Teens at Zeeland High School
Kenneth Nyland received his members enrolled in crops or Thursday evening. He spoke about
badge with gold arrow and Terry poultry for last year are invited boy and girl relationships.
Nyland received his Lion badge to exhibit for state honors and
Tbe 10th annual banquet of
with gold arrow.
awards. A premium list is avail- the Zeeland Softball Association
A special graduation ceremony able for 4-H members at the will be held in the city hall
for Danny Doolittle,son of Mr. County Office,Grand Haven, Any auditorium next Thursday, Jan.
and Mrs. I^ee Doolittle, was con- members who are interested in a 20. Members of the association,
ducted by Russell Kempker, Cub- chance
compete for honors their wives and guests are inmaster. Danny was awarded his should write the club agent in vited to attend.
Lion badge with one gold arrow Grand Haven.
Ray Schaap is president and
and five silver arrows, his Webelthose in charge have chosen
os badge and the graduation certiAnnouncement was made last Henry A. Bosch, native of Borculo
ficate.
week about the 4-H Broiler Pro- and now instructor in Lansing
Danny was introduced into Boy gram. Rules and regulationswere Eastern high school as speaker.
Scouts and to Scoutmaster Jim printed at that time. Since then I He is in charge of the Lansing
Wojahn by his Den Chief, Dick have made a few calls and got municipal recreation program
Vukm.
strain of heavy chicks at a reason- during the summer. His brother,
able rate.
John Bosch is an active member
If any 4-H members are inter- of the association. The "Harmested in the broiler program get aniacs” barbershopquartet made
in touch with the county office.
up of Zeeland and Holland men
(From Wednesday’*Sentinel)
will sing. This quartet won the

A

Grand Haven

contest: Declamations:Betty
Kraai, Ron Komejnn, Brenda GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Dick
lookers, Joyce V redeveld, Ron Vander Yacht's layup in the final
Beyer, Fred Veldhuis.Interpre- 13 seconds gave the Holland High
tive: Lois Schrotenboer,Dennis reserves / a 59-57 win over the

to

reported "his

team

is coming

along with every game." Vander
Yacht led Holland scoring with 25
points. Les Overway followed with
11.

Other Holland scorers Included:
Dave Hilblnk, .9; Rog Plagenhoef,
8 and John Van Tubbergan, 6

Cub Pack 6 Has Meeting
At Washington School
Pledge to the Flag and the sing-

ing of "America" in charge of
Den 3 opened the meeting of Cub
Scout Pack 6 at Washington
School Tuesday evening.
Den 1 presenteda trick after
which buttons were awarded for
the monthly project, "Railroading.” Following a game conducted
6y Den 1, awards were given as
follows: David Nordhof, Wolf
Badge, one gold and one silver
arrow; Walter Grigsby, Lion
badge, one gold and two silver
arrows; Mike Longstreet,Lion
badge, one gold and two silver
arrows; Jim Poppema. Bear badge
one gold and two silver arrows.
The program concluded with a
film, "Big Wheels Rolling," and
the singing of Tve Been Working
on the Railroad” by Den 6.

Forest Grove
On

Friday evening a pancake
supper will he held in the hall
from 5 to 8 p.m., sponsored by the
Home Economics Group No. 2.
Proceeds will go for the debt on
the hall.
Friday afternoon, Jan. 14, Forest Grove School boys played a
basketball game with Jamestown
school boys at Jamestown "Y"
hall. Forest Grove won 31-29. On
Friday afternoonJan. 21 Forest
Grove will play Hudson ville Christian school

Mrs. Jack Van Dyken is confined to her home with illness.
Her mother is caring for her and
thrir four children.
The prayer meetings during the

week of prayer were conducted
by the Rev. John Vander May of
Hudsonville, the

Rev. J.

Van

Dyken and the Rev. Alberts

of

Traffic Fines Paid

Nathan Van Bronkhorstat Junior State championship some In Municipal Court
Forset Grove is leading the 4-H time ago. The associationwas beA few persons paid traffic fines
club there. Any members in that gun 18 years ago next summer.
in MunicipalCourt the last few
area should contact him if interdays. They were George H. Nash,
ested. Ed Butler is taking the
Lawrence Whips Fennville Jr., of 580 West 21st St., speeding.
Advanced Group.
Allendale Christian School is In Al-Van League Conteit $10; Douglas Murphy, of 16 East
17th St. right of way, $12; Bruce
locating clubs in areas around
FENNVILLE (Special) -Law- Van Nuil, of 372 West 19th St.,
their district.Small area clubs
arc being formed in Borculo, rence won its fifth Al-Van League interferringwith through traffic.
Rusk North Blendon, Eastman- game Friday night here stopping $10; Arthur F. Schwartz,of 22
Fennville, 62-54. The Lawrence West 23rd St., failure to have car
vile, Lament. Pearline, Coopersfire led the entire game.
under control,$12.
vilie and Allendale. Ix>cal leadQuarter scores favored LawrGertrude Vander Bie, route 1,
ers have been contacted in these
ence. 15-12; 27-22; and 44-37. was referred to traffic school afareas and work is progressing
Fennville now has a 2-4 league ter appearing in traffic court on a
nicely.
record.
charge of failure to have car unGeorgetown club enrollment
Burt Goens led the winners der control.
has increased this year.
with 25 points. Art Coxford had
Parking costs were paid by John
Borculo and Olive Center are
14 for Fennville.Other Fennville Macqueen, of 205 West Ninth St.,
working on their winter projects.
scorers were Warren Stahlee, 13; $1; Gerald Meyer, ot 958 South
Coopersville area has a number
Jesse Silas. 8; Howard Bryant, Shore Dr.. $1; Arnold Vermeer, of
of clubs and they are progressing
8; Jerry Smith, 6 and Tom Bruce 114 East Ninth St., $2.
nicely.
5.

South Blendon.

The Fennvillereserves defeatMrs. Herbert Van Klompemberg
We are planning schools for finDutch Eighth Graders
has returned from the hospital irh projects during the first or ed the Lawrence seconds, 37-24.
Ora Barnes led the winners with
and is Staying at the home of her second week in February.
Edge Grand Haven, 24-23
19 while Griffin had nine for
parents Mr. and Mrs. Steven RoeLawrence.
The
next
Fennville
lofs. In a few days expects to reGRAND HAVEN (Special)
City Manager Speaks home game will be Tuesday, Jan. Dick Housenga’sfree toss in the
turn to her own home in James18 against Lawton.
town with her son, Bruce and
last minute gave the Holland
At Kiwanis Club Meeting
husband.
eighth grade team a one-point
24-23 win over Grand Haven
Mrs. John Brummel and Mrs.
Herbert Molt, Holland’s new Zeeland State Bank
Gerit Hoffman entertained the city manager, addressedHolland
eighth grade here Friday afterladies MissionarySociety Thursnoon. The slow starting Dutch
Exchange Club at a luncheon Has Annual Meeting
day afternoon at the home of Mrs. Monday at the'
Friend ZEELAND (Special) — The an- were behind 19-5 at halftime but
Brummel.
nual meeting of the Zeeland State managed to gain confidence and
Tavern.
find the hoop in the- second half.
Holt discussed his experiences Bank was held at the offices TuesTed Wolters led Holland with
day.
All
directors
and
officers
were
Mouse Takes His Farewell which he believes will help him
seven points. Don Dorgelo and
in his present job. He worked reelected as follows: Directors
Russ Prins were complimentedby
During Tarewell Blues’
for a time under Mr. Cookingham, J. H. Den Herder, A.C. Vander
unexpectedlywent off known in this country as the Bosch. H. Baron, H.M. Den Her- Coach Harold Streeter for
strong rebounding games.
the air Tuesday at 6:11 right "dean of city managers."
der, R. S. De Bruyn, Elmer Hartin the middle of an early morn- • Holt said he has learned the gerink.
ing disc jockey program.
value of efficiency and economy
Officers elected were J. H. Den Deadline Set
Engineer Juke Van Oss fran- in government or "a good day’s Herder, chairman of the board; A.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
tically began checking every work for a day's pay." He believes C. Vanden Bosch, president; tl. Applications for the job of chief
possible piece of equipment in the scientific approach in gov- M. Den Herder, vice president; H. of police of Grand Haven must be
to determine the cause of the ernment. Science is an improve- Baron, cashier; Janet Vander in by Feb. 15, and a date for exfailure.
ment on common sense, on which Werff. assistant cashier and audi- amination is to be set by the
Nearly 15 minutes later Juke the government has leaned too tor; Alvin Johnson, R. J. Den Her- Michigan Municipal League, it
found the trouble.A small mouse heavily, he said.
der, L. Vanden Bosch and Glenn was announced today.
had short-circuitedthe high voltVice President John Van Dyke Wyngarden, all assistant cashiers.
age transformer. The 1,500 volts announced committee heads who
Reports indicated a successful Hindus drink water from the
literally fried the mouse.
will make arrangements for the year, resouces having reached $12,- river Ganges just before they die
The record on the turntable club’s public auction at the Gvic 675,825.15and capital surplus arid In the belief that by doing so
when the trouble started was ap- Center to rais4 funds for the undivided profits at approx^pately they do not have to return to *KU
propriately "Farewell Blues."
center's public Jddress system.
world.
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One Victim’s Wife

Remains

January 23, 1955^
The Power of the Holy Spirit

The Home of the
HoIIend City Newe
PublishedEvery ThunJdav bv the Sentinel

20,

John 16:7-11: Acts 2:1-4; 4:8-12
By Henry Geerlings
The word power bings up strange
visions.Great dams, jet engines,
uranium dust-these are things we
can see, yet the mysteries of the
power they contain are hidden
from our eyes. The effectsof the
power are only too visible.
The same is true about a man's
life. We see a familiar face, but
the psychologistsees this man as
a personalitybuffeted by tremendous drives and repressions which
force his thinkingand prescribe his
actions. The exact nature of these
powers can only be guessed. We
see thp effect but not the source.
Jesus gave His disciples many
promises before He left them,
but none greater than the promise of the the coming of the Holy

In

Critical

Grand Rapids

Witness Tells Police

One Car Went Over
Centerline on

US-16

-

GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Ottawa county registered its first
fatal accident of 1955 Saturday
afternoon with the death of three
persons, two of whom died at the
scene of the two-car crash, and a
third who lived about 15 minutes
after arriving at St. Mary's Hospital in Grand Rapids.
The dead are:
James Branch. 21. of (507 Jefferson St., Grand Rapids, son of Mr.

THREE PERSONS WERE KILLED and one was

Ionia. Mrs.

and Mrs.

critically injured in this two-ftr crash

Saturday
afternoonon US-16 two miles east of Nunica
in Ottawa County. The dead are James Branch,
21, and Mrs. Ethel Williams, between 50 and
55, of Grand Rapids and Clarke Hague, 50, of

tion

Garfield Branch

,

of

Hague remained in criticalcondiMonday in St. Mary's Hospital in Grand
Rapids. The crash occurredwhen the Branch

The publishershall not be liable Spirit. He must have counted it
Chicago.
for any error or errora In printing
Mrs. Ethel Williams, between 55
any advertising unless a proof of very importantfor He spoke so
car crossed the centerline and crashed almost
such advertisementshall have been often about it. When His thoughts
and 60. Franklin St., Grand
headon into the Hague car, the 1953 model at
obtained by advertiser and returned went out to His disciples alone He
Rapids, formerly of 125 Albany St.,
by him in tjme for corrections with
(Grand Haven Police photo)
Grand Rapids.
such errors or corrections noted saw them totally powerless to do
plainly thereon;and In such case If what He was going to ask them to
Clark Hague, 50, Ionia.
any error so noted Is not corrected, do: but when He thought of them
The crash occurred at 3:35 p.m.
ARTHUR SCHWARTZ (left), president of the Holland Junior
publishersliabilityshall not exceed
Saturday on US-16 about two miles
in
a proportion of the entire space being possessed by he Holy Spirit
Chamber of Commerce, presents the Jaycee distinguished service
such a
occupied by the error bears to the He saw them abundantlyable to
east of Nunica. A witness told
award
to
James
E. Townsend, local attorney, at a Jaycee meeting
whole
ole space occupiedby such adver- do anything.All they lacked in wisstate police that Branch's car
tisement.
here Tuesday night. It was the first such award made in Holland
dom, courage, faith, love and genwent over the centerline and hit
in several
(Pcnna-Sasphoto)
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
tleness the Spirit would add to
the Hague car almost headon.
One Near. $3.00; six months. $2.00; them, for He brings into the heart
Both cars were demolished.
Knowing all about 300 books
three months. $1.00; single copy, 10c.
Mrs. Muriel Hague. 51, wife of and adding 60 new ones each seaSubscriptions payable In advance and of believersall the merits of Jesus
will be promptly discontinuedIf not
The Holy Spirit had come into
one of the drivers, remained in son is an enviableaccomplishment,
renewed.
the heart of Peter, making him
criticalcondition Monday in St. and one which added the necesSubscriberswill confer a 4avor by
Mary's Hospital.She received sary ingredients to a delightful
reportingpromptly any Irregularity bold and bestowing upon him the
(From Wednesday’sSentinel)
In delivery.Write or Phone 319L
power of Christian speech. With
j head, chest, shoulder,pelvis, wrist
afternoonat the Woman's LiterMrs. ’Irving ’Wolbrinkwill be
the earnestness of great conviction
1 and spine injuries as well as face
ary Club Tuesday anemoon when hostess to members of the Ganges
he told the people how that through
lacerations.
HOLLAND HONORS
Kathryn Tierney Garten present- Homo club Friday afternoon. Mrs.
wickedness
the
Lord
had
been
cruMrs. Williams, who was riding ed a hook review.
JEFFERSON
Eugene Brunson will have charge
James E. Townsend, city attorwith Branch, was thrown from the
In giving the name of Thomas cified. But those who had been
"Unto a Good Land" by Vilhelm of the program her subject being
guilty of this deed were not to have
car and died of a broken neck. Moberg. the story of Swedish im- ‘Movies." Roll call will be "A
ney of Holland, received the disJefferson to the new fifth elementheir way. God was still on the
Branch, who was pinned behind migrants.who came to America movie you must see."
tinguished service award from the
tary school, the Board of Education
throne and He raised up and honthe steering wheel, died instantly in 1850. unfolded before the club
The Baptist Mission Circle will
contributed something significant ored His Son. Of this transaction Holland Junior Chamber of Comof a cerebral concussion. Hague rtiembers as Mrs. Garten brought meet Thursday afternoonat the
to the local public's education in Peter by the power of the Holy
merce at a dinner meeting in
was taken to St. Mary's Hospital her "company"from Sweden to home of Mrs. Arnold Green. Mrs.
patriotism.For the choice of name Spirit was a living witness.
Cumerford's restaurantTuesday
by
ambulance and d;ed 15 minutes New York the hard way.
Fred Reimink will have charge
ought to have the effect of causGod came with power. This pow- night. The monthly meeting also
later. He remained conscious.
Originally written in Swedish, of the program.
subject
ing the people here to learn about er Jesus promised the disciples.
marked Junior Chamber of ComDr. John H. Kitchel. assistant the book is the second of three being "Lightingthe City Shadthe tine significanceof the work We do not know what all this
Holland’svisiting nurse, Mrs. medical examiner, examined the books by Moberg to be translated.
merce Week being observed naows."
of the nation's third president.
means but we do see that a great tion-wide Jan. 14 through 21.
Angie Van Hoven. will attend a bodies of Branch and Mrs. Wil- The first one was ‘The ImmiMr. and Mrs. Elmer Goodwine
Jefferson,somewhat unfortun- change took place within them.
The award, the first of its kind ihrce-weckseminar tor rehabili- liams at Van Zantwick funeral grants."
observed their 49th wedding anately, has come to be thought of
tation
methods
for
registered
Cowards had become brave and given by the Junior Chamber in
Sixteen Swedes left their native niversary recently with a family
mainly as the founder of one of weaklings had become spiritual several years, is given to a person nurses in hospital and public home. The bodies were released
Miss Borboro Beekmon
the two major politicalparties. giants. They were given new facul- between 21 and 35, not necessarily health work in New York in April, Saturdaynight to the Milo Brown land for many different reasons; gathering. Guests were Mr. and
engagement
Miss
Carl Oscar to provide a good liv- Mrs. Bernard Earl of South
funeral home in Grand Rapids.
Technically he was of course that,
Barbara Bookman to Robert Earl
ties. What they had were empow- a Jaycee. Nominations for such it was announced *t a meeting
ing
for
his
children,
Finna
Kossa
State Troopers William ChandHaven; Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ver Wright is announced by her
although the present Democratic ered to an unwonted degree.
awards and judging of nomina- of the YN'A board of directors ler and Dawn Wilson investigated. and her aged husband to find their
Hulst and two daughters of Hol- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
party has no more connection with
Just what speaking with other tions are done by persons other Tuesday afternoon.
Jeffersonspolitical philosophy tongues or in foreign tongues than Jaycee members. Qualifica- The seminar will he held April A witness told them he was forced son. who had preceded them by- land; Mr. and Mrs. James Over- Beckman, formerly of Holland,
than has the Republican party. means we cannot say. About this tions provide that the recipientbe j 4 through 22 at Bellevue Hospital off the road by the Branch car four years. "Uncle" to worship as way and daughterJanet of Grand now of route 1, Allegan. Mr.
he pleased. Ulrica, the "Glad Haven.
Jefferson the American,and hence there is much difference of opin- a proven success • in his chosen ' in New York City. During Mrs. traveling in the same direction
Wright is the son of Mr. and
One." to make a new life as a
just before the fatal accident.
Mrs. John West veld has re- Mrs. Albert Wright of Hopkins.
the heritage of all Americans, was
ion. Maybe their language facul- vocation and render service to thoi Van Uneven s absence, the visiting
convert with her daughter. Jonas
covered sufficientlyfrom her refar more important than Jefferson ties were highly empowered so that community in which he li\
A July wedding is being planned.
| nurse work will in- done in HolPeter to get away Irom his wife. cent operation to be moved from
the politician.
Miss Beckman is a senior at AlAs city attorney, Townsend has, land by Mrs. Shirley Davis, a regfor the occasion they were able
Arvid
to escape serfdom and the
the Holland Hospital to the home legan High School. Her liance atWhen in old age Jefferson com- to speak languages w-hich they had abundant opportunity for I istered nurse. The Visiting Nurse
children of the couples.
of her daughter, Mrs. George tended Hopkins High School and
posed his own epitaph, he did not
hitherto could not speak. Maybe public service, not only for City j Service providesgraduate regisLanburg.a Swedish interpreter, Glupkers of Holland, where she
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
even mention the fact that he had their hearers were so acted upon Council but for many committees tered nurse service in the home
is employed by the Pure Oil Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Huyser was provided for the company by
been presidentof the United States
in Hopkms.
by the Spirit that each one under- and boards operating for the city, under the direction of the family and daughter Peggy spent Satur- the captain of the brig. Carlotta will remain for a time.
or that he had founded a pplitical
Mrs. Abner Miller was called
A native of Petoskey. Townsend physician. The VNA office is lo- day and Sunday in Kalamazoo as she docked in New York. From
stood the one language which the
party, so littledid he think of the
to Chicago last week by the death
speakers with enthusiasm used came to Holland in 1951 to be- cated in the county health buildNew York to Albany in 24 hours of her brother-in-law.J. E.
importance of that part of his and so the message of the speak- come associatedwith the law firm ing at 297 Central Ave. Since with Mr. and Mrs. Roy Huyser.
Mrs Leslie Bekins entertained on a "steam wagon" pulled by
career. This is what he wrote:
Lane of Chicago and Saugatuck
ers was heard that great and out- of Ten Cate and T n Cate, now this olfice is closed on Saturday. her sisters Wednesday afternon, "fire wagon’ was the first of many
“Here lies buried Thomas JefferTen Cate and Townsend. He was 1 persons requiringthe aid of a the occasion was the birthday of terrifyingnew e.'pericnccsfor the where he ai\d his family owned
standing day.
son, Author of the Declaration of
a summer home. "Two Oaks."
But we must not lose sight of the appointed city attorney in August 1 visitingnurse on a weekend arc Mrs. Glen Gitchel from Forest immigrants.
Independence,the Statute of VirMr. Lane’s funeral was held Monfact that these people of the up- 1952. He spent two years with the! asked wherever possible to make Grove. Attending were Mrs. Peter
Another
train inland and then
ginia for Religious Freedom, and
day in Chicago.
their
requests
before
Saturday.
U.S.
Army
during
World
War
II
per room were empowered as we
a lake steamer to Buffalo.
H. De Wcerd from Hudsonville,
Father of the University of Virof this modem day may too be and went through five campaigns Mrs. Van Hoven s report tor the Mrs. Hubert Heyboer from Vries- then lo Detroit and Chicago until! The Ganges CommunityGrange
ginia.”
Advance enrollmentIn Holland
empowered. Things happened by in Europe. He was graduated from last four months indicateda grow- land and Mrs. Lester Sprick from they boarded a river boat to go and Juvenile Grange met Friday
That last clause makes it peculievening
at
the
Grange
Hall.
A
Community
Evening School began
ing
need
for
the
services
ot
a
the
University
of
Michigan
law
reason of their presence in the
arly appropriatethat a school world that do not happen today. school in 1951 and came to Hol- visiting nuise in Holland. The Zeeland.A very pleasantafter- up the MississippiRiver, was the co-operative supper was held at
Monday
and
classes meet for the
slow
and
discouraging
lot
of
the
noon was spent playing games. A
should bear his name. Even as a
6:30. Dancing and a social time
We do not raise the dead. They land the same year. He is married patient pa>s the fee lor this .ser- two-courselunch was served by group.
first
time
next
week. The public
politician he was ore an educavice. hut m those cases where the
did. We do not cause lame men and has four children
The third week in July they followed the business session. is invited to enroll by calling the
Mrs. Bekins.
tor than a mere political figure.
The distinguishedservice award j patient is unable to pay the charge
to walk by our mere words and
Men's Brotherhoodmet Monday- were dumped olf their boat in Music was furnished b\ the Wel- office of Adult Education. 6-6676.
In writing the Declaration of Indeconsists of a scroll and a key j in whole or in part is paid by night at tne chapel. Colored slides Stillwater,Minn. Only Finna. who ters Orchestra.
presence, they did
Fees will he collected the first
pendence—which however repre- But there is such a thing today which can be worn on a watch | the Community Chest
Mrs. Arnold Green. Mrs. Lee evening of the class.
were shown of mission work of the had lost her husband on the joursented the work of a committee,
| Mrs. Mavo A. Hadden, Sr. Reformed church (n Arabia.
as the empowering of personality
ney. knew their destination.Tay- Staring. Mrs. Acie Voss and Mrs.
Courses offered include Oil
not of Jefferson alone as an inCity Manager Herbert Holt, j presidentot the Holland VNA
as that one has remarkable moral
The
Book
of Ephesians is being lor Falls. Minn. That was where Gladys Goding were in Kalamazoo Painting, Water Color Painting,
dividual— he was educating a kingcourage, spiritual insight, compel- speaker of the cven.ng, gave an hoard of directors, presided at studied in the Tuesday night pray- her son was. and the only place Thursday where they attended Auto Mechanics, Typing, Advancridden world in the principles of
ling influenceover people, unusual interestingtalk on his experiences,the meeting.
they' knew. It was a three-day the Mid Winter meeting of the ed and Beginning, Leadership
er meetings.
democracy. In penning the Statute
_ . - ------------leadershipand the ability to create in city manager work since
On
Thursday
evening the Gold- walk to Taylor Falls. In Still- Kalamazoo River Baptist As- Training. Lip Reading, Sewing
of Virginia for Religious Freedom
a spiritual atmosphere. There are ing city manager's school. He Tregloan Sisters Are
en Chain meeting will be held at water they were befriendedby sociation at the Portage St and Ceramics.
he was providing an education desChristian men and women today, listed aims in helping to make
South Blendon Reformed church Pastor Jackson, who provided Baptist Church there.
Woodworking. BlueprintReadperately needed at that time in the
The Family night supper of the ing, Mechanical Drawing. Office
but there are Christian men and Holland a better community. He Hostesses at Party
at 8 p.m. The Rev. Ray Weiss, temporary shelter for them.
theory that every man should have
was presented with a pair of
women plus.
Finna’s son greeted them at the Ganges Methodistchurch will bo Machines. Public Speaking, Color
field secretary of the MichiganC.
the right to worship God as he
Marsha and Jary.ee Ti eg loan E. Union, will he the speaker and end of the long walk and told held this evening. The supper will Photography. Arts and Crafts.
They seem to have more power wooden slices.
sees fit or to refuse to worship,
Announcementwas made that entertained a group of their will show a film. All young peo- them the things they had to know be served at 6:30 followed by a
and to exert more influence upon
Machine Shop. Shorthand, Conif he so desired.
others than the ordinary run of Howard Canfield, 17, a junior at friends last Salurdav morning at ple are urged to attend.
about the land. In 1S50 there were program.
versational Spanisn, Knitting and
When he founded the University
The Lake Shore Rural Teachers Community Lectures. There are
Christians are and have and do St. Mary's High School in Wayne, j their home 207 West 10th St.
Mr. and Mrs. LaurenceDe Vries only 200 settlers in the entire
of Virginia, Jefferson was saying
It is possible,therefore,that God Mich., won the state title in the i Games were played and prizes left Thursday morning with their state, at that time "territory” of club mot Tuesday afternoon at
also two courses offered in the
that democraticprocesses can reVoice of Democracy Con lost car presentedto all guests. Refreshthe Glenn School.
is more in some souls than in others
sister and brother, Mr. end Mrs. Minnesota.
high school credit area: English
main safe only among an educated
Mr. and Mrs. William Henry of
because some open the way for a ried on recently by Javcees. He ments were served.
Late in August the first cabin
Gerald Bos from Grand Rapids,
and American History.
population. In America’s pioneer
will
compete
in
a
national
conTheir
gue.sts
were
Billy
ElenSouth
Haven
have
purchased
the
fuller coming of the Spirit than do
to spend a couple weeks in Florida was built by communityeffort.
Adults arc urged to enroll
economy of the time the present
test
in
which
four
co-equal
winj bans,
Ciaig, Lorraine with Mrs. De Vries’ sister and An 18 pound son was born to Henry Carlson home in Ganges.
early
as some classes are recommon school system was hardly others. We usually get all of the ners will be chosen.
Miles. Benny I’hilhps. Maijorie family and visiting places of inter- Katrina. Carl Oscar’s wife and
Miss Margaret Doody was namSpirit that we want and that we
st riett'd in size.
known, but Jefferson encouraged
Wont
ions,
Frank
Bocrsma.
Mark
christened at Christmas. They ed winner of the Cherry pie conprepare for.
est.
education for all the people whenThe American Memorial Library Bosch. Dianne Devaard. Lsnda
We conditionthe Spirit. Of course
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Zoct and were now establishedin the Good test held Thursday at the Fennever opportunity offered. His emthe Spirit conditions us. but we in Berlin will house 600,000 books l.okker. Joan Nurdhof and Joyce children from Grandville wore Land and would never again ville High school. Miss Doody is Grand Haven License
phasis on higher education shown
more frequently lose sight of the and contain many new features, .Stew a 1.
Sunday visitors with Mr. and Mrs. know what it was like to he with- the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
in the founding of a universitywas
first fact that we condition the including open stacks where reaout enough food to keep them Jost^)h Doody of this place. Miss Bureau to Be Moved
Bert Zoct and Beatrice.
the most practicable way at that
Spirit.We say whether He may ders from both East and West ! Motorists in New York state pay
alive. The rich legacy they left to Doody is a junior in the FcnnThe
Men's
quartet
sang
for
the
time to assist in the development
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
come in or not. We get our soul Germany may help themselves at ; more than S410.000.000a year in patientsat Veterans Hospital Sat- their children was worth the ville High School.
of intelligencein his country. ToRoy
A. Hiorholzer,Ottawa County
w
I automobile insurance premiums.
James
Nye
is
ill
with
the
houses ready for His coming.
urday night. Mr. and Mrs. Cy struggle.
day he would almost certainly be
Democratic party chairman, said
Mrs.
Garten
made
the
story mumps this week
Huyser
also
sang
and
played
their
a staunch supporter of America's
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Litts and Monday that the Grand Haven
come alive with her moving porguitars.
common school system.
Youngster Runs Into
trayal of the sturdy Swedes, often family accompanied by his par- branch of the auto licensebureau
Giving the name of such a man
injecting humorous incidents.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Litts, will be moved soon from the counto one of Holland s schools ought Pickup Truck, Unhurt
Cincinnati
Dies
Mrs. Bruce Van Leuwen, club left Monday for Lakeland. Fla., ty clerk’s office in the court
be more than a mere traditional
president,introduced the speaker where they will spend the next house to a new office in the rear
Seven-year-old Delbert Jordan
gesture. It should sen to help the
At Home oi Daughter
of a building occupied by Time
made several important an- few weeks.
local public to take another look escaped injury, except for a bump
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - and
nouncements
of
public
interest
Mr. and Mrs. Ami Miller who Loans, Inc., at 102 Washington
at the national figure who made on the head. Tuesday when he
Mrs. Harriet Mina Schippers. 43.
and
coming
events.
have
been on an extendedsouth- St. Remodeling is under way at
ran
into
a
pickup
truck
on
M-21
that name great.
of Cincinnati, O.. died at 12.50
ern
trip
are now located in present and the new space will
beyond the citv limits.
a.m. Monday at the home of her
Tucson, Ariz, where they will be availablesoon.
Delbert, son of Mr. and Mrs.
daughter, Mrs. Edward Hushyn.
Hierholzer said a new license
remain for a time.
John H. Jordon. 127 Fairbanks
in Spring Lake, where she was
bureau
manager will be named
Soil
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Stickle loft
Ave.. was on his way home from
brought a month ago. She had
later this month by Secretary of
last week for Florida where they
Federal School with two friends,
been ill for five years and seriousState James M. Hare. County
Admitted to Holland Hospital David Buursma and Gary Handwill spend some time.
ly ill for eight months.
Tuesday were Charles Lundy, werg.
The men's club of the Metho- Clerk Anna Van Horsstn has
She was boro in Ionia Dec. 25.
route 4. Jacqueline Kole, 820
dist
church met Tuesday evening operated the bureau for several
Louis Van Dine, route 1. East
1911, and moved to Cincinnati
Butternut Dr.; Sandra Wilkins, Saugatuck, driver of the Michiat the church for an evening years. During a special meeting
about 1J years ago. She was
Varnum Dilley, chairman of meeting. Ben Lehman of Hamil- of tlie Board of Supervisorsin
route 2; Dennis Garbrecht. 140 gan Gas and Electric truck, saw
married to George Schippers May the Board of Directors, Allegan
December, a request from HierFairbanksAve.; Mrs. Allie Meyer. the child run into the road and
ton was guest speaker.
25, 1929. in Grand Haven. She and Soil ConservationDistrict,Fennholzer
for space in the court
958 South Shore Dr.; Gladys applied his brakes. The child ran
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Flora of
her husband formerly owned and ville, announced today that the
Blauwkamp, 280 South Maple, into the back fender and was
Kalamazoo wore Sunday guests house was turned down unanioperated the S and S cafe, Conant annual district meeting will be
Zeeland; Mrs. Charles Harris. 135 knocked down.
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Al- mously. even though some memrestaurant,Bilmar Coffee Shop held Thursday, Jan. 27 at 1:30
bers felt the court house was the
West 10th St ; Mrs. Glen Siver,
bert Nye.
Deputy Ken De Jonge investiand Chai lie's Lunch.
p.m.
12 Wot 13th St.; Mrs . Gerrit gated.
Miss Rose Kinzler of Benton logical building for such a service.
Surviving are the husband; five
"The meeting place will be the
Baker, route 6; Mrs. Wynand
Harbor fell recently and broke
daughters, \+t. Herbert Hatfield Odd Fellows Hall, FennvUle",
Vanden Berg. 93 West 13th St.;
her arm. Miss Kinzler is well Former Local Resident
and
Mrs.
H^hyn
of
Spring
Lake,
Dilley
said.
Lavern Stekctee, 72 West 15th Peoples Bank Stockholders
known here, being a sister of
Mrs. Don Molenkamp of Nunica,
"A good program has been preSt; Alfred Hossink, 26 North Elect Officers at Meet
Mrs. Mary Bartholomew who i« Dies in Grand Rapids
Alice and Ethel at home; a son, pared, with Charles Lilt, area
120th Ave.; Clarence Brooks,
with her for a time.
George Jr„ of Grand. Haven; six fieldman for the Pet Milk ComFuneral services were held in
route 3, FennvUle; Ben Velt- The annual meeting of the
grandchildren; a brother, Marian pany. as speaker", Dilley said.
Grand Rapids Wednesday for Fred
housc, 129 East 10th St.; Howard stockholders of Peoples State
Dillenbaek of Grand Haven, and "Early in the program an election Supervisort Vote Funds
Helmers, 63, former Holland resiDyke, 68 Vander Veen.
Bank was held Tuesday aftersisters, Mrs. Lawrence will be held to elect two directors
dent who died unexpectedly SunDischarged
were noon, and the entire Board of
Cleveringa of Spring Lake and to the district board. All persons For Facility Study
day night in Grand Rapids. SerAnthony R. Van Raalte, 551 How- Directors consistingof George B.
Mrs. Jack Tack of Cincinnati,and owming three acres or more of
vices were scheduled at .2:30 p.m.
ard Ave.; Mrs. George Menken Tinholt, C. L. Jalving. J. W. De
a stepfather, Harry Taylor of farm lands are eligible to vote." ALLEGAN (Special) - Allegan Wednesday at Sullivan Funeral
and baby, route 4; Mrs. Peter Vries, ClarenceKlaasen. Jay HH.
county’s
Board
of Supervisors con"Music for the program", Dilley
Spring Lake.
Home, 1725 Division Ave.
Breen and baby, route 3, Bryon Den Herder. J. H. Better, M.
said, "will be played by the Fenn- cluded their January session late
Mr. Helmers was born in Grand
Center; Mrs. Gerrit Oetman and Oudemool, L. C. Dalman and
Monday
afternoon
after
approvville High School Band. Lunch
Haven and moved to Holland at
baby, 81 East 22nd St.; Paula Chester Van Tongeren was reHIDDEN CAMERA SOLVES MYSTERY OF THE MISSING MILK
Mud Flaps Missing
ing
a
resolution
authorizing
the
will be served after the program.
Midle, 29 East 22nd St.; Frede- elected.
— A minor mystery in the C. J. Armstrong householdin Allegan
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
social welfare committee to con- the age of four. He grew up in
rick Larson, Hamilton; JacqueImmediately followingthe meetState
police
report
they
have
tinue studying the proposed Holland and went to Grand Rapids
was solved recently with the use of a hidden camera operated
line Kole, 820 Butternut Dr.; ing Tinholt was re-elected chairMarriage
Licenses
issued 63 tickets for failure to
county medical facility expansion, about 35 years ago. His wife was
by remote control. Every night, two-ycar-old Stevie Armstrong
Charles Lundy, route 4; Sandra man of the Board, C. L. Jalving.
comply with a new law which
Ottawa County
The resolution empowers the the former Jennie Bredeweg of
would leave from two to three inches of chocolate milk in a
Wilkins, route 2.
president and cashier, J. H. Den
went Into effect Jan. 1, requiring
Edwin Plaggemars, 2J, and committee to retain an architect, Holland.
Surviving are l son, Earl of Fort
A son, Curtis Eugene, was bom Herder. L.C. Dalman and Clargloss on the coffee table. Every morning the milk would be gone
commercial vehicles to be equip- Marlene Brewer, 18; Henry J. for not more than $500, to prepare
in Holland Hospital Tuesday to ence Klaasen, vice presidents,and
ped with mud flaps. This number Bloemendal, 26, and Arlene Joyce a comparisonof costs between ex Wayne. Ind.; three sisters.Mrs.
and the glass undisturbed. The hidden camera caught "Lickie"

right.
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Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Vanden Gertrude Jonker, assistant
Brink, route 4.

cashier.

Newly elected officers, are Raymond Helder. assistant cashier;

The nuthatch is the only tree- Willtyun Oonk, assistant cashier
dlmbing bird that climbs down and , Harvey Tinholt, assistant
the trunks of trees head first

caahkr.

the family cat in the act of patiently dipping his

paw

into the

glass, licking off the milk and repeating the process until the
last drop was finished. It is believed that young Stevie was a
co-conspiratvin the affair, as he continued to leave milk in his
class every Senina.

is for the first 13 days of this Pluim, 18, all of Holland; Joe
year.
Kramer, Jr., 22, Zeeland, and
Yvonne Ruth Dirkse, 22, Grand
India's new marriage law al- Haven; Roger Buikema, 23, Grand
lows Hindu women divorce rights Havfn, and Joan forry, 18, Holfor the first time in history.

pending or replacing present medi
cal facilities at the county farm
and constructing an entirely new
county hospital at a site where
municipalwater and aewer service is available.

Neal De Waard and Mrs. Harry
Nies of Holland and Mrs. Abra.
ham Van Dongen of Grand Rapids,
and two brothers, Dick ot Los
Angeles, talif.,

Grand Hqven.

and Frank

of

I
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Dutch Even League

Many Appear

Record; Field Goal

Traffic

%

Percentage Spotty
somewhat ragged Hope College basketball team, feeling the
strain of two games in three
nights, defeated an inexperienced
Alma College five, 90-76 at the
Civic Center before 1,000 fans

Saturday night. The

Mn.

Retarded Group

in

*

sMi

Week

large number of pcr/>ns appeared in traffic court Thursday

night, most of

them

r*

answering

summons issued the last week and
several reporting after completing
a course in traffic school.
Referred to traffic school were
Walter Lee Smith, 17 West 13th
St., speeding: Marvin Genzink,

brought Hope’s MIAA record up
to .500 with 3-3 and dropped
the Scots to a 2-3 mark.
Hope had one of its worst

route 6. speeding: Dan Hogenboom, 173 West 26th St., speeding:
Bill Menhollan, 311 South River
Ave., imprudent speed; Dick Ver-

nights from the floor. Fast breaking at will, the Dutch got 117
shots and made only 31 for 26
percent. The Scots did better from
the floor, hitting 25 shots out of
79 attempts for 32 percent.
Fortunately for the Dutch, they
were able to controlthe play, leading the entire game, getting most
of the rebounds.Hope with the
benefit of four foul tosses jumped to an 8-1 lead right off the
hat. However, Alma managed to

sendaal. Jr.. 863 Paw Paw Dr.,
excessive speed.
Seven fines were suspended after
offenders attendedtraffic school.
Thev were Lorena E. Boyle, 456
West 22nd St., right of way, $12
suspended:Ivan G. Cook. 63 West
28th St., speeding, $10 suspended:
Jerold St rabbing. route 2, speeding and no chauffeur's license, $10
suspended: Alma Reus, 481 West
19th St., speeding. $15 suspended:
get within three points on two
James Boeve, 199 Gordon, speedoccasions in the first half. Play
ing. $10 suspended; Leonard Belksin the second half favored Hope
ma, 843 Pine Ave., speeding. $10
by at least 10 points most of the
suspended:Marilyn Smit, route 4,
time.
speeding, $25 suspended.
Highlightof the Hope perforErnest Wells Penna, of 23 East
mance was the showing of the
26th St., who also completed traffreshmen. When inserted the
fic school, paid fine and costs of
frosh were able to maintain the
$29.70 on
reckless driving
Dutch lead, however, the veteran
Mrs. Horold Stephen Covell, Jr.
charge. The alleged offense occurregulars were called on for the
(Prince photo) red Nov. 21.
scoring punch. The freshmen playHarvey J. Busscher. Saugatuck,
ed about half of the game after
demanded examination when he
Hope Coach John Visser senswas arraignedbefore Municipal
ing an undermanned Alma team,
Judge Cornelius vander Meulen
saw the chance to give them
Thursday on a charge of writing a
much-needed experience.
check without sufficient funds.
In complimentingthe frosh for
Examination was set Jan. 18 at
their showing. Coach Visser
3:30 p.m. Bond of $500 was fursingled out the work of Mert
nished.
Vander Lind, used for the first
Miss Mary Fern Van Raalte, sories and a corsage of Amazon Jason De Vries, of 167 East 34th
time as a forward, for his strong
St., was assessed fine and costs of
offensive play. In previous games, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Carl Van lilies.After Feb. 1, Mr. and Mrs.
Vander Lind had done his best on Raalte of Virginia Park, and Har- Covell will be at home at 7663 $15 on a speedingcharge Thursold Stephen Coveil,Jr., of Chicago, North Sheridan Rd.. Chicago.
day night and Euen McCurray, of
defense. The Hope coach also
complimentedJim Hilmert. fresh- were married Saturday afternoon Mrs. Covell. a graduate of Hol- 49 West Ninth St., was assessed
man center, for his defensive re- in Grace Episcopal Church. Mr. land High School, attended Hope fine and costs of $5 on a charge
Covell is the son of Mr. and Mrs. College for one year and was grad- of no operator's license.
bounding.
The following paid fines: CorOther Hope frosh showing up Harold S. Covell of Sarasota, Fla., uated from Saginaw General Hospital School of Nursing. She has nelius Heezen, of 171 College Ave.,
well were John Jeltes, Don formerly of Holland.
Scheur of Holland.Dave Spaan. The Very Rev. William C. War- been employed as Dr. J. B. Kear- no operator'slicense. $7; Fran
ner read the double ring service ney's office nurse. Mr. Covell was Meeuse, of 39 East 16th St., racand Matt Peelen.
Both teams were charged with at 4 p.m. Bouquets of white carna- graduated from Putney School in ing, $15; Ken Vanden Brink, of 611
29 fouls. Hope went to the line 45 tions were placed on the altar and Putney, Vt., and attended Michi- Lakewood, speeding, $5; James
times and sank 28 shots while the the chancel steps were banked gan State College. He is employed Haley, route 2. Hamilton,speedScots made 26 out of 46 attempts. with greens and white carnations. in the office of Cupples Hesse ing. $10; Lyle Albert Jones. Saugatuck. speeding, $10: Francis F.
Hope made 13 baskets out of White satin bows and greens dec- Corp.- in Chicago*
Johnson, Macatavva,red flasher,
64 attempts in the first half for orated the pews.
Fortier wedding, the bride chose
$10.
20 perent. The Dutch picked up
North Shore Club
Henry A. Bol. of 66 West 19th
in the second and sank 18 out of a lovely gown of pure silk shan-

a

Mary VanRaalte Wed

ToH. Stephen

tung with molded bodice and n
53 for 34 percent.
The Scots hit on 10 for 37 in bouffant skirt, featuringa princess
the opening hajf tor 26 percent panel. The bodice was designed
and made 15 out of 42 in the with brief sleeves trimmed with
chantillypattern lace and a scoop
final half for 31 percent.
After holding a 21-14 advantage V neckline with an inset of scalmidway in the first half, loped chantillypattern lace. The
the Dutch led by almost the same back of the dress was enhanced by
margin at halftime, 37-29. Twice the me scoop neckline and lace
during the final 10 minutes Hope design. The bride's cap, fashioned
of the same lace, and her elbowpushed the lead to 10 points.
Alma scored two points to open length veil of imported bridal ilthe second half but Whitey lusion. were made by her mother.
Riemersma and Harold Molenaar Her elbow-length mitts were pointcombined in the next couple mlnu- ed over the wrists. She carried a
tea to ring eight straight points cascade of Amazon lilies and
through the hoop, biggest single stephanotis.Dr. Van Raalte gave
rally of the game. Hope pushed his daughter in marriage.
the lead to 14 points with about
Miss Molly Buttles attended the
12 minutes left. This was the bride as maid of honor and Miss
largest margin of the game and Lucille Van Domelen and Miss
was repeated with a scoring Colombe Yeomans were bridesspnnt at the end of the game.
maids. They wore street-length
Wi'illie Rink and Jeltes led brief gowns of iridescent blue taffeta
Hope scoring drives in the final with tucked cap sleeves, scooped
minutes. The first drive netted V-neeklines with tucked trim and
seven tallies, with Rink getting bouffant skirts. Tiny covered butfive, while the other rally scored tons trimmed the front of the fitsix consecutive points and Jeltes ted bodices. Headbands of blue
netted four.
Molenaar with 17, led the balanced Hope scoring attack, which
saw six men get into double
figures.

John Adams

followed

Coveil, Jr.

Has Business Meet
North Shore Park Community
Club held its annual business
meeting Friday evening at 7.30
at the community hall.
President A1 Knipe opened the
meeting with a prayer and conducted the business meeting. It
was reported that 95 families are
now members of the club. Anyone in the area may join.
Besides the Friday evening
social activities on Monday evenings and Saturday afternoons the
community hall is used by area
children lor rollar skating. Tuesday eveningsare open for boys

basketballand on Wednesdays
the mens and women's volleyball
teams meet. Other evenings are

open

for private parties.District
Cub Scouts also meet at the hall.
Clarence Windcmullcr. Austin
Cramer and Mrs. Howard Holder
were' elected new trustees. The
group exposed appreciation to
Knipe for his serviceon the board
for the past three years.
Refreshments were served by
velvet leaves studded with rhinestones, and short white gloves com- Mrs. Ella Veneklasen and her
pleted their ensembles. They car- committee.
ried small cascades of violet clusters surrounded by feathered carna-

Lallertys Attend Sons
with 15 and Rink was third with tions.
14. Big Jim Ford tallied 20 for
The groom asked I/)uis Brooks Wedding in Massachusetts
Alma with Dick Ayling second to attend him as best man. Ushers
high with 12.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald J. luilferwere Donald Van Ry and William
Box score
Baker. Mr. and Mrs. Carl C. Van ty, Sr., of 917 South Shore Dr.
Hope (90
Raalte, brother and sister-in-law of have returnedfrom Worcester,
FG FT I'F TP the bride, assisted as master and Mass., where they attended the
Adams, f
wedding of their son, Corp Gerald
mistress of ceremonies.
Riemersma. f
For her daughter's wedding. Mrs. Lafferty, Jr., and Miss Margaret
Hendrickson,c
Van Raalte chose a dress of pow- Gearin of Worcester.
Rink, g
der blue suavilla with rhinestone The double ring service took
Molenlaar. g
accents and a matching velvet place Saturday morning at ImVander Lind, f
petal hat with sequins. She had a maculate Conception Church.
Jeltes,f
Corp. Lafferty enlisted in the
corsage of rubrum lilies.
Hilmert, c
Music for the rites was played ASA in December, 1952, and is
Scheur, c
by Mrs. Beatrice Kuite. organist. stationed at Fort Devens, Mass.
Spaan, g
Soloist was Lynn Kadwell, who He is a graduate of Holland High
Peelen, g
sang “Panis Angelicus"and "0 School and attended Hope College.
1

Perfect Love."
Totals

f
cf

Alma

31 28 29

90

(76)

5
2
6
1
4

1 5 11
6 4 10
Ford,
8 2 20
Me Intosh, Bill, g
0 5 2
Ayling,
4 4 12
Miller,
-2
3 4 7
Wiley,
14
2 6
Raab,
l o
2
Stockman,
2 0
Howarth,
Anderson,

g
f
g

Me

gc

Intosh, Doyle, g

1

0

25 26 29

Totals

76

Remove chewing gum from fabric by robbing the gum with a
e of ice, and
am then scraping. If
piece
a stain remains, sponge the area
with carbon tetrachlorideor other
solvent.

TWO GOOD PLACES
TO EAT
AT HOME AND AT
THE

Two hundred guests attended the Local Riflemen Win
reception in the parish hall. The
The Holland’ Rifle Club defeatbuffet table was centered with a
ed the Paw Paw club here Frifive-tiered wedding cake, made by

day night, 1.449 to 1.440 in a regularly scheduledmatch. Individual Holland scorers were Jarvis
Ter Haar, 296: Glenn Bonnette.
292: John Clark. 290; Howard
Working, 286 and Jake Meurer,
285. Paw Paw scorers included
Jesse Stevens. 294; Keith Watson,
290: A1 Hathaway, 287: Torn OsLewis Borgman, Mrs. Robert Ash
borne, 286 and Ralph Ward, 283.
and Mrs. Don Oosterbaan. Misses
Joyce and Jean Disbrow assisted
about the rooms. Serving at the Plank Nets $251.59
punch bowl were Miss Patricia Polio gifts on the plank operr'-mkman and Marvin Marcus. ated by service club members
Mrs. Jack Essenberg and Mrs. Friday night amounted to $251.59.
i* van Hesteren arranged the The plank Friday Saturday was
Mrs. J.

Haney

Kleinheksel. The
cake, topped with a clusterof violets, was set in a circle of violet
clusters and greens. Mrs. Peter
Van Domelen.Jr., Mrs. M. A. But| ties, Mrs. Arthur A. Visscher and
Mrs. John Vander Broek poured.
Assisting at the table were Mrs.

by

gi'S.

being manned

'Out-of-town guests came from
Saginaw, Muskegon, Ann Arbor,
Lansing and Grand Rapids.
For their wedding trip, the new
Mrs. Covell changed to a navy blue
silk and shantung suit with navy
blue hat trimmed with white angora. She wore red lizard acces-

of the Exchange and Optimist
clubs and the Junior Chamber of
Commerce. This week the plank
will be manned by members of
Lions, Kiwanis and Rotary clubs.

At a meeting of the

RESTAURANT

Hydromatic Service

at

and Repair

ACROSS PROM POSTOFFICI

ZEELAND
CIOSCD SUNDAYS

ST.

FENDTS AUTO SERVICE
344

WEST 16TH

PHONE

6-£660

Raalte School last Thurs-

Children."
At the business meeting it was
decided to start a parents reading library by buying $10 worth
of books, to which more will be
added each month. Mrs. Ernestine
Wall of the Michigan Research
Project, who was in charge of
Ottawa County, states that parents
have many things they can learn
from being together and realizing
they aren’t the only ones that
have such a problem, ana can,
consequently,help each other. She
slates there are many good books
on the market today which are

^,ui.
I /

helpful.

This project was started last
February and is under control of

County School

Superintendent
Jennie M. Kaufman. It is financed

jwrtly by the Ottawa County
Board of Supervisors,other organizations interested in helping and

r j
HOLLAND'S BASKETBALL PRIDE - Bob Armifrorw.(hit). Michigan Slat*
College senior, and Tom Maents. sophomore at the University ol Michigan. mef Saturday nighf in a basketball game at East Lansing. Both Irom

Is

survived by three grandchildren. .
The body was taken to Barbier
funeral home in Spring Lake and
will be removed Wednesday to St.
Lukes church for services at 2

p.m. with the Rev. Nathan K.
Grefrath officiating. Burial will
be in Nunica cemetery.

Two Cars

in Collision

At Highway Intersection
Two ors were damaged 1b ft
crash at 12:20 p.m. Sunday at
Eighth St. and the new U^-31 Just
east of Holland. They wcirt driven
by Geraldine Dillon, of New Troy,
Mich., headed north on the highway, and Johanna Welling*,of
326 North State St., Zeeland,
headed east on Eighth St.
The Dillon car was damaged to
the extent of $600 and the Welling car $100. Claude Bolen, 33,
of New Troy, Mich., was treated
in Holland Hospital for head
bruises and a right leg laceration.

the Kellogg Foundation.
Miss Barbara Jones of the University of Illinois graduateschool
has been working with Mrs. Wall
and is writing a thesis on this parSheriffs officers said the Welltioular field. Much is being done inga car pulled out of the second
to assist the retarded people who stop into the path of the Dillon
are sixteen and over in placing car.
them in useful occupations, many
in their own homes. Some are
working at farming, operating
knittingmachines, making rugs on
looms, in their own homes, and
also raising chickens.
The project is under the direction of Dr. Samuel Kirk of the
University of Illinois.

Holland and former teammates at Holland High, the two played against
each other brielly.Michigan State won the Big 10 contest. 84 82. before
11.395 Ians including several Irom
(Sentinel photo)

Holland.

S'

Grandstanding...
Several Holland fans were
the 11,395 persons who

among

saw the Rig Ten

thriller-diller be-

Seek Building

on

Permits Here

WjacaiawcL

FURNITURE SHOP

WARM FRIEND

/

SCRAP

Louis Padnos Iron

& Metal

Co.

STATE FARM MUTUAL
CAREFUL DRIVERS
Many Advantages

Avenua

Boy

BAKED FRESH-DAILY!

l

FRESH BREAD

Engagement Told

YOUR MEALS BETTER

l

Thomas John Baar

Honored

at Party

Doolittle.

Many

motoristscarry salt

in

Thomas John Baar. linee- their cars during winter months
rnonth-old adopted son of Mr. and to scatter on icy pavements. A
Mrs. Roger Baar. Paw Paw Dr., few handsful cause a melting
urs guest of honor at a party action within seconds, thus giving
Wednesday afternoon at the Baar traction to drive wheels.
home.
Hostess was Mrs. Donald Pyle
of Zeeland. Gifts wore presented
to the guest of honor and refreshments were sened from an at-

DU MONO BAKE SHOP
384

CENTRAL

PHONE

AVE.

ROOFING

2677

Wedding

tractive table.

Annooncemenis

Attending were Mrs. David
Tuuk, Mrs. David Thomasma and
Mrs. Harry Worst of Grand
Rapids. Mrs. Jay Peerbolt A/id
Mrs. Jack Yeomans of Holland,

Song ihetti PREI with ooch
ordov of Woddini Stationery.

Mrs. Philip Haan of Zeeland, the
hostess, the guest of honor and
his mother. Mrs. William Sikkel
and Mrs. Robert Nelson of Muskegon were unable to attend.

Special

PRINTING

Printing

Cenmercial

Brower, son of Mr. and Mrs.
George Brower of route 1, Hamil-

ROAD

Miss Bleeker Is a graduate of
Allegan High School and is now
attendingAllegan County Normal.
Mr. Brower attended Holland
High School and the Orange
County Vocational School. At
present he is atationed at Laredo
Air Force Base, Laredo, Tex.

COMPLETE SERVICE

At one time one of the widely
known religioussects had a death
penalty for a child who struck its

Haan Motor Sales

parents.
ni,.,

Van

day night, Fred Kassner, psychologist for the Michigan Research
Project was speaker and talked Nunica.
on the subject "Brain Injured Besides the daughter, she

y

ton.

YOUR HOSTS:
PAUL AND KONA VAN RAALTt

Ottawa

TAVERN

Mis* Nellie Ann Sleeker
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Sleeker
A fellahin is an Egyptian farmof Diamond Springs announce the
er or laborer.
engagement of their daughter,
Nellie Ann, to A/1C Glenn Jay

WE SPECIALIZE IN ALL MAKES

Nunica

Driftwood
the seashore
tween the University of Michigan 4
burns with a brightlycolored
and Michigan State in Jenison
flame because wood that has been
Fieldhou.se Saturday. The Sparsoaked in sea water has absorbed
chemicalscontaining calcium, potans won the hectic game. 8-1-82.
Whethar boforo or aftar tha
tassium and sodium.
Local residents saw both Boh
Four applications for building
thaatra, or for a aandwlch at
Armstrong for Michigan State permits totaling$5,000 were filed
noon, anjoy our convanlant
and Tom Maentz for Michigan, last week with BuildingInspector
former Holland High students, in I^verne Seme in the city enginly locatad Blar Kaldar for
action. However, Maentz. since he
eer’s office. The applications folyour favorlto boor or wins.
is a sophomore, appeared only
low.
Opan noon until midnight
453 W. 22nd St. Phene 4-1042
briefly in the game just before
Gerrit VerBurg. 311 West 22nd
halftime and didn't break into St , remodel kitchen and install
CUSTOM UPHOLSTERING
the scoring column.
cupboards, $300; self contractor.
Armstrong started for State
FINE FURNITURE
Bozeman Rcli igeration 655
hut was soon replaced by Dunne i Michigan Ave., remove partition
LAMPS
St., speeding 60 miles in 25-mile
Peterson. They alternated the
zone, $50; Albert W. Borton, route rest of the game it the pivot post. i and install steel beam, $800; MulCARPETS
der Bros., contractors.
2, Hamilton, speeding, $10; HowPICTURES
Big Armstrong really came into
NorthernFibre Products Co., 50
ard Bouvvman, 1712 Washington his own with his looping hook shot
FURNITURE
REFINISHING
West
Third
St , complete offices
Ave., speeding. $10; Donald John- at the beginning«f the second
on
second
floor and extend heatson, of 187 East 38th St., no oper- half and dumped in eight valuable
ing system, $3,000; self, contracator's license. $3. and failure to
points before he again was re- tor
have car under control. $10; Albert placed by Peterson. He ended up
Baker Furniture Co., 573 CoF. Schwarz, of 231 West 23rd St., the night with 10 points on live
lumbia A\e., brick in opening
Scrappy says:
improper pulling away Xrom curb field goals.
and repair floor, $9)0: Albert R.
causing accident. $12; Arnold J.
De V.'ocid and son, contractors.
In America, over 30,000,000 tons of
Groeneveld.route 1. Dorr, stop
Immediately alter Maentz was
sign, $22; Lester Rooks, route 1, inserted in the Michigan lineup
"purchased" scrap is consumed per
Hazel Knoll Feted
stop street.$5.
iust befoie halftime,Spartan
year.
Parking costs of $1 each were Coach Forddy Anderson countm- At Birthday Party
paid by Lenore W. Jesiek, of 2043 ed with Armstrong - coincidence
South Shore Dr ; Jeanette Vande or something. Armstrong pla\s
A surpriseparty was given Frialways buying
materials
Bunte. of 312 East 16th St.; Wil- center and Maentz forward. The da' e' riling lor lla/' l Knoll of
liam R. Novak. Chicago; Peter C. two former high school teammates Graalschap.m honor of her 10th
Nielson, Chicago;Y. P. Anderson, lined up opposite each other a birthdav. Hostess was her mother,
of 12 West Eighth St.; Bill couple of times on foyl shots.
Mrs. Harold Knoll.
Funckes,of 51 East 15th St : CurGames were played and prizes
120 River Ava.
Holland,MUR.
tis R Gray. Holland; Bette M. M.
Michigan fans must he might' awarded to Kathy Van Duiz.cn,
Carol Jacnhusseand Karen King.
Floyd, Port Huron.
! pleased wilh Ron Kramer, lh«
Each guest received a gift from
| sophomore footballend who drew
a lot of raves tor his brilliant the hostess. A two-courselunchIcy Pavement Blamed
eon was sened by Mrs. Gary
i play last fall. Ron also is a starting forward on the Woherinc Datema and Mrs. Knoll
For Two-Car Collision
quintet and really shows a lot of ‘ Guests united were Ruth
OFFERS
A 1950 model ear belonging to poise and basketball savvy for a Marines. Kathy Knoll. -"Esther
Elmer J. Herweyer, of 491 West sophomore. You'll he hearing a A \Try, Kathy Van Duiz.en. Jndy
32nd St. received an estimated tot about his basket hall abihn Lam. Judy Beckman. Alima Van
$400 damage at 8:05 a m. Sat- along with football befoie he's Wieron. Carol Jacobussc,Karen
urday when hit by another car, through.
King, Phyllis C’aauwe and the
driven by Arthur F. Schuartz. of
guest of honor.
In Addition to LOW COSTI
22 West 32nd St. as the Schuartz
Don Faddy, the tormer Grand
car went out of control on icy Rapids Ottawa Hills star, was one
Lakeview Boy Scouts
BEN VAN LINTE, Afont
pavement.Schuartz skidded about of the most consistent shooters
177
Collega
Phono 7133
40 feet and over into the left lone for the Wolverines Salurda> Have Hike, Cook-Out
The accident occured on Central night. The ilashy Negro guard
of uoip 42, Lakeview
Ave., between 17th and 18th Sts. dumped in some nitty long shots
as Herweyer was turning into an and ended up with nine field goals .School. Inked lo the school's forest
alley on the west side of the and two free throws nr the ow- preserve Saturday morning. They
street. Both cars had been going ning He "couldn't" miss on the "ere accompanied by Scout Master Jim Wojahn
north on Central A\e.
longs.
Each patrol cooked it? nun noon
Damage to Schuartz's 1952
model car was estimated at $75.
Statisticsshow Michigan State meal. After playing games for the
IT'S
Schuartz was ticketed for failure attempted 72 field goals, made rest of the afternoon, the Scouts
to have car under control. Hol- good on 32 for a .410 peiventage were brought home by Alfred
Brinkman, scout committeeman.
land police investigated.
to 78 tries. .30 successes and .38.3
Taking part in the cook-out were
percent ior Michigan.
THAT MAKES
In the foul department.State Mnkey GriffithCarl De Hree,
John
Harthorne.
Bob
Bonnette,
had 29 chances, made good on 20
for .690 percent to 33 attempts. Boil Brente. Bill Ns land, Jim
Runyon, Harold Knnthof. Mervin
22 successes and .677 percent foi
For Variety Try Our CrackDirkse. Alan Brinkman, Del RutMichigan.
ed Wheat, Rye and White
gers. Dick Vukiii. Charles Mrnnmg. Eduard Kowalki and Dan
Bread.
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GRAND HAVEN Special)
Mrs. Ida Wintermeyer, 85, died
Saturday in the home of her
daughter, Mrs. Anna Gray, in
Nunica. She was bom In Germany
April 21, 1869, and came to the
United States when a young girl
and settled in Chicago. She moved
to Nunica 46 years ago. She was a
member of St Luke’s Church in
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Library Adventures

Traffic

By Arnold Muldor
So voluminous a literaturehas critics generally agree today is
grown up about the Do-It-Your- one of the half . dozen greatest
books produced in the whole hisself movement that no one can

Cases Processed
In

tory of America.
hope to read it all. The magazine William Morris, the British Dobegan it with articlesinstructing It-Yourselfer of nineteenth centheir readers how to build a tury, was .a fanatical in his selfgarage, or a modern kitchen, or help philosophy as was Thoreau.
a playroom for the children, or One of the most popular poets
even a whole house. Then the and’ prose writers of his day,,
book publishers, noting the wide- Morris was dissatisfiedwith the
spread interest in the new fad, furnitureturned out by British
rushed into print with volume factories.So he made his own
upon volume authored by writers furniture. One of his creations,
who had been bitten by the bug. the Morris chair, later was taken
It may be news to Do-It-Your- up by the factories and its fame

Wood's Court

Failure to

Stops on

Observe

New Highway

,

Boosts Traffic Tickets
Many traffic cases were processed in Justice C.C. Wood’s
court the last two weeks. There
were many tickets for failureto
stop for stop streets on the new
US-31 bypass.
Two persons were fined on

self addicts that they are at least still persists.
a hundred years behind the times.
Morris was not pleased with
It was more than a century ago the jobs turned out by the
that two famous men, one an publishers who issued his books.
American the other British,beat So he organized his own printthe drums for doing things for shop. He designedbook formats
yourself in a big way.
that were a delight to the eye,
One of those early Do-It-Your- and his creations became so
selfers - the term had not yet famous that everyone who owns
been invented at that time-was a copy today is in possession of
Henry David Thoreau, of Consmall fortune. He organized
cord, author of "Walden," which the Kelmscott Press, which has
is perhaps the first Do-It-Your- remained famous to this day. He
self book publishedin America. designed his own type faces and
The other, coming a little later, did everythingelse himself that
was William Morris, only a is usually left to specialists.In
little less important than Tenn- addition to all that, he designed
yson and Browning as a British tapestries and rugs and stained
poet of the second half of the glass.
nineteenthcentury.
Late in life he went much
Thoreau went so far • as to further.Believing that the factory
build his own house. Borrowing system was destroying beauty
an ax. he marched off alone from through its assembly line same-

reckless driving charges. Gilbert

Brower, of 792 Butternut Dr.,
who was arrested by sheriff's
officersJan. 1 on M-21 in Holland Township, paid fine and
costs of $34.30. Ronald D. Hassevoort, route 2. who was arrested
by sheriff’s officers Jan. 8 on US31 and the Beeline road in Hol-

a

land Township, paid fine and
costs of $29.30. Calvin Weener,
route 3. paid $24.30 on a charge
of speeding 60 miles an hour in
a 35-mile zone. He was arrested
Jan. 2 in Holland Township.
Other fines were paid by the
following:

John J. Roels. 143 West 20th
due to conditions causing accident, M-21 in

St., excessive speed

Zeeland

Township,

$14.30;

Concord to

Clarence Deters. 666 Michigan
Ave.. improper turn, Adams and
108th. Holland Township. $14.30;
Gerrit Ver Beek, route 3. no
chauffeur’s license. $9.30. and
speeding 55 in allowed 45-mile
zone, $9.30, M-21 in Georgetown

Walden

STEPS IN PREPARING a nawipoptr war* arplalaad

fo_

visiffd Tha Holland Erealag Stallatl
Thursday afternoon. The group included children of the
third,lourth and fifth grades of Vriasjpnd School with
their teacher,Miss Aleta De Boer. In the group are Don-

chlldrta

who

ald Kroodsma. Mark Meengs. Vernon Da Hoop. Ilm
Brander, Jim Vender Wal. Earl Orerbeek.Roger Kroodtma. Barbara Chase, Ruth Vender loan, Kenneth
Brinks. Marjorie Van Haitsma. Muriel Kloap, Judith

Vender Wal, Sandra Enslng,Jacqueline Wyngarden.
Sherman Ter Hoar, Jack Ter Haar. Curtis Van Noord.
Ronald Van Haitsma,Nelria Ensing, Bonnie Zurerink,
Bererly Timmer, Ruth Worsen. Elaine Ter Haar, Judy
Posma. Esther Brower. Nancy Wabeke and Jill Wyngarden. Mothers who drove cars were Mrs. Harold Ter
Haar. Mrs. Gerald Zuverink. Mrs. James Overbeek and
Mrs. Evert Worsen.
(Sentinel photo)

Pond, and ness of manufactures,he began

there, in the woods, he built himself a one-room house in which
he lived for about two years. He
did every bit of work himself. For
the fireplace and foundationhe
became a mason; for providing
the sidings and roof he became
a carpenter;he fitted the door
aifd placed the window.
He built his own house and
made it snug and comfortable in

to

campaign
decentralize
British industry. He wanted to
restore home manufacturing.He

Past Presidents Feted

Exchange Club

advocated a system under which
each family would make its own
shoes, for instance, and do everyPast presidents of the Junior
thing else for itself. Morris want'Township.
ed to go back to the Middle Ages, along edges of wood lots. Ever- Chamber of Commerce Auxiliary
Holland Exchange Club is planJack K. Haack. 209J West
before the machine had destroy- green trees also can be planted as were honored guests at a regular ning a public auction at the Civic
11th St., no operator's license,
ed individual artistry.
windbreaks or for Christmas meeting of the group Thursday at Center Saturday, Jan. 29. Pur$9.30, and excessive speed under
So next time you read a Do-It- trees.
pose of the event is to raise funds
conditions.$14.30, Lakeshore Dr.
the harsh climite of Massa- Yourselfarticle or book, just re- Farmers living south of M-20 the home of Mrs. Clarence Bocvc. to meet the club's pledge to the
in Park Township: Arthur Johnchusetts so that he could live in member that the idea is far less are eligible to receive the trees The c\ent maiked the sixth anni- city to pay for the public address
son. route 1. Saugatuck. defective
it for two years to do the re- new than the publishers would and shrubs. You can get more in- versary of the organization. Co- system installedin the Civic Cenbrakes. US-31 and M-21. Holland
hostesses were Mrs. Ed Nyland ter at the time of its construcsearch there for "Walden." that have you believe.
formationfrom the county extenTownship. $9.30: George Brouwer,
and Mrs. Myron Van Oort. Past I tjon
sion office at Grand Haven from
route 4, red light, Lakewood and
presidents are Mrs. Robert GorWe do not count a man's years directors of local soil conserva- don. Mrs. E. Rovvder. Mrs. Willis The amount needed is $1,000.If
River. Holland Township. $3;
the project should net more, all
tion
districts,
or
by
writing
to
the
until he has nothing else to count.
David W. Van Ommen, route 3.
proceeds will be turned over to
Game
Division.Michigan Conser- Welling and Mrs. Van Oort.
-Ralph
Waldo
Emerson.
speeding 50 in 35-mile zone. USDuring the business meeting. the Civic Center.
vation Department,Lansing 26.
31. Holland Township. $14.30.
Mrs. Don Gilcrest,general chair- The event will begin at 1 30
Go often to the house of thy
Edwin J. Holstege. route 2. Zeeman of the Polio Dance, presented p.m. and continue through the
Lots of names were considered friend, for weeds choke the unFIVE-YEAR-OLD CHUCKY UMBER of Hamiltonwho has spent a good
land, red light. US-31 and M-21,
a report on the dance held Last day. Those wishing to make donaFrank De Haan Dies
Holland Township. $7; Marvin chunk of young fife battlingpolio had a Christmas lull of surprise!.First
for the new fifth elementary school used path. — Ralph Waldo Emertions are asked to call Richard
week.
oil.
he
was
able
to
leave
Mary
Free
Bed
Guild
lor
a
whole
24
hours
to
son.
Vender Ploeg. 294 East 14th St..
In Spring Lake Home
The Auxiliary decided to take Bouws. 65695.
before the Board of Education despend the holiday at home. Then hi« little friends called on him to present
stop sign. 16th St. and US-31..
part in a statewide contest for the
Exchangites in charge of the
cided to call it Jefferson school A teacher, lecturing on highway
him with a tricycleand o /. Fred Muggs chimp. Top picture shows Nedra
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Holland Township. $5; William
‘outstanding local of the vear." project are Ray N. Smith, chairJean
Hoke.
Barbara
Schipper
and
Sharon
Snyder
buying
the
tricycle
from
this
week.
Heeringa. 60 East 21st St., red
safety, advised the children that, Frank De Haan. 93. died Friday Formerly the contest, which is man of special projects commitGlenn Folkert.Bottom picture shows Chucky with his gilts.
light, US-31 and M-21. Holland
Among the names were Adams once they started to cross the night in his home at 313 Visser based on the year's activitiesof toe; the Rev. John O. Hagans.
Township,$7; I/iis De Boer. 640
street, they should never look St., Spring Lake. He was born Auxiliaries,dealt vvith^ an "out- president; John Van Dyke. Jr.,
school for John Adams.
Bay, stop sign. US-31 and Adams.
back. "Remember what happened
vice president; ClarenceKlaasen,
Naturally, that means John to Lot s wife," she said. “She in the NetherlandsJune 1, 1861. standingwife of the .vear.**
Holland Township.$5; Riley Dean,
Plans were made to assist the A1 Van Lento, Russell Boeve,
Adams,
sc.ond
president
of
the
201 East 15th St., dumping rublooked back and turned into a and at the age of 20 came to Junior Chamber of Commerce in Robert Notier, Russell Klaasen,
United States, but to six-year-oldpillar of salt.” ’T was out driving Spring Lake. He married Kathebish, 120th Ave., Holland Townthe "Orchids for Polio" project C.(’. Wood. A. Hertcl, Earl Price,
Jackie Vander Broek, son of Mr.
ship. $9.30.
with my mother last week ” one rine Helder March 14. 1886. She on Jan. 22 The group also discuss- J. Fris. A. Visscher and Chartes
and
Mrs.
John
K.
Vander
Broek,
Floyd W. Todd. 119 Cambridge,
child volunteered.“She looked died Jan. 20. 1948. He was the cd Tulip Time projects.Mrs. Nor- Shidier.
it meant Johnny Adams, the Hope
stop sign. Eighth and US-31. Holback and turned into a telegraph oldest member of the Spring Lake man Wan gen and Mrs. Norman
college football and basketball pole."
land Township, $5; Oliver N.
Christian Reformed Church.
Ettmueller were named in charge
star.
Scoafs Brave High Winds
King, route 5. stop sign. US-31 HAMILTON-A brief Christmas
Survivoringare four sons. Al- of a project.
Take a bow, Mister Adams!
and 16th. Holland Township. $5;
bert of Spring Lake. Edward and
Reports were presentedby the For Compass Course Hike
Earl Alberda, route 1, Hudsonof Child 6,
Cornelius of Grand Haven and secretary and treasurer and Mrs.
Fourteen rugged Boy Scouts of
vUIp. speeding 45 in 30-mile zone.
Have you ever wondered just
Peter of Chicago; three daughters, C. Boeve gave a report of the HosAwarded
to
Mother
Holland Township. $14.30;Stanley I made considerably happier
who takes care of what when it
Mrs. Rollie Ruiter of Muskegon. pital Auxiliary and istributed
Harrington School faced
C. Heustis. Cadillac, assured clear through the gift of a tricycle from
comes to organized charities, welGRAND HAVEN (Spcciah
Mrs. John Streeting of Grand Lets frr the' Hospital Auxiliary'40-^a" hour 'vinds Sa,urday
distance. M-21 and 80th Ave., children In 'he neighborhood — In an opinion filed in the Ottawa fare. old age assistance,and what
afternoon in the sand dune*; north
Haven and Miss Anna De Haan of Style Show.
Richard Machiele
Zeeland Township, $14.30.
of Castle Park on a compass
something Chucky had always Circuit Court Friday afternoon have you?
Spring Lake; 14 grandchildren and
Mrs. Ward Wheaton was welCounty Agricultural Agent
Dennis Walters, route 2, Zee- wanted.
Judge Raymond L. .Smith award- The Public Affairs group of the
31 great grandchildren.
comed as a guest and prospective course for practice in searching
I saw the new pole barn with!
land. stop sign. US-31 and 16th.
for lost persons.
Chucky. one of six children of ed custody of six-year-old Rose- Woman's Literary Club thinks a
He had been employed by the new member.
Holland Township. $5: L. Opal Mr. and Mrs. Harley Kimber. was mary Zimonicli to her mother, lot of people might be interested loose dairy cattle housing arrange- Johnston Boiler Works in FcrrysThe Scouts were divided into two
Informal entertainment after
Morris, route 1. Zeeland, right of stricken with polio about 15 Elaine.
in some of the fine lines of demar- ment on the Gerrit Potgeter farm burg for 50 years and retired in the business meeting was in teams- . the first being given a
way, Holland Township. $14.30; months ago He was getting along Custody of the \oungest of th<' cation,so for its next meeting is
charge of Mrs. William Wessels, sealed compass course of an hour
in AllendaleTownship. Potgeter 1938
George Koert. 6730 Adams, Zee- pretty well ami then was stricken five children ot Elaine and planning such a discussion.
Mrs. J. C. Petter and Mrs. Gil- and 20 minutes and the second
likes the housing well although
land. stop sign. US-31 and 16th,
starting later trom the approxiThe question arises from many
for a second time last summer— Charles Zimonich has been in discrest.
$5; Donald L. Stepka. route 3, as- this time by a differenttype. He pute for some time. In a divorce questions asked by local women he has not had the system too Economy IGA Defeats
mate area of the first team. They
sured* clear distance. M-21 and
located the first team in 57 minhas been a patient in Mary Free decree granted Mrs. Zimonich of when solicitorscome to call for long. The day I was there the Hope JVs in Overtime
Spruce, Holland Township.$14.30.
We$t Olive Man
utes.
Bed Guild in Grand Rapids for Olive Township April 2. 1953, Community Chest, Red Cross, and cattle were comfortable. In fact
John Vander Haar, 257 South
The boys joined for tlv remainEconomy IGA. of the Holland Dies at Age 79
several months, and was out on custody of the live children of the other such causes.
practicallyall of them were
120th Ave.. stop sign. US-31 and
der of the hike and prepared a
Watch for coming announce- standing outside even though the City league scored a 77-74 overa 24-hour leave for Christmas day. parties was awaraded to the
Adams, Holland Township. $5;
ments.
Joseph Werner. 79. route 2. meal after locating a desirable
Around Christmas time, his father.
temperature was below freezing. time win over the Hope JV team
Junior M. Nykamp. 456 HarriLater a petition was -filed bj
in
the
preliminary
contest
SaturWest
Olive, died Sunday afternoon camp site. At the end of the hike,
little iriends in Hamilton decided
I’m sure the Pctgeter's would welson. HoUand. stop sign. US-31 at
The Public Affairs meetings of come any dairy farmer who is in- day night at Civic Center. The at Municipal Hospitalin Grand the boys and their Scoutmaster,
to
buy
him
the
much-desired the mother asking tor an amend16th, Holland Township, $7;
Forrest Flaugher. made plans for
tricycle and little Nedra Jean ed decree awarding custody of the the Woman's Club are always interested to stop in and take a score at the end of the regulation Ha\en after a lingering illness.
George H. Nobel. 746 Saunders,
game was 63-all.
He had lived in West Olhe for a spaghetti supper to he held at
Hoke.
Barbara
Schipper
and youngest child to her. A hearing formative. Last time there was a look.
stop sign, US-31 at 16th. $7; MelHope led at the end of the half. the past .33 years and had been the club room in celebration of
Sharon Snyder made the rounds was held in Ottawa Circuit Court discussion on proposed state
vin Nykamp. route 3, Zeeland,
collectingcoins. With a few more Jan. 11 and. after most of a day’s amendments by State Senator
The
mouse
populationin 42-37. Ron Sisson paced Hope with employed by the Baston-Blessing their successful venture.
speeding50 in 35-milc zone. Ottestimony,the court took the
14 points followed by Dave Co. for 27 years. Prior to that, Scouts participating were .Tim
tawa Beach Rd., Park Township. generous gifts from parents and matter under advisementand fil Clyde Geerlingsand State Rep. orchards is reported high this year
George
Van
Peursem.
It
was
the Too spare your trees from damage Spaan and Dave St. Aubin with he was assistant postmaster in Robinson, Pat Haight. Charles
a
good
liberal
discount
from
the
$14.30.
ed its decision Friday afternoon. first time many local women had
Kuipers,Marty Van Dyke, Paul
protect your trees. Hardware 13. Boh Vander Lugt and Matt West Olive for two years.
Elton L. Hagni. Grand Rapids, hardware store owner, the youngHe is survivedby the wife. Hamlin. Bob Kingshott, Bob
met
the two public servants.
sters
not
only
purchased
the
v
cloth set in a circle around each Peelen each had 10.
stop sign, US-31 at 16th. Holland
Ken Schippers was the night's Adah; a brother. Henry of New Nicole. Fred Schippa. Ionian
In the talk that trickled back tree is the best protection.Taking
Township. $7; Edward Wagen- cycle but also a J. Fred Muggs /Wl55 Barbara Yeomans
big point getter netting 24. Ron Jersey; four sisters,Mrs. Frank Steigenga. Wayne Funk. Phillip
chimp
was
one
comment
that
a
member
away
the
heavy
grass
from
the
veld. route 3. Holland, stop sign,
To Wed Glenn M. Edict
had enjoyed that talk by Mrs. base of the tree and placing pea Fortney was second high with 14 Bmtt and Mrs. Gerrit Leppink, Strengholt. John Den Uyl. Tom
US-31 and 16th. Holland Town- Chucky managed to ride the
both of Grand Rapids, Mrs. Anna De Jonge and Scoutmaster FlaughGeerlings’ husband.
gravel around the base will dis- and Ken Scholten third with 11.
ship. $5: Joyce Rooks Haveman. tricycleacross the room on that
Edward John Yeomans anHarder, of Savannah. N. Y. and er.
After
all.
Ardean
Geerlings
is
a
courage
mice.
Details
on
poisoning
happy
Christmas
day.
Now
he's
route 3. stop sign. US-31 and
nounces the engagementof his
Rice is the basic diet of mil- Mrs. Madge Savage, of Syracuse,
16th, $5; Arthur J. Vanden back at Mary Free Bed He can't daughter Barhaia Julie, to Glenn member of the club. Her husband mice in orchard plantings are
A certain Indian fish gets insect
availableat the county agent's of- lions of the world's population. NY.
Brand, route 2. expired chauf- ride the tricycle a! the moment M. Edict, son of Mr. and Mrs. isn't.
All parts of the rice plants are
food by shooting jets of water at
fice.
feur’s license. 120th Ave. in Hol- since his leg is m a new cast.
Marv in Edict of Norway. Mich.
useful, the husks being used as
Most of the pulling power of a them and knockingthem into the
Rustling through the Volleys
land Township.$9.30; Fred ZigterBoth Miss Yeomans and Mr.
horse lies in its hind quarters.
Farm Account books are avail- fuel..
water.
man. 245 East 11th St., no mud Grand Rapids Concert
Edict are graduatesof the Uni- envelops, we found th;s clipp.ng—
able at the EtenaionOffice.
something
you
may
have
read
flaps on truck. US-31 in Polkton
versity of Michigan, where Miss
Township, $9.30.
To Feature Two Artists
Yeomans was affiliated with before. Lowell Nussbaum writes A booklet to help farmers in
Ethel Rau, route 3. assured
Alpha Omicron Pi. national soror- in his column, "The Things I
Miss MaryellenDoud of Grand tv. She is head technician of the Hear!’’ Some of the nondrinking filing 1954 Income Tax is also
clear distance. M-21 in Holland
Township.$14.30; Robert Vander- Rapids, winner of the piano divi- In-Patient Clinical Laboratoryat newspapermen who covered a available. Title ia "Farmer's 1954
ham. 130 Glendale, stop sign. US- sion in the annual contest spon- University Hospital in Ann Arbor. political convention are grumbling Income Tax”.
31 and Eighth. Holland Township. sored by the Women’s Committee Mr. Edict is a recsearch associate that some people don't know their
Ottawa County fruit growers
$5: Kathleen Jaarda. 89 East 21st of the Grand Rapids Symphony in physics with the Engineering newspapermen.Been seeing too
St., stop sign. US-31 and 16th, Society, and Miss Carol Jane Research Instituteat the Univer- many movies, they say. Basis for living in the southwest part of the
Holland Township.$5; Robert L. David Davidon of Coloma. win- sity.
the complaint is that the bigwigs county are invited to attend an
Overkamp, route 6, red light, ner of the orchestral instrument
thoughtfullyprovided beer for the apple tree pruning meeting at the
Lakewood and River. Holland section of the contest, will ap- 1
guzzlers,but no soft drinks for the Louis Wells farm, Monday. Jan.
Township, $7
pear with the Symphony OrchesI Old teetotalers. It always seems a 17 at 1:30 p.m. The Wells farm is
&
Melvin Witteveen. 1358 Lake- tra in a program next Friday at
surprise to people to find news- located on Kenowa Ave. in Tallwood. no mud flaps on truck. 8:00 p.m. in the the Civic Audi
papermen who prefer a glass of madge Township.
120th. Holland Township. $9.30; torium in Grand Rapids.
lemonade, or maybe soda popIf. you have a reasonablydry
Miss Doud. daughter of Mr. and
Marvin Bosma, route 4 no mud
water even— to a jug of whisky or
flaps on truck. Lakewood Blvd.. Mrs. J.R. Doud of Grand Rapids,
a keg of beer. Fact is, Hollywood place to store it, buy your fertiliHolland Township.$9.30; Herman is majoring in music at Michito the contrary, the heavy-drink- zer now. You’ll be happier with
Brewer, route 4. no mud flaps on gan State College. She previousing newspapermen are far out- the product, too. The fertilizer will
truck, M-21. Holland Township. ly appeared with the Grand Rapnumbered by the nondrinker* and keep well and will be easier to
$9.30; William Jelloma. 320 South ids Symphony Orchestra in two
the temperate drinkers, many of spread in the spring. Buying ferti120th. stop sign. US-31 and 16th. children’sconcerts.
whom wouldn't think of touching a lizer now means you will get the
Miss Davidson is a flute major
exact grade and amount you want
Holland Township. $5.
drink of beer or whisky during
in her sophomore year at Oberlin
—probably at a cheaper price.
working hours.”
Conservatory.Oberlin. Ohio. She
You might have to substitute if
Leslie G. Taylor Dies
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Texas table talk: Two cowboys you wait until the spring rush.
At Grand Haven Hospital Davidson of Coloma. In 1952-53
were
eating a meal in a restaurwas alternate winner in the
Want to improve your farm for
GRAND HAVEN (Special i - she
ant. One said: "The butter is ao
Grand
Rapids
and
Kalamazoo
wildlife?
You can get food and
Leslie G. Taylor, 44. of 13301
strong it could walk around the cover producingtrees and shrubs
State Rd. near Nunica. died in Symphonies contests, concerto
room and say hello to the coffee. a you need from the Michigan ConMunicipal Hospital Saturday audition winner and soloistwith
His pal took a tip of his coffee
the
Honors
Orchestra.
National
servation Department
night. He was strickenwith a
and said: Well, if it did, the coffee
Music
Camp
at
Interlochen
in
The department is offering
heart attack about 9:30 p.m. and
is too weak to answer back.”
1953. She was soloist with the
these
plants without charge;
died shortly before 11 p.m. He had
pines, spruces, multiflora rose,
been in ill health for the past 18 Kalamazoo Junior Symphony
Another Texas story is told of bush honeysuckle, coralberry.
Orchestra in 1952.
months but had been able to work
Sam Houston who was attending Other tree and shrub sedlingsalso
as journeyman at Bastian Blessa dinner in his honor. While talk- are included in the list.
'M
ing Co. He was born in Coopers- Skids Into Power Pole
ing, he lifted a big spoonful of hot
If you request it t fieldman
ville May 20, 1910 and moved to
A car driven by Sarah Van
Miss Jean Ann Vender Woll
rice pudding to his mouth, and from the conservation department
State Rd. 16 years ago. He was a Lente, 698 Gralfschap Rd.. was
Mr. and Mrs. George R. Vander then spat the fiery mouthfulonto will inspect your fann^He can demember of Spring Lake Baptist badly damaged Thursday when it Wail of Saginaw have announced the table. Then he said dryly, "A
termine what can be planted to
Church.
skidded on snow: covered Graaf- the engagement of their daughter, lot of durn fools would have .swalimprove the land and at the same
He is survived by the wife, shap Rd. and collided with a power Jean Ann. to URond Lt. Victor lowed that.”
time make conditions better for
Henrietta, and three children, pole near 26th St. Deputies esti- Nienhuis, son of Mr. and Mrs.
wildlife. - The planner’s recom
LONGFELLOW SCHOOL lourth graderswatched Intentlack Nyhol. Judy Layer. GlerT Rlksen. Shirley Johnson.
Nancy, Suzano and Larry, all at mated damage to her '49 model Abel E. Nienhuis of Holland. Lt.
However momentous the conferhome; three brothers, Harold of ear at $700 and said the pole Nienhuis. a graduate of Michigan ence, if it lasts long enough, the mends tions generally mean good ly as they assembledIn the press room ol The Sentinel Doug DflthuJi. Howard Brondyke. Lynn Ererse. Bob
soil and water conservation pracTuesday alternoon. Here the group Is iooklagat Ibo
DeVries. Pam Lubbers.Jim TUlema, Warren DeBoer',
Fruitport, Lewis of Coopersville would have to be replaced.
State College, is stationed at Fort uppermost in the minds of the tices.
metal furnace used lor casting.The pupils were accomJimmy Plppel. Sharon Van Tongeren.KristiVenhulten.
and Keith of Nunica; one sisKnox. Ky. Miss Vander Wall is conferees is, when do we eat.
Trees and shrubs can bo planted
panied by their teachers.Mrs. Isla Van Dyke and pracJoan Geuder. Jano Slenk. Bonita Van Dyke. Steren
tet*. Mrs. Fred Viebrock at
Mo# than one half the earth's a senior at Mi.jrigan State.
on eroded hillsides, in gullies, tice teacher. Mrs. Bruce Ward. IncludedIn the group Penna. Alan Bosch and John Prince.
Coopersville.
J crust js made of silica.
A summer voiding is planned. Original thinking is a lonely job. along pond and marsh borders or arv Mar/ Lou trewyr, Lucille Roberts, Barbara Baker,
(StntlMl photo)
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GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Failure to hit from the floor, and
mort of all, layup shot®, cost Holland High its sixth loss in seven
starts this season at Grand Haven
Friday night. The Bucs, just a
trifle better in shooting, managed
to score a 50-42 victory.

When Hope College and Calvin
College meet on the basketball
court the freniy created by the
fans is felt to such an extent on
the floor, that one team must be
at its "very best” to defeat the
other. This happened Thursday
night at the Ci\ie Center with a
keyed up Calvin five "playing by
far their best gtme of the season,”
knocking off a primed Hope College team, 93-82.
• .
A ' comfortablecrowd of 2,500
largest number to watch a Hope
game this year, saw the Knights

The Dutch took 57 shots and
13 for 24 percent. Grand
Haven managed to get 71 attempts and sank 20 for 28 percent. Broken down into quarters,
the Dutch made only one basket
hit

in the third quarter. Holland pick-

ed up somewhat in the second and
fourth quarters making six out
of 13 and five out of 15 re-

Grand Haven made five out of
In the first quarter, four of
24 In the second; seven out of 16
in the third and four out of 10
in the final eight minutes.
Both teams suffered the letdown feared by coaches. Holland,
although beaten by Benton Harbor last week, was "up” for the
Tiger contest and "down” Friday
night. Grand Haven, after strong

21

showings against Muskegon
Heights and Niles on successive
nights was also "down.” The result: a game of misses.
Foul shots kept the Dutch in
the game in the first period. Six
of the eight points were tallied
on free throws. Holland held the
lead twice in the quarter but
three baskets by Gene Van Dongen, Grand Haven guard, near the
quarter's close gave the Bucs a
12-8 lead.
Three times in the second quarter, Holland had "quickie" spurts
that helped push the Dutch into
a 23-21 halftimelead. The first,
of four points, tied the game at
14-all. The second push netted six
pointi1 and moved Holland into a
three point lead, 20-17, and the
third scored another three points
and gave the Dutch the halftime
margin.
At 1:15 of the third period,
Grand Haven, after tying Holland
in the quarter, went out ahead

30-29 and kept the upper hand
the rest of the contest. A layup
and a "slow” clock gave the
Bucs a 36-29 third period lead.
Grand Haven pumped two baskets
during the time the clock failed
to move.
The Bucs made eight more
points in the next four minutes
advancing the score to 44-29 before Holland scored. The Dutch
picked up and made 13 points in
the final three minutes while holding the winners to six.
A total of 36 fouls were called
in the contest,17 against Holland
and 19 for Grand Haven. Holland marched to the free throw
line 34 times and made 16 points
while the Bucs shot 25 free
throws, making 10.
Van Dongen leader of the
Grand Haven rallies with an out
court one-hand push shot, sank
eight baskets and six free throws

Muskegon

RICHARD A. ANDERSON (center)of the
National Chamber of Commerce chats with
Henry Ter Haar, Chamber president at left,
and Charles Cooper of the transportation
committee at a Chamber Leaders Workshop

Monday night

in Durfee Hall on Hope pampas.
Besides witnessinga board of director!
meeting, Chamber committee members

r

viewed the film, "It's Everybody's Business.

(Poiwa-Sas photo)

*

Chamber

Engaged

Commerce

of

Group Sees Film Preview

GRAND HAVEN

Muskegon Catholic,
game played before a
•parse crowd at Grand Haven
High school gym. The victory was
68-40, in a

ed."

THESE ENGAGING YOUNGSTERS art part of the famous group of Tlesaa
Choir Boys, who will bt appearing In Holland Friday, /an. If. Th*r wlfl

"I was satisfied,”Visser said.
Both coaches mentioned the performance of Calvin’s freshman
center, Paul Newhof.
Stoic Newhof, , 6*7” ex-Grand
Rapids Christian player, just
awkward enough to guard, came
into his own late in the first half
pushing the Knights into the lead
32-31 at the 4:35 mark. The
Knights advanced the score to
38-33, largest margin of the first

9ire a concert in Hope Memorial Chapel al 8:15 pjn. Tha boguliln* charm
and artistryol the famous choir boys hart won fhsm maJfitudts of admlitrs and have made them Ibt most bslortd choir trtr to tour Amtrfca.
Founded more than 450 yean ago. the choir repertoireIs tnrlchtd by the
famous composers.The choir proridesenchantingentertainment with its
unique programs ol costumed operetta/, sacred songs, secularend
music.

Mk

Betrothed
Knight Seconds

Holland

to

Play

Return Cage

Tilt

At St. Joseph

Hope, with Whitey Riemersma

Chamber of Commerce who
have been appointedto Chamber

and Bob Hendrickson scoring,
came back fast and moved the

committees for the current year
saw the Board of Directorsin
action at a "Chamber Loaders
Workshop” Monday night in Durfee Hall on Hope Campus.
President Henry Ter Haar presided at the session which featur-

score to 38-37 before the big center pushed In aix straight points.

ed the

first

Joe.

‘showing of the new ly

Richard A. Anderson of the Na-

made the Dutch victims tional Chamber of Commerce
in their seven-game winning spoke briefly on national Chamber
streak that was snapped last Sat- affairs, his remarks referring
St. Joe

.

=1

Miss Borboro Ann Beyer
mainly to the need of education
The
engagement of Mils Barbon economic affairs. He also explained the Chamber film which ara Ann Beyer to Edward Marwas producedby the duPont com- tin has been announced by her
pany at a cost of a quarter million parents, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Beyer,
dollars. At the close of the meet- 247 West 21st St. Mr. Martin is
ing. Anderson was presented with the son of Mr. and Mrs. H. Mara pair of wooden shoes, Holland’s tin of Chicago.
Miss Beyer and Mr. Martin are
traditionalgesture of welcome to

urday by the No. 1 team in Chicago’s prep circles—Dunbar. The
Chicago team won 68-58.
The Bears have started practically the same lineup in other
games that started against Holland and Holland Christian. Only
Berendt, a forward, has
moved into the starting lineup
replacing Bob Rogers.
Other St. Joe starters include
Bob Gusse at a forward with
Jason Harness at center. The
starting guards are Allen Ross
and Jack Sinn.
The Bears have a balanced
scoring attack with everyone of
the starters scoring each game.
High scoring honors have been
passed around. Against Holland

’

Vem

students at
visitingcelebrities.
During the brief business meet- Institute.
ing, reports were submitted by
Dr. I. J. Lubbers, Chamber building; Clarence Grevengoed, city
state affairs; Randall C.
Bosch, harbors and lakes; James
E. Townsend, legislativeand na-

and

tional affairs;Andrew Sail, safety; Henry Weyenberg. community
service;Charles Cooper, transportation and good roads.
A demonstration of work on the
education committee was carried on in panel form by the
education committee headed by
Walter W. Scott. Also participating were Dr. Lubbers. Peter

Defeat Hope JVs

Little

worked the score to 56-51.
At this point, Calvin led by allMIAA Don Vrqpn and Jim Kok,
former Holland Christian player,
pushed the1 score to-,. .the widest
margin of the gamer 19 points,
73*54. Hope narrowed It to 73-58
at the midway point. Point
spreads of 11 to 15 points were
kept the rest of the game.
Tony Diekems, former Holland
Christianplayer, took over the
Knight acoring duties in the final
mlnutea. DIekema hit five baskets
In the last eight minutes.

pumped 23 In tho contest and
Shaarda made 12.
Calvin led it the end of the
first half 43-39. The Hope five,
led by Dave Spaan, put on their

-

Calvin, on a man-to-mandefense in -the first half, used a
zone periodically during the second half. Hope stuck with a manto-man defense throughout.
The first half saw the score
tied five tlmea and the lead
Milwaukee Bible change hands seven times, But
only-in the final minute did either
team get more than three points

Miss Donno J. Hovcmoh

The engagement of Miss Donna
Haveman to Eldon L. Moore,
Jr., is announced by her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Haveman,
45 East 22nd St. Mr. Moore is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Eldon L.
Moore, Sr., 142 South Maple St.,

J.

Zeeland.

ahead.

Maroons

Win Eighth

Tilt

After missing the opening

six

points, Calvin’sDIekema scored
and after Hope missed Newhof
added a basket. The Dutch, with
John Adams leading, tallied the
next seven points. In the next

Christian’sfifth against four defeats, while the Catholle squad
is winless in eighth starts.
Coach Art Tuls* outfit was
never In trouble, as they took an
early lead and increased it steadily quarter by quartar. Tht Holland mentor used all 12 men on
his squad freely throughout the
entire contest.
Muskegon just didn't have the
rebounding power and overall

cage savvy of the Maroona. The
Muskies are a green, inexperienced ball club which Is beginning to
take shape, but still hasn't batn a
match for any of the perennial
cage powers in this section of the
state. Things aren't looking up
either as the parochlalamust meet
St. Joseph and Muskegon Haights,
the two top rated teams in their
classes, in the next two games.

With the nine point difference Christian didn't play as well as
registered at the final buzzer the they did against St Joseph a
biggest margin of the game, the week ago, but did show flashes
throughoutthe game. The Dutch
Calvin College JV squad defeatei
took advantage of fait break situthe Hope College Junior Varsity, ations as much aa possible, but
76-67 at the Civic Center Thurs- relied mostly on their setup patday night. Prior to 'the Knights tern for most of their counters,
point spurt in the final four minu- with both Jun Buursma and Wartes, the game had been tied sev
ren Boer hitting from outcourt
oral times.
and Dave Vander MU connecting
' Former Holland Christian playfrom the pivot post, the Muskies
ers, Carl Edewaards And Rich were at a lorn as to which deSliaarda did their share to Contri- fense to use against the Dutch.
bute to the victory. Edewasrds Vender MU turned In perhaps his

The Dutch were never able to
overcome the margin, however,
with 14 minutes to go. Hope

purchased Chamber film, "It’s
Holland High starts on the re- Everybody's Business.” an aniturn game swing Friday night at mated film which tells the deveSt. Joseph. The Dutch have faced lopment of business and industry
all the teams that are scheduled
under the incentive system in
twice this season, including St. America.

—

it outclassed

half, at the buzzer.

About 75 members of the Hol-

(Special)

Holland Christian’s basketball
quintet got back on the winning
trail again, Thursday night, when

their sixth conference gtme
against one loss while the Dutch
were absorbing their third conference defeat against two wins.
PerspiringBarney Steen, Calvln coach, said after the game,
"We played our best game by far.
We were hitting, Jumping and
driving.” Hope Coach John VIsser was quick to compliment the
Hope five "on a game well play-

land

Catholic

For Easy Victory

win

spectively.

LOANS

Maroons Trounce

’

out Of 16 attempts in the opening period and a similar amount

LOANS

*25 to *500
Holland Loan Association
10 West 8th Street,HoUand
Ad*.

Van Raalte Cab Scouts

Have Pack Meeting

best game of the year as ha workbesides
lending his mates with 14 points,
collected on assortment of hook

ed well on both boards

John Mulder and John Heywho performed weU as a
ond 10 minutes of the game. starter, also did weU on the
Spaan sank 14 pointi in the boards.
game, 11 during the period.
Catholic*with no regular over
Ron Sisson led Hope with 18 6’2” proved no match on the
points.Spaan followed with Dave boards for the taller Dutch.
St. Aubin and ’Tiger” Teusink The HoUanders lost Uttle time
getting 10 each. Other double in getting started with Boer hitfigure scorers for the Knights ting three from outcourt and
were Ed Start with 15 and Bob Buursma one, to send the Dutch
Kooistra with 13.
off to an 8-0 lead. The Crusaders
fought back to within four polrtts,
but that was as close as they got
shots.

strongest scoring drive In the sec- boer,

Junior League Holds

Cub Scout Pack 3001 of Van Business, Work Meeting

tho remainder of the night. It was
16-8 at the end of the first period.

After the Maroons had upped
Raalte School held a pack meetJunior Welfare League members the total to 24*8 midway in the
minute, Gord De Kruyter and
High the guards were the bigHolland Christian’sLittle
Vroop shot the Knights into the ing Monday evening at the school. hold a combinationbusiness and second stanza the Muskies staged
for 22 points. Chuck Goulooze scorers while Holland Christian
Maroons posted their eighth win lead, 8-7 and from then on the The Cubs played basketball from work meeting Tuesday evening at a brief flurry to narrow the count
paced Holland with 14 points found the forwards and center
against one defeat, Thursday score see-sawed.Calvin held a 6 to 7 p.m., procoding the meet- the Woman's Literary club house. to 12 points. However at the end
while Tom Overbeek, Holland’s hardest to stop.
Mrs. Bill Venhuizen presided.
of the half it was stiU Christian,
top field goal marker with five,
night,
when they walloped the 22-21 lead at the midway point ing.
Coach Fred Weiss will work at
Members began work on novelty 29-16.
and
Hope,
on
Harold
Molenaar’s
was second high with 11.
Muskegon Catholic reserves, 63Den 6 was jn charge of the items, including Easter eggs and
the Civic Center today polishing
Muskegon scored the first two
A crowd of 1,000 witnessed the the offense.Thursday, the Dutch
38. The game was played at the baskets, enjoyed a four point ad- opening ceremony,including singvantage one minute and a half ing of America" with Tom Bouw- baskets and the faster bonnets for markers of the third period, but
contest with a large contingent will drill cn the two fan-shaped
Grand
Haven
High
School
gym.
Kromann, Vernon D. Ton Cate
the annual Kiddie Karnival, sche- then the Dutch collected 12
later.
of Holland High fans making the boards at Holland high. The St.
After a close first three minuman playing the trombone and
and William H. Vande Water.
The winners made 37 out of 87 Rollic J. Overway and Delvin Mul- duled March 26 at the Armory. straight points to take a comtrip. The game was played in the Joe gym, comparaWe in size to
tes, the Little Dutch were never
Mrs. Jay C. Fetter and Mrs. manding 41-18 lead. The Maroona
new Grand Haven High gym.
headed in the fray. All 10 mem- shots from the floor for 44 per- der carryingthe flags.
the Grand Haven gym, has fanJulius Lubbers are co-chairmen. continued to roU In the remaindar
cent
and
sank
15
out
of
26
foul
Holland High will travel to St. shaped boards. Holland has been
bers of the traveling squad playIvan De Neff of Washington Mrs. Egbert Boer announcedthat of the period and upped the total
shots. Calvin hit 17 baskets in
Joseph for a return game with playing on glass rectangular
ed a good portion of the tilt. The
School presentedthe charter. Junior League’s play for Holland to 51-24 at the end of the thiid
the first half and 22 in the final
the Bears next Friday night, Jan. boards.
Membership pins were given to
Mrs. Minnie Van Huizen is Hollandersmoved out to a 21-8
area school children will be given quarter.
half.
Hope
made
28
out
of
90
21. St. Joe defeated Holland in
Ron Van Dyke will start at one spending a few days with her son, first quarter lead, but slowed up
Roland Overway, chairman;Hugh March 1 at the Civic Center. New
Although reserves played most
shots
for
31
percent,
hitting
12
the team's first meeting, 62-50. forward with Tom Overbeek work- Louis, and wife of Sparta.
irt the second quarter, being outS. Rowell, institutionalrepresengirls told plans for their project, of the final itanu for the
two-pointers
in
the
first
half
and
Box score:
ing at either a guard or forward.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bennett are scored 13-7.
tative; Bernard Van Langevelde,
Maroons, the Dutch itUl outscored
a spaghetti dinner on Feb. 8.
16 in the second 20 minutes.
Holland (42)
Christian outplayed the host
Chuck Goulloze will start at cen- getting mail regularly from their
Cubmastcr, and Vic Van OosterMrs. Don Oosterhaan reported the Crusaders 17-16 in the closing
Newhof led Calvin in scoring 19 hout. assistant Cubmastcr; also
FG FT PF TP ter with Bill Japinga at guard. son, Pvt. Allan Bennett who is club in the third quarter to take
eight minutes. Much of the scorVan Dyke, f
1
4
0
6 Sherry Shaffer or Bob Saunders with the Army near Frankfort, a commanding 48-31 lead going points followedclose by Vroon, to den mothers. Mrs. D. Marlink, total profits of $263.84 from the
Peanuts for Polio project. The ing for both squads in the final
the playmaker,with 18. Diekema
Shaffer, f
0
2
1
2 will play the other position. If Germany.
into the final period. The locals
Mrs. M. Barkcl, Mrs. M. Essenamount will be turned over to the period was done at the foul lane.
had 17 and De Kruyter 16 in the
Goulooze, c
4
6
4
14 Shaffer goes, Overbeek will play
burg, Mrs. J. Essenburg,Mrs. M.
The West Allendale Community continued to hold the upper hand
Christian connected on 20 out of
local
polio drive.
balanced
scoring
attack.
HendJapinga, g
2
0
5
4
Bouman, Mrs. A. Walters.Mrs.
a guard and a forward if Saunders Club held it’s January meeting in the last stanza to win going
33 from the charity line while
Coffee
and
cookies
were
served
rickson
led
Hope
with
24
points.
Overbeek, g
5
1
3 11 starts.
at the home of Mrs. Tressa Bouw- away.
C. Vander Wegc, Mrs. M. BouwMuskegon hit on 20 out of 38.
after the business meeting.
Saunders, g
0
1
3
1
Roger Mulder paced the Christ- Adams was second high with 17 man and Mrs. R. Overway. E.
Shaffer, a 6’ junior, has a man Tuesday. A carry- in dinner
Following Vander MU in tha
points.
Boersma, g
1
0
0
2 height advantage over Saunders, was served at noon. The group ian attack with 17 points, followGerritsen, J. Crozier and Fred
scoring for the Dutch was Boer
Visscher, f
HOPE-CALVIN
GAME
SIDE0
0
0
0 but followinga strong game tied off a quilt for the hostess. ed by Dave Klaver with 15, Ned
Galien are committeemen.
Tu)o Days, Plas Fine
with 12 and Buursma with 12.
Kleinheksel, f
0
1
1
1 against Muskegon, has appeared Eight members and a visitorat- Joldcrsma with eight, Gord LIGHTS — The Hope College
The Cubmastcr presented to
Dwyer was high for the losers
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Boeve, c
0
1
0
1 "gun shy" in the last two contests. tended the meeting. The February Mouw with seven, Jim Kool and band, directed by Morette Rider, eacli Cub a postcard picture of
Earl Deal. 32, Grand Haven, with 12.
played several hit parade selecTiger baseball pitcher George pleaded guilty in MunicipalCourt
His failureto drive in resulted in meeting will be held at the home Herm Tuls with five each. Jim
Christian meets a veteran Do13 16 17 42 only one field goal in two games. of Mrs. Gertrude Lambcrtgse.
Meurer with four and Chuck tions prior to the game and dur- Zuverink,who spoke at one of Wednesday to a charge of driv- wagiac club here next Friday.
ing
the
half
and
had
many
fans
Grand Haven (50)
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Lowing and Vande Vusse with two. Comes
the pack meetings.
Saunders also failed to hit against
ing while his operator’s license Box scores:
Boyink, f
tapping out the beat - John
3
0
0
6 Grand Haven.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bennett drove paced the Muskegon offense with
Al Walters, Scout leader of was revoked and was sentenced
HoUand Christian (68)
Rycenga, f
Clevenger of Niles and Howard
1
0
2
2
Bill Japinga, the team's high to Diamond Lake and White Cloud 21 markers, 13 coming on foul
Third Reformed 'Church, showed to pay $25 fine, $6.10 costs and
FG F PF TP
Botbyl, c
Clupper
of
Dowagitc
were
offi0
0
2
0 scorer with a 11.5 average, prior Sunday.
shots.
pictures of a Scout trip last sum- serve two days in the county Mulder,
2 2
6
Van Dongen, g
8
6
cials— Norm Kramer, Hope’s sixth
5 22
O. If. Snyder has beou ill for
mer. Scoutmaster Van Lange- jail. He was arrested by city Heyboer,
to the Grand Haven slipped and
Miller, g
man,
came
out
with
the
Hope
1
2
2
4
made only two baskets against the the past two weeks.
velde was in charge of the clos- police early Wednesday His Vander Hill,
6 2
14
Clark, g
team for Initial workouts. With ing ceremony.
4
0
4
8 Bucs.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lowing
4- 4
12
license was revoked in June, 1952. Buursma,
Smith, f
3
2
8
3
both knees taped, Kramer hobbled
to
The Holland reserves will meet and two children, and Mr. and
Next meeting will be Feb. 21,
Boer,
% 6 0
12
Wildrom, J. g
0
around for a few minutes and re- when a Blue and Gold banquet Restoration was denied last Oct.
0
0 the St. Joesph seconds in prelim- Mrs. Jerry Aldertonand child of
1
6
13
by
a
representative
of
the Vryhof,
tired to the dressing room. Coach will be held.
inary contest at 6:30 p.m. The Grand Rapids, called on the forBos,
0 0
0
Secretary of State's office.
Totals
A
t
20 10 19 50
John
Visser
reported
the
6’4”
Holland seconds are improving mer’s parents Sunday evening.
Vander Ark,
2
4
8
will be lost to the
with each game.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Lowing
A socio-drama In the mental sophomore
Dykman,
0 0
Reserve starters will probably called on her sister and brother- health field entitled “Scattered team for "a month”.. ..Supposedly
Holland Freshmen Stop
Altena,
0 0
be Rog Plagenhoefand Les Over- in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Alman Erick- Showers’ will be featuredat a a partisan Hope crowd, the noise
Dykema,
2 0
4
made by fans of both teams was
Grand Haven, 48-30
wav at the forwards with Dave son, of Grand Haven, Monday.
regular meeting of Holland Branch,
Westenbrcek,
0 0
0
about*
equal
..Don
Vroon,
5’9”,
Hilbink at center. The / starting Mrs. Arnold Kerr is still in American Associationof University
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
smallest
Calvin
player,
showed
guards will be Jack Van Tubber- Hackley Hospital where she is Women, Thursday at 8 p.m, in
24 20 23 68
The Holland High ninth graders gan and Dick Vender Yacht
fans some behind the back dribblreceiving treatment.
Durfee Hall
Mask, Catholic (40)
defeated the Grand Haven freshing.. ..Holland’sThursday snowfall
Gamboys, f
The program has been planned
4
men, 48-30 here Friday afternoon
served as ammunition for aeverll
Kelly, f
by
the
branch's
Art
and
Social
2
Get Your License Now
in a contest marked with spas- Patricia Gibson Has
of the Hope and Calvin students
Studies Groups.
Dwyer, c
12
modic scoring spurts. Holland led
following the game
Dempsey, g
And Avoid the Rush
The presentationdeals with three
8
at the end of the first quarter Party on Birthday
Hope (82)
Martin, g
If Holland residents want to mothers and their pre-schoolyoung3
16-8, but didn’t score in the secFG
FT
PF
TP
Patricia Gibson celebrated her
Chandonnet,f
1
ond period while allowing the 10th birthday anniversarySatur- avoid the early license plate rush, sters and what happens in a crl Adams, f
5 i7
Dugas.g
sis when children have been rear
they
should
get
down
to
the
0
, Bucs to tally 14 points to lead at
Riemersma, f
6
2
3 14
day.
Hume, f
ed according to differentmethods Hendrickson, c
license plate bureau soon.
1
halftime 22-16.
8
8
3 24
. .Her guests were taken to North
Eddy, f
9
The local frosh came battling Shore Community Hall for roller Deadline is Feb. 28, and all 1955 of discipline. Appearing in the cast Kink,
2
8
3 12
back in the third period and made skating from 2 to 4 p.m. and then platesmustbe on cars by March will be Mrs Stuart Padnos, Mrs. Molenaar,g
7
0
2 14
Totals
J. Dyke Van Putten and Miss
10 20 20 40
16 points while holding Grand to the Gibson residence for dinner.
Vander Lind, f
0
1
1
1
Betty
Roelofs.
Miss
Elvt
Van
So
far,
according
to
branch
Haven to dnly two and led at the 'Movies were shown.
Hilmert, g
0
0
1
0
An activity carried out In Washmanager Frank Cherven, 3.651 Haitsma of the Hope College Jeltes,g
end of the quarter 32-24. HoUand
0
0
0
0
Guests were Blue Bird friends
ington School sixth grade is the
continued to find the mark for of Patricia, including Joanna passenger plates have been sold. speech departmenthas assisted in
Totals
28 28 18 82
subject of an article In the J>banother 16 points in the fourth Clark, Lorraine Duffy, Mary Can- That leaves approximately11,000 production.* ’
Calvin (93)
ruary issue of ‘The Instructor,"
to
go
he
said.
The
bureau
staff
After
the
play,
the
Social
Studies
period while Grand Haven notchDiekema,
f
8
1
2 17
ton Fisher, Diane Francomb, of four persons hopes that all Group will conduet a discussion,
nationally circulated teachers
ed six.
5
2
4 12
Louise Hohmann, Kathryn Hall, buyers won’t come on the same with Mrs. Ruth Van Duren, psy- Kok, f
magazine. The article describes
Larry Alderink paced Holland Mary Ellen Kearney, Marikay
Newhof, c
8
3
4 19
a play, 'The Queen of Heart* and
chiatric social worker, as leadn*.
with 19 points, Harold De Vries Raffenaud,Linda Seif, Ann Seif, day, he added.
Vroon, g
7
4
3 18
Her
Tarts,” originated by Linda
Refreshments
will
be
served
afThe
license
bureau,
located
at
tallied 8; Garry Gibbons,6; AlDe Krtiyter, g
7
2
4 16
Antonia Soltysiak,Carole WanWalvoord,sixth grade pupU. Two
lan Teusink, 6; Bill Tornovish, rooy, Marcia Van Houdt, Bonnie 87 West Eighth St., will be open ter the meeting. Miss Metta Ross Broekhulzen,f
1
3
4
5
photos, submitted by Mrs. Ernest
6; Dale Dams, 2 and Clayton Myrick, Diane Taber *and Valarie Wednesday afternoonsuntil Feb. and Mrs. Robert Wolbrink are Schreur,g
3
0
6
1
Penna, teacher, are published
28,
and
until
noon
on
Saturdavs.
social
chairmen.
Rice, 2. Brent Boyick led Grand
Totals
39 15 22 93
\
with the article. Linda lives at
It is open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Haven with 12 points. The ninth
124 West 12th St
weekdays.
WHOLE
FAMILY
PARTICIPATES
—
Mr.
and
Mr*.
Fred
Bocks.
Jr*
and
lamgraders are coached by Carroll
Hard
of
hearing
people
and
.Pvt. Byron C. Aldrich is atAny Holland High fans planning
Chervin
reminds
motorists
to
Norlin.
Uy labor e). former Holland reiidtnl*,make it a lamlly allalr when they go
their families were urged to en- tending Radar School at Fort
to attend the Holland-St Joseph bring their title with them.
skiing al Caberlae Winter Sports area near Cadillac. Fred Is secretaryroll in the lipreading class to be- Monmouth, NJ. His address is
basketballgame in St. Joseph Frimanager ol the Cadillac Chamber ol Commerceand Is one ol the biggest
gin Monday at 7:30 p.m. in Hol- US 55476683, RegimentalDrill
Mrs. Gerrit Van Zyl has ro day night are advised to arrive
Mr. and Mrs. Drew Miles and land High School,,room 104, by
boosters ol Caberlae.He Is shown with wile, Catherine. Frits III. t. Sent.
turned home after spending two early. Joe Moran, Holland High
Teatft 9405 T.U. T.S.S., Fort Mon10. and Spencer. 12. Fred was a busy man last weekend when the ChamMr.
and
Mrs.
Cecil
Helmink
left SuperintendentWalter W. Scott.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
days in Chicago where she attend- athletic director, announced tomouth, NJ. In a report given The
ber played host to more than 75 newspaper, radio and telerlshaperSaturday for Florida, where they This course has been made availHOLLAND. MICHIGAN
ed a spring showing of boys wear
Sentinel Wednesday, It was stated
sonnel from throughout the state. Got. G. Mennen Williams and lamlly
niaitM
i
Mart*
JoSeph .r1 h“
vacation for two weeks at able by the Holland Community that Aldrich taUed for Europe on
mg apparet at MerchandiseMart limited seating
Bradenton and New Port Richey.
and US. District Attorney and Mrs. Wendell A. Miles wen also In attendChest
Jan. ia
.

Bass River

—

Totals
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4

1
2

3
0
4

10
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1
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Book Review Features

Program

at

CPHMeet

Approximatelytwo years of the
Paul Hackett while a
patient at a mental hospital were
describedMonday evening in a
review of the book ‘The Cliff’s
Edge,” presented by Mrs. Don
Elenbaasat a meeting of Christian PsycopathicHospital Circle
life of

Engaged

20, 1955

Local Firm Sends

Jacob Pod Dies

Pair to Convention

At Grand

About 120 members and friends
attended the meeting at Maple
Avenue Christian Reformed

improvement in

all

phases

The book, written by Marie
Hackett, wife of Paul told of
harassing times when her husband became violent and repeatedly was committed to the hospi-

of

Others on the program will include regional managers F. R.
Pool, eastern; H.E. McKinley,
midwest, and O.R. Hayes, west

weU.

coast.

he wrote several articles, some
during his violent stages, which
his wife typed out and from these
Miss Eloin* Slotmon
notes Paul Hackett wrote the
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Slotman
book ‘The Cardboard Giant" of route 1, Hamilton, announce
which was published in 1954. This the engagement of their daughter,
describeshis experiences while in Elaine, to Chester Kuipers. foh of
a mental hospital and his associa- Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Kuipers of 82
tion \wth other patients. Since his West Eighth SL
cure Paul Hackett is taking a
graduate course in psychology and
is working with mental patients.
Music included two solos, "I
Walked Today Where Jesus

Adult Education

Walked" and “When We See
Christ" by Mrs. Harry Young.
Mn. D. Zwiers, president, con-

Courses Planned

Burns Are Fatal
For Zeeland

Several Brealins

—

(Special)

HUDSONVILLE (Special)Four
were

burglariesin Hudsonville
solved

Sunday following

a

statementby a local youth captured shortly after a breakin in
a Grand Rapids store Saturday.

sold to his sons, Hagvey and
Hudsonville Chief of Police Don
Gordon.
Strattensaid Claude Wayne DeMr. Poel and his brother, WilZwaan, 20, Hudsonville, admitted
liam, had operated Poel Brothers
he broke into four stores in HudRepair Shop as partners for 22
sonville and one in Jamestown.
years. They operated the second
Stratten said the breakins date
gasoline pump in Grand Haven.,
back to September,1954. The
He served as elder and deacon
youth admittedentering the Hudin Second Christian Reformed
sonville Hardware Store, where
Church for 33 years and was a
he took a TV set and a fishing
member of the Men’s Society. He
pole; Ter Hage’s where he took
was
former member of the
a radio, spot light and antenna;
Christian School .board, Gideons
Miss Mory Lou Fober
Ray’s Radio and TV store, where
and North Ottawa Rod and Gun
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Faber
he stole another TV set and the
Club. After his retirement, he 2l7 Division St., Zeeland, announce Hartman Motor - Sales which was
helped supervise wofk on the new the engagement of their daughter, ransacked but nothing taken.
Christian school!
Mary Lou, to John Bruursema, DeZwaan was arrested when
His father, Klaas, died 11 days Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. John Sheriffs deputies discovered him
ago, and his oldest daughter, Mrs. Bruursema, Sr., of route 2, Zee- in a Army Surplus Store at 4328
Clarissa Kroeze, • 44, Muskegon land. A June wedding is being South Division Ave., Grand RapHeights,died Dec. 23. A son, planned.
ids. He managed to elude police
Oscar, father of five children,has
who surrounded the store.
been a victim of polio since late
A half dozen police cruisers
last year.
took up tlm chase when DeZwaan
Surviving are the wife, Elizajumped into a car and drove off.

a

speak.

tal. With the good care at the
hospitaland the patience of Mrs.
Hackett and their three children,
Paul became
, ,
During his stay at the hospital

Youth Confesses

until retiring in 1948, when the
Poel Shoe Repair business was

manufacturingoperations are recognized in the theme of the
convention, "Continual Improvement." H. J. Heinz II, president;
H.N. Riley, executive vide president and Frank Armour, Jr., vice
president of U.S. operations, will

Church.

June

Jacob K. Poel, 69, died Monday
evening at hi* home, 927 Franklin
St He had been ill for two years

,

through Wednesday of this week
to attend the company’s annual
Manufacturing Convention.
Attending from Holland are
Wilbur Cobb, production manager,
and A.E. Hildebrand, manager
contractcrops.
Present and future demands for

10.

in

Haven

GRAND HAVEN

Management representatives of
H. J. Heinnz Company's Holland
factory are in Pittsburgh Monday

Wed

To

HERE IS THE LAST KNOWN self portrait of Rembrandt, the
great 17th century Dutch artist, which is included in the 101
rare Dutch maste:pieces now on exhibit at, the Toledo Museum
of Art. This painting is on loan from the Mauritshuisin The
Hague. The exhibition of "The Golden Age of Dutch Painting"
is at the Toledo museum Jan. 2 through Feb. 13.

Man

ZEELAND (Special) -Gerald
F. Smith. 60. of 128 West Central
Ave., died Monday afternoon in
Butterworth Hospital in Grand
Rapids of burns he received early
Sunday morning while sitting in
his car. He was severelyburned on
the chest, abdomen, neck and face.
Dr. D. C. Bloemendal served as
assistant medical examiner.

Holland-American Day

ducted devotions and the business
Mr. Smith was born in Wisconmeeting. Announcement was made
Among new courses to be offerof a public hymn sing sponsor- ed by tne Holland Community sin and came to Zeeland 24 years
ed by the local circle to be held Evening School will be a course ago as an employe of Mead JohnSunday. Feb. 13, at 8:45 p.m. at in shorthand refresher, and a son Co. He served as a field representative the entire time. He also
Maple Avenue Church. H. Vander course in office machines.
Both these courses are design- was active in the Zeeland Riding
Linde will be song leader.
Refreshments were served by ed to improve effectivenessin of- club.
Surviving are the wife, Amy:
members of Beechwood Society fice work. The shorthand course is
including the Mesdames Frank designed for those who have had a brother, Harlow C. Smith of
Weener, Andrew Mulder, Thad shorthand before but who, through Atlantic, la., and a sister.Mrs.
Thompson, Peter De Hammer, lack of practice, have lost their Lola Webb of Janesville,Wis.

Set by Toledo
Monday. Jan. 31. has been designated "Holland-AmericanDay"
at the Toledo Museum of Art,
and people from Western Michigan are invited to visit the
Museum to view the exhibition.
'The Golden Age of Dutch paint-

ing."

Group

special

programs and

Museum

Hospital Notes

beth; four sons, Oscar, of
The youth was finally stopped
Coopersville,Kenneth, Harvey
Admitted to Holland Hospital after officers curbed his car near
and Gordon of Grand Haven;
Monday were Mrs. Ted Elzinga. the outskirtsof Grand Rapids.
daughter, Phyllis at home; his
Officers said they counted five
91-year-old mother; three broth- 578 West 18th St.; Mrs. Dietra bullet holes in the youth’s car
ers, Edward and Wiliam of Grand Visser, 713 North • Shore Dr.; which they fired in an atempt to
Haven and Nelson of Grand Rap- Pamela Mulac. Pullman; Paula stop him.
ids; three sisters, Mrs. Arie Cook
DeZwaan was an unusual burgMidle, 29 East 22nd St.; Mrs.
of Grand Rapids. Mrs. William
lar in some respects, Stratten
Yonker of Grand Haven and Mrs. LaVerne Welling, 243 West 24th said. The youth returned a TV
John Workman of Muskegon; also St.; Mrs. Herman Windemuller, set he stole to one of the stores
route 6; Howard Working. 641 e&rly one morning when it didn’t
16 grandchildren.
Hezelbank Rd.; Mark Ten Brink. operate the way he thought it
316 West 16th St.; Jason De Kock, should.
620 East Lincoln, Zeeland; RichStratten said he would confer
ard Taylor. 21 East 28th St.; Mrs. with Prosecutor James Bussard
Arrange ‘Games Parties
Roger De Weerd. route 1.
on possible charges to be placDischargedMonday were Judith ed against DeZwaan. The youth
Parents of Boy Scouts in troop
30. HarringtonSchool, will parti- Essenburg, 146 West 28th St.; will probablybe charged initially
cipate in “Games Parties" in their Elizabeth Gogerty, 286 East 13th by Kent County authorities.
homes Jan. 20. 21 and 22. Purpose •St.; Mrs. Edward Kobylenski, 15

Parents of Scout Troop

Megan

Will

Have

Fresh Blood

Bank

transportation,
of the party project is to raise South River Ave.; Mrs. Harold
a
guided
funds for the troop'streasury and Oppeitnan and baby, 309 East Mr. and Mrs. G. Bonge
Harvey Riemersma, John Riemer- efficiencyand speed. A short reALLEGAN
(Special)
Don for the purchase of troop equip- 11th St; Mrs. John Bruggink and
tour through the exhibition are
ama, James Van Nuil and Ted Al- view of shorthand symbols and
Feted on Anniversary
planned, accordingto Willard C. Wood. Allegan, has been appoint- ment to aid in teaching Scout baby, route
Hudsonville;
dictationperiods will be the plan
derink.
Pamela Mulac, Pullman; Juan
Wichers, director of the Nether- ed chairman of the 1955-56 Red skills.
Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Bonge, of
of the eight week program.
Roger Mulder paced the Hol- lands Information Service at HolThose who .will enterifcin are Mr. Sosa, 311 East Seventh St.
route 1, were surprisedFriday
The course in office machines
Cross’ fund camoaign which will
land.
and Mrc. H. Marsilje,Mr. and A son, Jack Allen, was bom In evening ’ at a party given by a
has been offered in past years land Junior archers during the
Chartered buses will leave Hol- seek a total of $15,850. accord- Mrs. L. Haight, Mr. and Mrs. N. Holland Hospital today to Mr. and greup of friends and relatives.
past
two
weekly
shoots.
Mulder
but was dropped from the proing to Lawrence Nyberg, chair- Wan Bruggen, Mr. and Mrs. J. Mrs. Jerold Strabbing, route 2.
The occasion was their 45th wed(From Tnesday% Sentinel) gram last term. This class offers fired a 322 Jan. 6 and 332 Jan. land on that day at 7:30 a.m. and
will return about 11 p.m. A simi- man of the county chapter.
Kingshott, Mr. and Mrs. A. Tazeding anniversary.
The Zeeland High School band an opportunity to become ac- 13. Scores were made out of a
Of
the
quota,
$3,500
has
been
lar group also will leave from
laar, Mr. and Mrs. W. Mrozlnski,
Guests at the party included
is getting ready for the annual quainted with and efficient in possible 360.
Grand Rapids. The delegation will earmaked for a/fresh blood pro- Mr. and Mrss L Cook, Mr. and Joseph Zych Dies
he
Bonge’s children and grandSpring contest The following in- operation
various office
Other Jan. 6 scorers include:
gram which the chapter voted to Mrs. R. Hamlin Mr. and Mrs. M.
children. Albert J. Bonge, Dale,
dividual band members plan to machines. The student may choose Judy Brown, 310; Bob Wenzel. arrive in Toledo about noon and
will be served lunch in a church enter into last week.
De Jong. Mr. and Mrs. H. Dirkse, At State Hospital
Rita /Louise and Jack Kervin, of
enter the solo and ensemble con- among dictaphones,adding ma- 306; Dick Housenga. 298; Ted
Nyberg said that participation
near the museum which accomMr. and Mrs. S. Beverwyk and
test to be held at Whitehall, Feb- chines, calculators, and such Wierda. 294; Jack Bouman, 288;
Joseph
Zych, 47, died Sa trday Grand Rapids; Mr. and Richard
in
the
program
will
provide
fresh,
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Den Uyl.
Bonge. Ritchie Allen and Carol
urary 12: Solo - Ken Evink on standard office equipment. He Burton Wiersma. 284: Ron Bower- modates visiting groups of this
free blood at all three hospitals
noon at Michigan State Hospital
Ann, of Holland; and daughter
Also assisting in the plans are
comet and Judy Van Dyke on may learn to operate any or all man. 270; David Headley, 265; kind at cost. Welcoming ceremonies at the museum will be in in the county, Allegan.Douglas
in Kalamazoo where he had been Margaret, who is at home.
clarinet. Ensemble— Baritone trio: machines in the business dipartDaryl Wabeke, 264 and Allen De charge of Toledo’smayor. Hon. and Plainwell.It will be available the M. Van Dyke, G. Chambers.
Also attendingwere Mr. and
Daryl Wiersma. Bob Wiersma ment of Holland High School.
G. Smith, E. Oosterhaven. P. a patient for some time.
Jonge, 260.
at all times at a central county
and Wally Van Asselt, Jr., For complete informationand Joe Elenbaas. 255; Dale Conklin. A.C. Czelusta, and other officials. locationand*will be provided iwth- Stnmgholt,J. Kuipers, R. Nicol,
He was born Dec. 6, 1907 in Mrs. Richard Lubbers, Mrs. Ida
After the welcoming reception,
Heerspink and Miss Henrietta
darinettequartet: Betty Van for enrollment call 6-6676.
255; John Crozier, 254; Doug the delegation will divide into out a cost to all persons regard- V. Avery, W. Gibbons, C. Robin- Richwood. West Va.. and lived in
Heerspink, Mrs. Anna Bonge and
Ommen, Marcia Wiersma, Joyce
son.
R.
Zeedyke
and
G.
Evink
Holland
at
209
Howard
Ave.
He
Hartgerink.251; Jack Vander smaller groups for guided lours less of type or quantity required.
Hendricks,and Norma Knoll.
families.
was
the son of Peter Zych and the Romana, and the Rev. and Mrs.
Wege, 246; Jack Dozeman, 244; of the museum. The Toledo MusBarry. Kalamazoo and Van
Oostendorp. Mrs. Albert J.
Brass sextet: Ken Evink and
late Mrs. Zych. Besdes the father,
George Van Der Hill. 244; Dan eum of Art is one of the top Buren counties already are partiArt Barkel on comet; Bob
About four times as many men he is survived by
brother, Bonge was ill and unable to atWightman,242; Junia Dalman, museums in the country and has cipating in this program.
Wiersma on baritone; John Wiertend.
Stanley, of Holland.
234; Ken Souter, 232; John Boyce, many exhibits of interest to local
The plan calls for voluntary as women die of lung cancer.
sma on horn; Gary Looman on
231; Jim Boeve, 230; Jack Veld- persons, particularly its outstand- contributions of about 1.200 pints
trombone; Lynn Ver Hage on
heer, 224; Ward Stienstra, 234 ing collection of glass. A special of fresh blood in the county each
Plans
^re
being
completed
for
bass.
and Larry Bowerman. 210.
A regular meeting of the Wo- the annual Holland Camp Fire Allen Teerman. 209; Tom Bouw- program is planned for the Hol- yea#. The blood is collected by
land-American visitorsat 4 p.m mobile units, sent to Lansing
Council
dinner,
scheduled
Monday
men’s Mission Society of the First
man,
205; Tom Steffens.193; Tom in the museum auditorium. Buses for typing and processing and reReformed church was held Tues- Jan. 31. in Grace Episcopal Church
Speet, 182; Don Miles. 180; David
turned to the county for use.
day evening, Jan. 11. The presi- parish hail. Dinner will be served Mannes, 174; Jimmy Crozier. 164; will leave about 5:30 p.m. . Box
In addition to its use locally, any.
lunches
will
be
provided.
at
6:30
p.m.
dent, Mrs. J. den Ouden presided
Louis Van Gelderen. 163; Marilyn
The exhibit is called the great- county resident may request a
All Camp Fire leaders,sponsors,
The theme of the evening was
Brower, 163; Michael Longstreet,
Duke, NM. Letters were read board members and their husbands 147; Bruce Vandenberg,143; Rich- est concentration of Dutch paint- "refund" from the Red Cross for
from the Rev. Harold Dykstra, are invited to the annual affair, ard Johnson. 142* Larry Wabeke. ings ever shown in North Ameri- blood at any hospital in the
ca and represents what is in all nation.
the church’s representativein that i Mrs. Lucien Raven is dinner
134; Dave Bultema. 128; Randy probability the last single exhibiWood, the fund drive chairman.
chairman;
Mrs.
R.
A.
De
Witt
is
mission.It was gratifyingto learn
Wabeke. 120; Doug Ter Vree, 120; tion to be made up of so many said area chairmen are now being
that the Christmasboxes sent by in charge of flower arrangements,
Bob Poll. 115; Janice Brower. 101; famous Dutch paintings of the named and that .the drive would
the Society there, arrived five and Mrs. Nelson Bosman, special
Joey
Overway, 93; Ronald Conk- period. Included among the 101 get underway March 1. following
days after the big fire there and guests. Ticket chairmen are Mrs.
lin, 92; Duane Wiersma, 84 and paintings are masterpieces by a kick-off meeting in late Febso were not destroyed. Beautiful A. J. Van Putten and Mrs. Carroll
Jerry Dykema. 74.
Rembrandt , Jan Steen. Frans ruary.
slides were shown and discussed Norlin. Tickets will be distributed
Jan. 13 scorers include Judy Hals. Jan Vermeer and other
by Mr. Kraai, student at West- through extension chairmen to the
Brown, 328; Delwyn Mulder. 308; great 17th century Dutch artists.
ern Seminary, who worked at various schools. Mrs. Paul Jones is

-

3,

Archery Scores

Zeeland

,

of

j

L

Council Dinner

Plans

a

Announced

Ottawa County Chapter

|

of

I

'

The National Foundation

j

for Infantile

|

Paralysis

,

Statement Of Cash Receipts,

Jack Bouman. 304; David Headley, 291; Burton Wiersma. 288;
Ted Wierda. 285; Allen De Jonge.
Mrs. Peter Kromann is working
281; Dan Wightman. 279; Dick
on the printed booklets, distributHousenga. 272; John Crozier, 258;
ed each year at the dinner, all
Michael Longstreet. 258; Ward
annual committee reports will be

The Holland Chamber of Comto
merce is assisting with plans for
the Holland delegation.
Serving on the local committee are Mayor Harry Harrington.
Music lovers in the Holland
William H. Vande Water, Henry
Steinstra. 254; Jack Veldheer, Ter Haar. Judge Cornelius Vander area are invited to hear an outincluded.
250; Richard Johnson. 246; Jack Meulen. W. A. Butler. Marvin standing American pianist, Jean
Mrs. Robert W. Gordon is general
Dozeman. 232; Daryl Wabeke, 228 Lindeman. Walter W. Scott. Bert Goldkctte, when he gives a conchairman.
cert in Holland on Monday, Jan.
and Tom Bouwman, 226.
P. Bos. I. J. Lubbers, John HollenJim
Boeve, 224; Jack Vander bach, Mrs. Stuart Padnos and 24. Holland Optimist Club is sponkom.
Wege, 201; Doug Hartgerink. 195; Mrs. James C. De Pree of Zee- soring the pianist’s appearance,
The Ladies Aid Society of the Farm Group Hears Talk
Dale Conklin, 192; Ronald Conk- land.
scheduled at 6 p.m. in Hope MemFirst Reformed Church held its On Social Security
lin, 191; Joey Overway. 190; Tom
Cost of the all-expense trip for orial Chapel.
first meeting of the new year at
Steffens. 183: Dave Bultema. 182
Goldkette is well remembered
adults
is $9 and for students $8.the church on Thursday afterNorth Holland Farm Bureau and Loren Van Gelderen, 181.
for
hi* famous Victor Recording
50. Tickets are available at the
noon, Jan. 13. Mrs. P. Madderon. held a meeting Jan. 12 at the
Stuart Volkers, 181; David Chamber of Commerce. Reserva- Orchestra, but long before he bepresident,conducteddevotions. It Olive Center Town Hall. Speaker
was decided to hold the annual for the event was Walter Wight- Mannes, 179; John Boyce, 178; tions will be accepted in the order came a star in the popular band
John Boyce, 17$; Allen Tierman, they are receiv^l. Deadline for field, he was schooled both, here
soup supper on Friday evening. man. u ho spoke on "Social Securi173; Marilyn Brower, 170; Nancy
and abroad as a concert pianist.
reservations is Jan. 26.
Feb. 4. The committees for the ty for Farmers."
Wabeke. 162; Carl De Jonge, 153;
Goldkette. on his present tour,
year were announced. The society
In an open discussion after the
Randy Wabeke, 149; Dale Dykis celebrating the 25th anniveris divided into five groups, who speech, the group deriied that
Youths Assessed Fines
sary of the first triumphal tour
met separately to appoint lead- it was not in favor of social ema. 142; Joe Elenbaas. 141; Doug
Ter
Vree. 95; Walter Grisly, 86;
of his recording orchestra and also
ers and discuss projects.The security for farmers ' because of
In
Grand
Haven
Court
of his first appearanceas a guest
society was divided into two its "trend toward socialism" and Janice Brower, 82; Brent Crozier. GRAND HAVEN (Special)
74
and
Jerry Dykema, 62.
pianistwith the Detroit Symphony
groups for a membershipcon- its “few good points.” Social
Leon Teasley and Roger Susterich.
orchestra.
test. Resolutions were read con- Security blanks are available at
both 19 and of Grand Haven, were
While Goldkette was launching
cerning the recent death of one the post office.
Graaischap Civic Club
arraigned
Municpal Court such names as Glenn Miller.
of the members, Mrs. N. Zylstra. The next meeiinc will be Feb.
Monday. Teasley charged with Hoagy Carmichael, Glen Gray,
Makes Plans lor Banquet
The hostesses were Mrs. James 9 at the Town Hall.
reckless driving and illegalpos•Timmy and Tommy Dorsey, Artie
Westenbroek and Mrs. J. den
session of beer in a car. paid $50
GRAAFSCHAP
(Special)
Al
Shaw and others, only a few intiOuden.
a business meeting of Graafschap fine and $5.50 on the first count mates new of his serious side as a
Plans
Civic Club last Wednesday even- and $10 tine and $5.50 costs on the concert pianist.
Allegan Will Play Ho*t
ing at the home of Mrs. Richard latter.
The pianist is appearing in a
Susteriqh charge with posses- coast-to-coast tour to help raise
Strabbing.plans for a banquet
To Area School Bands
were discussed. The affair will be sion of beer paid $25 fine and funds for hundreds of service
held at Durfee Hall, the date to be $5.50 costs. Both were placed on clubs and other organizations acALLEGAN (Special) _ Banset later by the executive board. probation by Municipal Judge tive in civic work.
nister Merwin, supervisor of
Jacob Ponstein for 90 days, condiHusbands will be guests.
music In the Grand Haven schools,
tions of which are that they atThe
Mesdames
Gerrit
Lubbers.
will be guest conductor here SatGrand Haven Resident
Gerald Mannes and Henry Menken tend church every Sunday, report
urday night when Allegan will be
to their ministeronce a month
were
appointed
as
the
serving
comDies of Heart Attack
host to the third annual tri-city
mittee for the Febuary meeting. and refrain from the use of inband concert.
toxicants.
They
were
arrested
SatDuring the meeting the MesGRAND HAVEN (Special)
The concert, scheduled for 6
dames Dave Schripsema and urday. *
Brower Veltman, 61. o^ 518 Fulton
p.m., will be held in Griswold
Harold Knoll, as auctioneers,conSt., died at his home Saturday
auditorium with the bands of
ducted a white elephant sale. Re- Mrs. John Ortman
evening following a heart attack
State High, Kalamazoo,Paw Paw
freshments were served by the
which he suffered in the afternoon.
and Allegan participating. The
Mesdames Strabbing, Menken, Feted on Birthday
He was bom in Grarid Haven April
public concert will follow two
Jake Hulst and Jim Genzink.
A birthday party was held last 14, 1893, and on Sept. 15, 1944
days of rehearsals by the massed
Twenty attended.
Tuesday evening honoring Mrs. married Isabell Smith. He was embands, starting Friday afternoon.
John Ortman. The affair was held ployed at Story and Clark Piano
Many of the visiting bandsmen
at the homb of Mr. and Mrs. Co: for several years and had
will stay overnight and will be
Pre-JVoptiol Shower
Harvin Zoerhoff.
%
worked last Friday. He was also
guests in the homes of local resiA two-courselunch whs served a former commercial fisherman
Honors Miss Myers
dents. They will attend the Alleand a gift was presentedto the with his brother, Charles.
gan-StateHigh Basketball game
Miss Patricia Myers, who will guest of honor.
Besides the wife he is survived
in the evening and. Saturdey
become the bride of George KosPesent were her childrenand by two sisters. Mrs, Etta Mieras
morning, will be invited to a roller
telac of Cleveland Feb. 5, was grandchildrenincluding M r s. and Mrs. Kate Van Hees and
Miss Joyce Gorbrecht
skating party.
guest
of honor at a bridal shower Henry Kalmlnk, Mr. and Mr£ two brothers,Charles and John all
The combined bands will numThe engagment of Miss Jovce Saturday evening.
Harold Ortman, Mr. and Mrs. of Grand Haven.
ber 214 musicians.
Garbrechtto Roger Kolean is anThe party was given by Mrs Harvin Zoerhoff,Mr. and Mrs.
nounced by her parents, Mr. and
A minaret is a tall, slender
The expression “my hat’s in the Mrs. Julius Garbrechtof route 1, Henry Siegers and Mrs. Warren Howard Kalmink, Mr. andx Mrs.
ring" springs from an early cus- West Olive. Mr. Kolean is the son Huyser at the Siegers home, 90 Robert Kalmink, Mr. and Mrs. prayer tower whose construction
Lavcrne Zoerhoff,Mr. and Mrs. culminates in a sharp point. Mintom when persons participatingin of Mr. and Mrs. Nick Kolean. 125 West 28th St.
Games were played and dupli- Laveme Vander Ploeg, Miss arets are common throughout TurSpanish bull fights cast their hats West 29th St. A summer wedding
cate prizes awarded. A two-course Jacqueline Ortman, Sherwin Ort- key and in other nations which
into the ring before entering. . is b^jng planned.
lunch was scrvyL
man and the honored guest.
were under Turkish dominance.
A

Dulce during his summer vaca
tion. A trio was presented by Mrs.
Vande Waal, Mrs. Doom and
Mrs. Vos. Mrs. L. Meengs was
accompanist. Devotions were in
charge of Mrs. Henry Lookerse.
Several prayers were offered during the SpiritualHour. Hostesses
wvre Mrs. C. Plasman, Mrs. William Staal, and Mrs. John Slabbe-

in

charge

of board member

Pianist

Give

tickets.

Disbursements and Cash Balance
YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 3Ut, 1954

Concert Here

CASH BAUNCE

— JANUARY

1st,

...............

1954

$

72.01

RECEIPTS
From Campaign Director................
From Headquarter*, Refunds to Chapter

$20,195.72

.............. 13.41

'

-

37,250.00

Emergency March of Dimes ........................

TOTAL

4,664.15 62,123.28

............ $62,195.29

........ .......................

DISBURSEMENTS
IndividualCare:

Warm

Springs Foundation ................ ...... $ 6,006.22

Patient Care

t

Patient Care

—
—

1954

.........

Prior to

15,940.96

1954 .................... 13,920.18

Hospitalization
..........

in

15,686.19

Doctor Fees .................................1,270.50
Nursing and Physiotherapy....v. ................3,013.00
Braces,Shoes and Other Equipment

toWed

—

.......... 3,1

—

13.83

Ambulances............. .................*
248.50
Drugs and Supplies .............................
166.92
'

VaccinationProgram ...................

1,039.80

Administrative Expenses:

Office Expense ............

Meeting Expense

978.86

...............

Equipment Supplies ............
1954 Campaign

-

^

..........

National HeadquartersAdvances

CASH IALANCE

-

>

........

1954 Emergency Drive
1955 Drive; .....

.......... 179.88
................
3235
..'•••

..

.

.

.

..

247.30

...................... 35.86

150.45

................

DECEMBER

31st,

1954

62,031.00

$

164.29

I

CASH BAUNCE REPRESENTED
Cash

I

in the Spring

BY:

Lake State Bank

..................$

164.29.

have examined the accounting rfcofds of the Ottawa County Chapter of The

Foundation for InfantileParalysis, and in my opinion, this statement fairly represents
the operation of the Chapter during the year ended December 31st, 1954, and the
cash balance at that date.
Respectfully submitted, '

Henry

F. Roossien, Accountant

